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CHAPTER 1

1.1

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

Demacon Market Studies was commissioned by the Council of Sol Plaatje Local
Municipality to review the current Local Economic Development (LED) Strategy. The
purpose of this review is to align the strategy with the longer term City Development
Strategy goals, the new National and Provincial policies, including sector department
strategies and other new strategies within Sol Plaatje and to assist in identifying
programmes which are achieving the set objectives as per IDP, and improve on those that
are not currently working.
This report was compiled in accordance with the proposed methodology in order to conduct
a Review of the Local Economic Development Strategy for the Sol Plaatje Local
Municipality within the Frances Baard District Municipality. The purpose of the review of the
Local Economic Development Strategy is to collate all economic information and investigate
the coordinated and integration options and opportunities available to broaden the economic
base and to improve the economic competitiveness of the Sol Plaatje study area.
This will be packaged as a strategic action agenda / framework in order to address the
creation of employment opportunities, investment and business development and the
resultant positive spin-off effects throughout the region’s economy. Furthermore, it is also
aimed at ensuring that the municipality can efficiently and effectively facilitate the creation of
an appropriate enabling environment conducive to economic development and investment.
This can, however, only be done if and when the current development situation in the Sol
Plaatje study area is understood. This analysis aims to provide the foundation by assessing
the current demographic, socio-economic and economic characteristics and trends of the
area and by highlighting the main challenges faced in the area. Such an overview is
provided in a manner that will indicate the development needs of the local communities.
It is important to realise that previous studies have been completed and undertaken
throughout the Sol Plaatje area. However, as the scope of these research projects do not
always reflect the situation at a local level, the relevant information are extracted and a
referencing approach is utilised to ensure suitable credit is presented for non-Demacon
work.
1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The aim of the LED process is to offer the Sol Plaatje Municipality, the private sector, the
non-profit sectors and the local community the opportunity to work together to improve
the local economy. It will focus on enhancing competitiveness and thus increasing
sustainable growth and also on ensuring that the growth is inclusive. The LED process will
encompass many different disciplines, such as economics, spatial planning and actions to
be taken. It will also encompass many local governments and private sector functions
including spatial planning, infrastructure provision, basic services and finance. The LED
process is also about unleashing the economic potential of the Sol Plaatje municipal
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area in order to recommend actions to be taken within the area over the short and long
term. The LED process is thus about uplifting communities and upgrading their investment
climates in order to improve their competitiveness, create jobs and improve their incomes.
Demacon is qualified to undertake the proposed study and has extensive experience in
local economic development studies. Demacon has conducted work in the study area and
are therefore equipped with knowledge on the local dynamics of the study area. Demacon
has been involved in various community liaison and participation exercises resulting in
specialist skills in participatory development processes. Demacon also has the technical
expertise to co-ordinate the project and analyse the local area of Sol Plaatje in terms of the
social and economic conditions.
1.3

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this LED study is to review the previous LED Strategy of 2003/04, within the
context of:
The lack of adequate impacts of the existing LED strategy on the Sol Plaatje local
economy,
 The much-changed governance and policy environment since the adoption of
the existing LED strategy,
 Changed/changing conditions since 2002/03 (e.g. the fuel price hikes, global
warming, China and India’s serious arrival, etc), and
 To understand the true importance of LED for the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area.


This will be further investigated and analysed in order to develop a LED strategy that
investigates all economic development opportunities in the municipal area. Various sectoral
and functional strategies have already been compiled by the Frances Baard district and Sol
Plaatje local municipality to focus on developments in certain areas. As part of this process
to review and develop a LED strategy, the various sectoral and functional strategies will be
combined into the LED strategy. This will enable an LED implementation plan that guides
implementation and facilitation of initiatives.
Furthermore, it is possible that a region or district can rely solely on one sector within its
economy to foster economic growth and development. This sector is therefore the strength
area of a region or district, but in order to encourage and stimulate economic growth it is
necessary to diversify an economy. This will enable the local economy to counteract
fluctuations within certain sectors and by doing this can create economic growth without
relying on only one sector. The LED strategy will therefore focus on potential development
of a range of sectors and not only on a specific few.
The aim of this study is to investigate the options and opportunities available to the
local communities of the Sol Plaatje municipal area, so as to broaden the local economic
base of the area in order to address the creation of employment opportunities and the
resultant spin-off effects throughout the local economy.
It is important to understand that this area hosts poverty-stricken communities who are
currently experiencing growing levels of unemployment. It is thus imperative that actions
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should be taken to change the local economy from its dependency on activities outside the
area towards creating opportunities within the study area.
An important development principle underlying economic development is the broadening of
the local economic base. This includes the introduction of new activities in the area,
exploiting latent resources identified through beneficiation and the consequent
establishment of SMMEs. The project furthermore strives to enhance the multiplier and
trickle-down effect that the Sol Plaatje municipal area stands to gain over the short and long
term from the successful implementation of actions that was identified. Multipliers refer to
the synergy impact which is achieved by creating new jobs and businesses as well as
improving the quality of existing jobs and expanding existing businesses.
LED is an important tool for the alleviation of poverty and the development of sustainable
local economies. It is therefore also the tool that can be used to unlock economic
opportunities in the Sol Plaatje municipal area that will create jobs and ultimately uplift
the livelihoods of the people in the study area. This, however, can only be achieved if
everyone gets involved and a culture of Local Economic Development is established among
the members of the community, the local municipality and the private sector.
This LED study should thus achieve the following:









To provide the necessary long-term framework for the Growth and Development
Summit outcomes and processes, as well as inform the local municipal LED
strategies and the local / district IDPs.
To develop a plan for stimulating economic growth and increased employment in
the municipality.
To create an environment which is conducive to investment and addressing
unemployment to attain:
o Increased income levels, thus enabling more people to pay for services
o Development of the human resource potential and opportunities for
development
o The creation of jobs and new opportunities.
To place special emphasis on the development of income-generating sectors in
order to maximise the income levels in the economy and thereby supporting growth
and development of SMMEs, resulting in:
o The broadening of the tax and revenue base.
o The development of the linkages between developed and under-developed
areas
o The promotion and establishment of local economic development (LED)
initiatives.
o Taking advantage of opportunities arising from enabling legislation, e.g. DTI’s
incentive scheme for SMMEs
o Encourage SMMEs to assess new opportunities and become involved in
networks and clusters.
To identify LED projects that have public/private partnerships potential, and
thereby creating a platform for collaboration by different role-players within and
outside the economy resulting in:
o Maximise the use of local contractors, business and expertise in the
execution of local development programmes
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The management of development, in keeping with the financial means and
constraints of municipality.
 To diversify the economy by promoting sectors whose potential has not yet been
fully realised, resulting in:
o Increases in employment opportunities, wages and opportunities for
economic linkages
o Increased investment opportunities
o Particular focus on niche activities, e.g. tourism, agriculture, etc.
o

1.4

CONCEPT OF LOCAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT (LED)

What is Local Economic Development?
LED is the encouragement of a greater degree of local governance as an integral
component of the pursuits of local community goals. It is about a systemic approach that
manages community governance in such a way to achieve shared community goals and
objectives. The intent to promote LED has become an established feature in the Sol Plaatje
Municipal area, but certain constraints such as resources and skills, lack of communication
and guidance from other spheres of government, hinder the delivery of LED at local
Government level.
LED is immersed in a line function environment that institutionally cannot support or sustain
it, unless broader institutional reform takes place to bring a LED Approach into the
mainstream of municipal and community decision making in terms of locating LED higher
up in the municipal hierarchy. There is normally confusion between the roles and
responsibilities of the District and Local Municipalities in terms of who should facilitate and
guide the economic development in the municipal area. The assessment of these difficulties
and confusions in terms of the institutional operations in the Sol Plaatje Municipality will
identify and develop important operational guidelines for the municipality to overcome
shortcomings that occur within the organisation.
The concept of Local Economic Development will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
1.5

METHODOLOGY

The purpose of this section is to present the methodology that was followed during the
execution of this study:
Step 1 – Inception
The purpose of this step was to obtain the relevant information and strategies from the Sol
Plaatje Local Municipality and to identify all key role players and stakeholders for
involvement in the project. It also included the compilation of the inception report and the
finalisation of the project objectives.
Step 2 – Concept of Local Economic Development (LED)
The purpose of this step is to review relevant literature and policies in order to identify
objective criteria which could be utilised to evaluate Local Economic Development
(LED) performance. This chapter consists of two main sections that respectively:
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Determine the operational essence of LED through an examination of definitions
and the derivation of a working definition for the purpose of the study, and the
analysis of the proposed LED planning process and relevant guidelines for
implementing LED in South Africa;
 Identify the roles and responsibilities of Local Government in LED. This section
examines the roles and responsibilities of local government in LED and the
anomalies associated with them, in the context of the developmental role of
local government, and also discusses briefly the legacy and implications of the
anomalies attending the role of local government in LED.


Step 3 – Sol Plaatje LED in its Institutional, Legal and Policy setting
The purpose of this step was to obtain, review and evaluate all existing documentation,
data, policies and strategies regarding the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality and broader region.
These policies and strategies were assessed in order to ensure total alignment of the Sol
Plaatje Local Municipal area (and its current LED programmes and projects) with the various
National, Provincial and District’s policies and strategies.
A review of the previous Sol Plaatje Municipality’s LED 2003/04 was undertaken here and
brief critique was given regarding this.
Step 4 – Sol Plaatje Economic and Local Market Profile
The purpose of this step was to undertake an economic, social, environmental and spatial
situational evaluation of the economic base with a view to compile a development
perspective and to identify trends and opportunities within the Sol Plaatje municipal area.
This analysis was necessary in order to provide critical basic information required for
economic development planning, since it provides an indication of the economic structure
and functional specialisation and other dynamic characteristics of the study area.
Step 5 – Growth Trends & Scenarios
The purpose of this step was to identify the future growth trends and scenarios, as well as
the spatial and infrastructural implications for the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area in terms of local
growth and development based on the opportunities identified in the situational evaluation.
This activity took on the format of future growth scenario modelling that positioned the
region favourably in terms of the identified development opportunities.
The models were interpreted in terms of the best options in order to unlock the inherent
growth / development potential, identify spatial and infrastructural implications, exploiting
comparative and competitive advantages as well as intensifying sub-regional specialisation.
Step 6 – Institutional Arrangements & Actor Behaviour
The purpose of this step is to highlight the importance of institutional arrangements /
re-arrangements and actor behaviour to effectively implement, manage and facilitate
the adoption of the LED Approach. The multiplier effect derived specifically from the
synergy impact that is achieved by creating partnerships across the community and by
achieving greater alignment of effort within local government as a dividend of the LED
Approach aims to contribute to the growth and development of the Sol Plaatje
Municipality. The situation in which LED is currently viewed within the Sol Plaatje
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Municipality will also be discussed and integrated coordinated guidelines for the
municipality will be identified in this step.
Step 7 –Way Forward for Sol Plaatje
The purpose of this step is to identify ways to regenerate the Sol Plaatje Municipal area’s
local economy and to find ways and actions to move forward in times of uncertainties and
hardships. This section commences with an introduction of an Action Agenda that will assist
the municipality to move forward over the short- and long-term, followed by a short
discussion of each phase / component.
1.6

DATA SOURCES

A range of secondary data sources was used as background research for the study. A
complete reference list will be provided at the end of the study. The initially identified
information sources are highlighted below:
Existing Literature Sources


Legislation
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Policies, Perspectives and Initiatives
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act, 2005 and the Draft Guidelines
on the Implementation Protocol published in April 2007
Municipal Finance Management Act, 2003
Municipal Property Rates Act, 2004
Municipal Fiscal Powers and Functions Act, 2007
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act, 2003
National Small Business Amendment Act, 2004
Cooperatives Act, 2005
Expropriation Bill, April 2008 and discussed in the Draft Policy on the
Expropriation Bill, as set out in Notice 1654 of 2007, 13 November 2007
White Paper on the development and promotion of tourism in the Northern
Cape

National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP) (2006-version)
Regional Industrial Development Strategy (RIDS) (July 2007-Draft)
Accelerated and Shared Growth Initiative of South Africa (ASGISA), 2006
Robust and Inclusive Municipal Economies: Policy Guidelines for
Implementing Local Economic Development in South Africa, 2005
Breaking New Ground, 2004 (incorporating the concept of ‘Sustainable
Human Settlements’)
Policy Process on the system of Provincial and Local Government –
Background: Policy questions, process and participation, 2007
Cooperatives Development Policy and Incentives Scheme (DTI), 2004
Export promotion
Community Development Workers Programme

Strategies and Plans
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o
o
o
o
o
o


Northern Cape PGDS (and Provincial SDFs)
A diamond strategy and business plan for the Northern Cape Province, 2006
(Confidential)
Sol Plaatje City Development Strategy (2007/8)
Sol Plaatje IDP (2007/8-2011/12) (Draft)
Sol Plaatje Spatial Development Framework, 2008-2012 (May 2008)
Frances Baard Growth and Development Summit/Strategy, December 2007

Strategies, Frameworks, Programmes and Plans
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Medium Term Strategic Framework (MTSF), 2004 and updated in 2007
Northern Cape Manufacturing Strategy, 2004
Micro-Economic Reform Strategy
Broad-based black economic empowerment strategy
National strategy for the development and promotion of franchising in SA
National youth enterprise strategy
Integrated Strategy on the Promotion of Entrepreneurship and Small
Enterprises, DTI (2005)
Draft National Industrial Policy Framework (NIPF) and Industrial Policy
Action Plan (IPAP), 2007
The President’s Programme of Action, 2004
Expanded Public Works Programme, 2004
Location Film and Television Production Incentive (DTI), 2008
South Africa Film and Television Production and Co-production Incentive
(DTI), 2008
Mining and Mineral Beneficiation Strategy (NC)
Geographic Spread Programme (DTI)
Small Business Programme (DTI)
Enterprise Investment Programme, 2008
Frances Baard Consolidated LED strategy, May 2006
Urban Renewal Programme (URP)
Spatial Development Initiatives (SDIs)
Industrial Development Zones (IDZs)
The Harmonisation and Alignment Framework, 2004

Site Visits & Interviews
Various site visits took place and interviews was conducted with stakeholders, role-players,
sector specialists, various departments, local businesses, NGO's, the community etc. in
order to gain an understanding of the local area and its key issues and opportunities. A
business audit was also completed for the purposes of the LED study, by a local subcontracting company – Aganang Business Connection.
Existing Economic Database
The study is dependent on up-to-date demographic information and existing business /
industrial concerns in the Sol Plaatje municipal area. The following was used as a starting
point:
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1.7

StatsSA
Quantec Research Database
Demarcation Board
SMME services providers in the area, i.e. SEDA
Members of Chambers of Commerce
Members of SMME Service Providers
LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA

Sol Plaatje Local Municipality is located within the Frances Baard District Municipal Area,
within the Northern Cape Province (refer to Map 1.1).
Map 1.1

Sol Plaatje Local Municipality
Northern Cape

Sol Plaatje Local Municipality
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1.8

STRUCTURE OF REPORT

The remainder of the report is structured in terms of the following chapters:







Chapter Two
Chapter Three
Chapter Four
Chapter Five
Chapter Six
Chapter Seven

Concept of Local Economic Development (LED)
Sol Plaatje LED in its Institutional, Legal and Policy setting
Sol Plaatje Economic & Local Market Profile
Growth Trends & Scenario Modelling
Institutional Arrangements & Actor Behaviour
Way Forward for the Sol Plaatje Municipality
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CHAPTER 2

2.1

CONCEPT OF LOCAL ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT (LED)

INTRODUCTION

Local Economic Development (LED) can be defined as follows (compiled from Nel,
2001:1005; Helmsing, 2001:64; Trousdale, 2003:1):
LED is a participatory process where the local role-players interact to develop, grow and
strengthen the economic base of a geographic locality. These activities are focused at
improving the business environment which will result in the identification of barriers to
spontaneous economic growth, formulating and implementing measures to overcome the
barriers while exploiting economic and business opportunities. Thereby reducing transaction
costs and improving the quality of local production factors in a manner through which
employment opportunities are created and sustained.
According to Ackron (2003), there are two broad perspectives on LED that need to
inform the way we define it, namely:
The LED approach (“a way you do things”)
The LED approach being the collection of policies,
strategies and other instruments that are applied as
tools to achieve LED outcomes. The LED approach
can be seen as a partnership between all players
having an impact on the local economy including
local government, the community and the private
sector in order to stimulate the economy in a local
area. To this extent “LED” is not a separate function
in Local Government but rather in appropriate part
the responsibility of all community stakeholders and
of all departments within local government. It is
thus not merely the responsibility of an LED
department in local government, although such
“department” may serve as a focal point for
energising and facilitating it.
 The LED outcome (“a thing you do”)
Economic development in the local community is the
outcome pursued by the LED approach. There are
various outcomes of LED such as to create
employment opportunities for local residents,
alleviate poverty, and redistribute resources and
opportunities to the benefit of all local residents.
The outcomes sought by various communities and
Local Governments can change over time and can
be served by the same essential features of LED
approach toward community cohesion.
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LED
The LED approach is an
ongoing process, rather
than a single project, or
a series of steps to
follow.
It is concerned with
everything that impacts
on economic
development and growth
at a local level.
It encompasses all
departments,
stakeholders and the
community in a local
area that are involved in
various different
initiatives, aimed at
addressing a variety of
economic needs and
imperatives in that
community.
LED initiatives need to
take account of the
national and global
context, and be
designed in a way that
assists local areas to
respond creatively to
those contexts.
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It is important to realise that the LED approach is an ongoing process, rather than a
single project or a series of steps to follow. LED is thus everything that impacts on
economic development and growth at a local level. LED thus encompasses all
departments, stakeholders and the community in a local area, involved in various
different initiatives aimed at addressing a variety of economic needs and imperatives in
that community.
The LED approach thus manifests when national, provincial and local authorities,
business, labour; NGO’s and most importantly individuals take ownership of their own
economic development and strive to improve their economic status by combining skills,
resources, ideas and effort.
Local economic development initiatives always take place in the context of the national
and global economies. Changes in the national and global economy impact on local
economies in different ways. For example, a fluctuation in mineral prices may mean
that local mines, which are one of the main employers in the Sol Plaatje municipal area
are closed down, resulting in increased unemployment. To this extent LED thus has
national and even global dimensions. LED initiatives thus need to take account of the
national and global context, and be designed in a way that assists local areas to
respond creatively to those contexts.
2.2

DEFINING LED

The Provincial Growth and Development Strategy
(PGDS) facilitate harmonised planning between the three
spheres of government and consist of the formulation of a
comprehensive, multi-faceted strategy for the economic
and social development of a province. Planning for the
promotion of economic growth and social development
lies at the core of government’s responsibility to provide a
better life for all. In order to be successful, it is essential to
ensure that planning is integrated across disciplines,
coordinated within and between different planning
jurisdictions and aligned with the budgeting processes of
national, provincial and local government. Stakeholders
from the private sector, organised labour and civil society
must be provided with the opportunity to contribute to the
formulation of the PGDS, in order to make them full
partners in development.

LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
Core focus of LED: An
emphasis on the concepts of
partnership, economic
sustainability and improvement
of community well-being.
To the extent that the PGDS
represents an inclusive
approach to achieving
provincial growth and
development, the LED
approach can also be viewed
as the extension at the local
level of that approach and in
turn of the National Spatial
Development Strategy (NSDP)
at national level

To the extent that the PGDS represents an inclusive approach to achieving provincial
growth and development, the LED approach can also be viewed as the extension to the
local level of that approach and in turn of the National Growth and Development Strategy
(NGDS) at national level.
Zaaijer and Sara (1993:129), state that LED “...is essentially a process in which local
governments and/or community based groups manage their existing resources and enter
into partnership arrangements with the private sector, or with each other, to create new jobs
and stimulate economic activity in an economic area”.
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According to the World Bank (2000:1): “LED is the process by which public, business and
non-governmental sector partners work collectively to create better conditions for economic
growth and employment generation. The aim is to improve the quality of life for all”.
A subsequent World Bank document asserts that “LED is about local people working
together to achieve sustainable economic growth that brings economic benefits and quality
of life to all in the community. ‘Community’ here is defined as a city, town, metropolitan area,
or sub-national region” (World Bank, 2002).
These two quotations clearly identify the core focus of LED namely an emphasis on the
concepts of partnership, economic sustainability and improvement of community well-being.
“LED is also about the competitive advantage of local firms as well as the competitive
advantage of the locality. Through the creation of competitive conditions at a specific
locality, investment may be attracted which otherwise would go elsewhere and create
jobs and income in another locality. Local economic development is different from
regional/national economic development in several respects.” (Meyer-Stamer, 2003:3).
Meyer-Stamer (2003:4) identifies three broad approaches at attempting to define LED:
One approach is to view LED as the same as national economic development,
but in a downscaled way. Such an approach would be inadequate as a
regional/national economic development policy includes several activities, which
are beyond the scope and reach of any LED initiative, and vice versa.
 A second approach to defining LED would be to relate it to activities that aim at
promoting investment in the locality. Such an approach implies an exaggerated
focus at investment attraction activities.
 A third approach at defining LED would be to include all activities, which aim at
improving the well-being of the local population.


Meyer-Stamer (2003:4) states that because the different types of initiatives follow
different logics, pursue different goals and operate with different incentive structures, it
is important to make a clear distinction between them in terms of instruments, roleplayers and governance.


Instruments: There are numerous instruments available to national level
government
to
promote
economic
LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
development which are beyond the reach of
Officials
local initiatives, such as:
o The exchange rate
LED initiatives should thus
o The tax rates
involve close cooperation
between government and nono Legal frameworks
governmental actors (chambers
o At the same time, many instruments of
and business associations,
LED are not viable for national or
trade unions, universities and
regional government, such as:
research institutes, companies,
o The development of real estate
NGO’s) during diagnosis,
planning, implementation and
o Business coaching programs.
evaluation.

The preceding statement illustrates precisely why national government also needs an LED
policy and why it is as much a player in LED as are the other spheres of government.
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Role-players: National economic development is formulated and implemented
by government with non-governmental organisations (NGO’s) being involved in
the policy process, for instance in terms of lobbying or by sharing information
and knowledge. But in terms of policy execution, there are more targets than
executors. At the local level, and in particular in the context of LED initiatives,
things are dissimilar. In extreme cases, LED initiatives can be designed and
executed by private sector role-players without any participation of government
and under normal conditions.

LED initiatives should thus involve close cooperation between government and nongovernmental actors (chambers and business associations, trade unions, universities
and research institutes, companies, NGO’s) during diagnosis, planning, implementation
and evaluation.


Governance:
National economic development programs involve a clear
definition of roles between the legislative and the executive branch of
government. At a local level, role definitions are generally unclear and the
definition of roles for the different role-players is one of the main challenges.

From the preceding, LED as a development approach is
based on the central idea of stakeholder mobilisation
(including
and
especially
local
stakeholder
mobilisation), building the competitive advantages of
the locality and enabling local role-players to capture
and exploit market opportunities (GTZ, 2002). Such an
approach coincides with a global trend towards
decentralisation of powers from national to local
government. LED is decidedly interventionist, but the
interventions themselves are of enabling nature
founded upon the economic approach of achieving
greater self-reliance in the local sphere, in communities
and in individuals themselves.

LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
The LED approach
comprises the harnessing
and focusing of all resources
and interventions that
potentially impact upon the
economic development of a
local area in order to better
serve local economic
imperatives.

According to Ackron (2003), LED is thus a “Way you do things” and not a “Thing you do”.
The essential LED approach is one that draws economic development considerations to the
heart of all decision making. To this extent even overtly welfare interventions need to take
account of the imperatives of LED and need to be undertaken in a way that promotes
increasing self-reliance and the efficient use of economic resources. To this extent the LED
Approach is pervasive in the same way for example that the requirement of economic
efficiency pervades all areas of our national life.
Based on the preceding, the following definition of the LED approach is employed for the
purposes of the present study:
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The LED approach comprises the harnessing and focusing of all resources and
interventions that potentially impact upon the economic development of a local area in
order to better serve local economic imperatives.
It manages local community governance in such
a way as to achieve shared community goals
and objectives. Thus, Local Government, private
sector and the community must enter into a
partnership and work collectively together and
with others outside of the community in order to
stimulate
economic
activity
within
the
community.
 It must inform all decision making on the part of
stakeholders impacting on the local economy.
Whilst explicit programmes and projects are a
means to implementing the LED approach, the
approach is not confined to such interventions
but should inform all decisions with economic
implications within the local community.


LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
From the preceding, LED as
a development approach is
based on the central idea of
stakeholder mobilisation
(including and especially
local stakeholder
mobilisation), building the
competitive advantages of
the locality and enabling
local role-players to capture
and exploit market
opportunities (GTZ, 2002).
Such an approach coincides
with a global trend towards
decentralisation of powers
from national to local
government.

The next section presents an overview of international
approaches to LED.
2.3

OVERVIEW OF LED INTERNATIONALLY

Nel (2001:365) states that in recent years, LED has been recognised, internationally, as a
key response to major contemporary trends, such as:
 Increasing decentralisation of power and decision-making to the local-level, which
parallels the neo-liberal era reduction in the role of the central state in the economy.
 Globalisation forces, which in a context of the diminishing importance of the nationstate, compel a local-level response,
 Economic change within localities, varying from de-industrialisation to local
innovation which requires local leadership initiative, response and direction, and
 The dubious results achieved by macro-level planning and regional development
interventions
These trends are not unique to any portion of the globe. Though occurring at different
rates, the effects of globalisation and global economic crises have helped to ensure
that local economic initiatives and self-reliance are a discernible trend around the
world. This has been particularly noticeable for example in the United States of
America. There local communities and “neighbourhoods” have developed a particular
and fiercely individualistic approach that can be very valuable for the South African
context in the medium to longer term, when levels of local entrepreneurship have been
elevated beyond the extremely low (poor) current levels (Global Economic Monitor,
2001).
The goals of LED tend to revolve around issues of job creation; empowerment; the
pursuit of economic growth; the restoration of economic vitality and diversification in
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areas subject to recession; and establishing the ‘locality’ as a vibrant, sustainable
economic entity (Nel, 2001).
2.4

BROAD STRATEGIC APPROACHES TO LED

Whilst the phenomenon of LED might be taking
place around the world, its focus according to which
it is pursued differs fundamentally from place to
place. Two broad orientations have been identified
as follows:

LED Unity & Sol Plaatje
Officials
Strategic Approaches to LED:
• A market-led approach,
based on business
development; and
• A bottom-up or marketcritical approach, based on
community development.

A market-led approach, based on business
development (Rogerson, 2000:3),
 A bottom-up or market-critical approach,
based on community development (Scott and Pawson, 1999:189).


Whilst the former focuses on the pursuit of economic growth, investment attraction and
courting the high-profile business sector, the latter tends to be associated more with
support for emerging micro and community businesses. In general terms, both foci are
equally valid and it can be argued that both should be pursued in conjunction with each
other in order to meet the needs of a wide spectrum of stakeholders, to provide for
balanced growth, and to ensure that capital-generating large businesses can generate
meaningful spin-offs for the small and emerging business sectors (Rogerson, 2000:3;
Scott and Pawson, 1999:189).
Thus, micro-business needs to be market driven in the same way that “high profile” business
is. Otherwise it is not “business” and cannot survive. That is one of the difficulties with microbusiness at the present in that its proponents in an exclusively bottom-up or market-critical
approach very often ignore the equally vital market element there. Viable and sustainable
micro-business operates in markets and not on charity and handouts just as does other
business. In fact, in this sense there is only one catchall “business” class, namely
comprising those economic activities that are inherently self-sustaining.
2.4.1 Categories of LED interventions
In order to pursue either market-led or market-critical
Business Sector
development, implementing agencies (such as local
governments or development associations) generally
Micro- business needs to be
market driven in the same
tend to pursue fairly standard intervention measures
way that “high profile”
which address the needs for financial, infrastructural,
business is. Otherwise it is
information, planning and training support. In all cases,
not “business” and cannot
support varies from measures designed to support large
survive.
enterprises, such as tax rebates, to support measures for
micro-enterprises, such as training, job-banks and equity
participation. Nel (2001:1010) identified five major LED interventions, namely:
Financial support
 Land and building development
 Information and marketing assistance
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Organisational structures
 Training and employment


2.4.2

LED Programs

According to the above, LED interventions, be they market-led or market-critical, tend to
focus on achieving set goals related to economic development and empowerment. In order
to achieve such goals, support agencies conventionally pursue a fairly definable range of
programmes. The World Bank (2002) lists the most common programs as comprising:










2.5

Encouraging local business growth
Support for new enterprises
Improving the local investment climate
The promotion of inward investment
The provision of both hard and soft infrastructure
Sector support for identified lead sectors
Area targeting to address unique challenges
Poverty reduction to ensure equity, and
Regeneration endeavours in areas subject to economic change.
LED IN THE SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT

In South Africa, the practice of LED tends to have become associated with a more
distinctive pro-poor orientation and the degree of national state endorsement of local-level
action is particularly noteworthy. In the South African context LED usually refers to actions
initiated at the local level, typically by a combination of partners, to address particular socioeconomic problems or to respond to economic opportunities (Nel, 2001).
Many of the core competencies of LED lie beyond local government. A credible LED
approach is thus in its very essence a joint initiative and responsibility of all spheres and
players. LED encompasses all the relevant activities and interventions necessary to
encourage development at the local level. A core difficulty that will be adduced for the
limited success of the LED approach in South Africa is the local approach does not address
the very significant economic externalities affecting local communities but tends to promote
an isolationist view of LED in communities, concluding that LED is a responsibility of local
government alone, albeit with the involvement of the local community.
The LED approach may be seen as having at least the following core dimensions
individually or in combination:
It can manifest at the policy level e.g. a municipality’s decision to be more businesslike, or to encourage local procurement or investment;
 It can manifest at an institutional level e.g. having a Job-Centre, LED office,
Section 21 Company or the operation of independent / private support centres (e.g.
LBSCs, local banks with community support programmes).
 It can manifest at the project / programme level i.e. it operates as a defined,
focused explicit LED undertaking e.g. a chicken co-operative; a tourism promotion
strategy; an LED Fund project, a private sector initiative or support for survivalist or
livelihoods programmes.
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In its application LED can either have a ‘pro-poor’ focus
LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
(i.e. seeking poverty alleviation) as encouraged by the
Officials
Department of Provincial and Local Government, or a
‘pro-growth’ focus (i.e. seeking economic growth) as
It is critical that development
encouraged by the Department of Trade and Industry
interventions in South Africa (and
(Tomlinson, 2003). These two divergent approaches
in the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area
respond to very real needs in the country. But they can
& the Frances Baard District of
also lead to divergences of opinion on the ground, and
the Northern Cape in particular)
Tomlinson (2003) has raised the concern that the ‘proprioritise the needs of the poor,
poor’ variant of LED may well, albeit inadvertently, be
but in a manner that is consistent
marginalised in the country at the present by the focus
with the achievement of selfon GEAR-related initiatives. However, a distinction needs
reliance, sustainability and the
to be made between the “pro-poor” focus and a
inclusion of the poor into the
“welfarist” focus, the latter preoccupied essentially with
local economic mainstream.
short-term interventions toward alleviating the symptoms
of poverty. Pro-poor LED approaches are not necessarily
welfarist at all, to the extent that they are informed by the need for encouraging self-reliance
and economic efficiency and for drawing the poor into the productive mainstream of local
economic activity.
With this in mind, it is critical that development interventions in South Africa (and in the Sol
Plaatje Municipal Area / Frances Baard District of the Northern Cape in particular) prioritise
the needs of the poor but in a manner that is consistent with the achievement of selfreliance, sustainability and the inclusion of the poor into the local economic mainstream.
The experience of LED in South Africa started with limited cases of applied LED in small
towns, in the early 1990s, and rapidly accelerated through the activities of the ‘forum’
movement. The concept of community- or locality- based development, implicit in the 1994
RDP, was effectively enshrined in the 1996 Constitution (in terms of the developmental role
of local government) and has since been supported by a range of policy and legal measures
(Tomlinson, 2003).
Applied LED within the municipal environment has evolved apace, such that by 2001
all major urban centres had initiated LED Units or Economic Development
Departments, whilst a range of NGOs-, community- and private sector-led initiatives
have also evolved. These have variously included Local Economic Development
agencies in the form of public-private partnerships through the medium of corporate
and other arrangements that have taken LED out of the more limited realm of local
government and effectively elevated it to the community level as a tangible
manifestation of the inclusive approach that views LED as the province of all
stakeholders and not of local government alone.
According to Rogerson (2000) the most prominent current initiatives suggest that LED in
South Africa clearly tends to be an urban-focused activity. Despite this, at the micro-level a
range of NGOs and CBOs are clearly pursuing very valuable training and job creation
strategies in rural and urban areas throughout the country.
Applied LED initiatives range from ‘market-led’ initiatives pursued in the large cities to draw
in big business, to build sports stadiums and convention centres and to ‘re-image’ cities in a
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global era, through to small-scale, but carefully targeted poverty relief, training and jobcreation schemes which focus on areas such as crafts, sewing, brick-making etc.
(Rogerson, 1997).
Durban has set up an Economic Department and Cape Town has created an Economic and
Social Development Directorate. Both cities are seeking to achieve global competitiveness
and poverty relief and are focusing on tourism, place promotion, business attraction, support
for small and micro-projects, community projects, and support for flagship projects.
Some of the most critical LED endeavours are being pursued in towns subjected to
severe economic stress. These include mining towns, such as in the Free State, North
West Province and KwaZulu-Natal, and also in fishing villages, such as Lamberts Bay
and Stilbaai that have been subjected to the loss of their previous economic mainstay.
In places such as Kimberley and the rest of the Frances Baard Municipal area, urban
farming, tourism promotion and small business support are some of the more
prominent strategies that are being pursued. In rural areas, farming ventures and
poverty relief interventions, often led by NGOs, tend to be a common trend (Nel, 2001).
Nel (2001) has identified four variants of LED as it is currently applied in South Africa,
namely:
Local Government-led LED where the elected
LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
local authority becomes the active change agent
Officials
 NGO- or Community-led LED, often in the
Variants of LED:
absence of other logical economic leaders
• ‘Top-down’
 Development Corporation or Section 21
• NGO- or Community-led
Initiatives – there are several examples of
• Development
development agencies which have been
Corporation or Section
specifically
established,
often
by
local
21 Initiatives
• Local Government-led
governments, to pursue LED-type activities.
Examples include the Northern Cape Economic
Development Agency (NCEDA) and Lephalale Development Agency.
 ‘Top-down’ LED – this refers to instances where significant government or external
resources are specifically targeted at an area in an endeavour to catalyse LED.
Though somewhat contrary to the conventional notion of spontaneous, communitybased development, such support has a role to play in catalysing or “quick starting”
LED at local level, particularly in disempowered communities lacking leadership
capacity and resources.


The unfortunate situation, however, has arisen in South Africa and elsewhere that, whilst
significant powers have been decentralised to local authorities, the accompanying resources
to implement them have just not followed, creating a situation which Stockmayer (1999:3)
has referred to as the ‘decentralisation of poverty’.
2.6

CRITIQUE OF LED ON A NATIONAL BASIS

Indications of the widespread failure of LED in South Africa are starting to emerge
indicating the limitations of current approaches. It has been observed recently that: “it
appears that the results have generally been disappointing” (Hindson, 2003:4) with
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capacity and resource constraints being the key hindrances in many local authority
areas (Nel, 2001). In a critical commentary, Meyer-Stamer (2003:4) argues that “LED
in South Africa tends to be confused and highly selective. Adding to this the limited
capacity and experience local governments tend to have, in terms of promoting
economic development, it is unlikely that LED will make much of a difference”.
Accordingly, Meyer-Stamer contends that LED should focus on markets and that
competitive business and community development interventions should be used to deal
with social problems. This viewpoint echoes the critique offered by Hindson that by
focusing on poverty, albeit valid and justifiable, questions of economic growth are left
either largely unanswered or sidelined.
In contrast to the pro-poor stance adopted by the
LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Department of Provincial and Local Government, is the view
Officials
espoused by the Department of Trade and Industry which
links LED more firmly to mainstream economic development
South African LED
officials and policy
and to small business promotion in particular (Rogerson,
makers need to take
2002). Nevertheless, the disappointments associated with a
stock of the deepdecade of policy initiatives to support the Small, Medium and
rooted structural
Micro-enterprise (SMME) economy is reluctantly being
constraints which are
inhibiting their actions,
acknowledged by national government (Nel, 2002).
to learn from
Tomlinson (2003) has examined the reality of policy conflicts
successes where they
in the country and argues that, in contrast with international
have occurred, and to
experience, South Africa’s focus on small businesses and
re-conceptualise their
poverty relief only parallels international experience in terms
roles, targets and
strategies to ensure
of community-based LED rather than more mainstream
that appropriate and
varieties. Within this same context he also finds that LED is
meaningful
being marginalised by the lack of available resources, the
development is
dominance of large scale state interventions such as in new
achieved.
programmes for Industrial Development Zones, the narrow
conceptualization of what LED is, and the rather unfortunate reality that “LED is
increasingly being used by central government, to shift to local government some of
the responsibility for dealing with unemployment and poverty” (Tomlinson, 2003:113).
Despite these contextual factors, LED is nonetheless still taking place on the ground in
South Africa with varying degrees of success. It is, therefore, perhaps appropriate to
argue that South African LED officials and policy makers need to take stock of the
deep-rooted structural constraints which are inhibiting their actions, to learn from
successes where they have occurred, and to re-conceptualise their roles, targets and
strategies to ensure that appropriate and meaningful development is achieved.
What is needed is probably not the refinement of the current system of understanding
and applying LED but, perhaps, a complete re-think of what it means, its goals and
how to achieve them. Within this context, some of the most critical issues include redefining what LED is and what strategies should be pursued, taking LED out of the
narrow confines of the local government mandate into the arena of true partnerships
and ensuring that there is more than the tokenistic support for the strategy which
currently exists. A key concern which Hindson (2003) and Rogerson (2003) both
identify is the current marginalisation of non-local government actors in the South
African variant of LED and, by implication, the failure to adhere to the internationally
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recognised belief that partnership formation and collaboration is one of the most critical
ingredients in LED. This however appears to be a logical consequence of DPLG’s own
preoccupations with local government as the engine and conduit for LED at the
expense of other more inclusive approaches that exemplify an inclusive definition of
LED as developed above.
In an unpublished document of Nel and Rogerson (2004), DPLG conceded that there is
currently a range of policy initiatives, such as pro-poor LED, the Urban Renewal
Strategy, SMME development, and economic empowerment, “…that impact more or
less directly on local economic development and [that] have yet to be assimilated into
a coherent LED framework that addresses the aims of economic growth, employment
creation, equity and poverty alleviation”. In addition, this self-critical evaluation
acknowledges that the “current state of the policy environment calls for increased
conceptual coherence” which requires potentially “differentiated policy approaches to
address LED aims under the conditions pertaining in the economy”. More specifically,
DPLG suggests that a key “challenge is to bring about increased policy convergence
aimed at re-connecting the globally connected and locally marginalised sectors of the
(South African) economy”.
Some of the key issues identified by a range of authors (Nel et al., 2002; Tomlinson,
2003) are:

















The failure rate of initiatives is high;
In many ventures, particularly in smaller centres, there is only limited private
sector involvement;
What is being achieved is the provision of facilities of a global standard in
certain localities versus constrained achievements in the poorer areas;
The ‘politicisation’ of development is an issue, where individual interests
override the greater common good;
Projects appear to move through a ‘life-cycle’ which often sees the demise of
once-promising endeavours;
There is a clear problem of grant dependence and the limited sustainability of
many projects;
The economic aspects of projects, especially the marketing of products, are
often neglected in planning and often threaten project sustainability;
A question needs to be raised as to whether local authorities should be driving
economic development and job creation, or whether local governments should
rather be facilitating it.
Many regard LED as an ‘unfunded mandate’ i.e. local governments are required
to pursue it, but lack the necessary funds and staff;
There is a clear need for more training, facilitation and funds;
In Rogerson’s view, ‘...the most distinguishing feature of South African Local
Economic Development policy is the new emphasis on a strong pro-poor focus
in rhetoric, albeit if not always in practice’ (Rogerson, 2000:408);
There is currently inadequate facilitation and support;
There is a possible ideological conflict between GEAR and socially responsible
programmes;
Community-focused programmes are often difficult to sustain, because of high
staff turnover, limited resources and capacity.
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These considerations reflect the very real challenges which applied LED has faced in
South Africa in recent years. These issues must be addressed in the undertaking of
future LED initiatives.
Finally, the DPLG’s own critical assessment of the performance of LED in South Africa
(Nel and Rogerson, 2004) draws attention to a series of important institutional issues
that require attention, inter alia:
The problem that the decentralisation of powers from national government to
the local tier has placed “huge additional LED responsibilities on a sphere of
government which often has very limited capacity to implement them
effectively”. The extent of these “additional LED responsibilities” is a moot point
however to the extent that the main burden of the LED approach on local
government in accordance with the Constitution is that it perform its
constitutional functions in such a manner as to promote local economic
development. It can therefore be argued that if local government has acquired
additional responsibilities they are not LED responsibilities per se but rather
general developmental governmental responsibilities.
 The frequent lack of coordination between different government actors and private
sector, donor and NGO LED initiatives leading to often fragmented and
uncoordinated initiatives at local level
 The imperative to link LED taking place within municipalities to other regional and
national initiatives, including sectoral programmes
 The lack of clear understanding and/or agreement at local level of what LED actually
means.


The abovementioned indicates the need for caution when applying LED approaches and
indicates that in efforts to refine LED policy and practice in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
cognisance should be taken of the bigger, national picture: firstly to identify difficulties
(potential and actual) and secondly, to help chart the way forward in terms of putting
mechanisms and guidelines in place which can ensure the success of LED on the ground.
2.7

CURRENT DELIVERY OF LED

This section reviews the current status of LED delivery in South Africa. The Integrated
Development Plan (IDP) is viewed as the prescribed instrument available to local
government to deliver LED, thus specific emphasis is placed on the linkage between the IDP
and LED.


LED & the IDP

The Integrated Development Plan (IDP) is the key instrument in the local government
system and is a legal requirement for all municipalities in South Africa (Msegana-Ndlela,
2002:2). Municipalities have to prepare 5-year strategic plans (IDP’s) linked to the term of
office of an elected council and have to be formulated in consultation with communities and
key stakeholders. The IDP is a process through which a municipality can establish a
development plan for the short, medium and long term.
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The IDP essentially recognises the complex inter-relationship between various aspects of
development: political, social, economic, environmental, ethical, infrastructural and spatial.
Given the inter-relationships, it is impossible to address only one dimension and expect to
make a developmental impact. The IDP recognises that any sustainable and successful
strategy must address all of the elements in a coordinated way, based on an analysis of the
underlying structural factors that sustain economic growth, poverty and inequality (DPLG,
2003:15).
Planning for LED should be part of developing an IDP. When municipal councils adopt an
IDP, they formulate a vision, development objectives, and strategies aimed at realising their
objectives. The IDP provides an action plan that is linked to a specific 5-year timeframe
which is reviewed annually. Municipal development objectives may include elements such
as addressing unemployment in the local area, widening the local tax base, alleviating
poverty, enhancing economic growth or redistributing wealth and opportunities. To realise
these development objectives, municipalities will need to formulate strategies consisting of
LED programs and projects. In addition, in accordance with the obligation imposed upon it
by the Constitution and considerations of promoting the economic development of the local
community must inform and influence the decision making of the municipality in respect of
the conduct of all its constitutional functions.
In the final analysis the IDP is a local government plan
LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
informed by inputs by other stakeholders. It serves in the
Officials
final analysis to guide the activities of local government.
Planning for LED should be
Indeed it is not statutorily binding on any other
part of developing an IDP.
stakeholders outside of government. Yet, LED requires
the engagement and commitment of non-local government
actors many of whom control the levers of the local economy that lie beyond the powers of
local government. Whilst the IDP as the overall local government plan reflects explicit and
implicit actions and priorities of local government in support of LED it can at best thus only
represent part of the picture. Its capacity to serve as the vehicle for inclusive LED within the
community must be regarded as limited. According to Ackron (2006), a far more selfconsistent view of the planning hierarchy would be provided by an interpretation that
recognises LED strategy in essence as a community instrument for economic development
reflecting a consensus of all stakeholders, with the IDP constituting local government’s
planned response to it.
According to DPLG (2003), “…the IDP essentially recognises the complex inter-relationship
between various aspects of development…” The reality is however that in practice IDP’s and
the processes leading up to them are deeply flawed. In many if not most cases IDP’s are
uninformed by comprehensive consensus LED strategies at local community level. To this
extent they frequently represent wish lists of totally disjoint and often inconsistent actions
where no effort has been made to link them to a strategy or indeed to anything but simple
financial affordability in terms of the availability of budget funding.
2.8

LOCAL GOVERNMENT: RESPONSIBILITIES & CONFUSIONS

This section attempts to identify where further clarity is required regarding the allocation as
between the spheres of government of functions and responsibilities relevant to LED.
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The Constitution of South Africa defines the functions of local government and its
relationship to other spheres of government i.e. provincial and national. It caters for a
dynamic relationship and entrenches the “Principle of Subsidiary” which reflects the principle
of devolving powers to the lowest possible level capable of satisfactorily exercising those
powers effectively. This clearly does not in all instances refer to local government.
The Constitution promotes the improvement of living environments and livelihoods for all
constituents by means of a developmental approach to local governance. The
developmental role of local government can be understood through the consideration of four
basic drivers i.e. planning for development, governance and administration, regulation, and
service delivery.


A Legacy of Unclear Powers and Functions

In the light of the Amendment Act, the concern exists that the transfer of the four national
functions (water, sanitation, electricity and municipal health) to District Municipalities would
deprive the Local Municipality of the bulk of their revenue and staff.
Towards the end of 2001, DPLG commissioned a study to examine the impact of the
transfer of functions on Local Municipalities. On 13 January 2003, the Minister repealed the
“status quo Government Notices” and re-allocated the functions (water, sewerage and
electricity) to local municipalities in certain parts of the country. Electricity would be
maintained and water and sanitation should be linked. However, on 13 June 2003 the
Minister repealed the abovementioned.
These abovementioned changes have created extensive confusion among Local and
District Municipalities about what exactly their powers and functions are. There are two
fundamental sources of confusion:
The first source of confusion has been the developmental philosophy underpinning
Section 84 of the Structures Act. The status of the Municipal Structures Act is
unclear, since some of its provisions have been overridden. The importance of the
matter is the impact which District and Local Municipalities can have on
development.
 The second source of confusion is the confusion about what exactly are “districtwide functions”. Government envisages a co-operative relationship between District
and Local Municipalities, so that district-wide and local development dynamics can
be integrated and reconciled. (Atkinson and Ingle, 2003).


Local municipalities also stand to lose a substantial part of their income from trading
services. Income from trading services amounts to almost 60% of local municipalities'
revenue. If local municipalities are no longer providing these services, the principal
sources of revenue left for them are property rates, fees for collecting refuse and
equitable share, representing in total only 40% of municipal revenue. Most importantly
trading services represent a significant potential local point of leverage on LED.
Alienating them from the local level in effect displaces them one level removed from
the local community. This in itself may however not be a negative consequence if
economies of scale in service delivery are able to be achieved in the process or
greater cohesion achieved in the delivery of vital economic development services.
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As provided for at present the bulk of councillors will be elected to local municipal
councils. District municipal councils are much smaller than local municipal councils. It
appears therefore that in the event that should the district municipalities assume local
municipal functions local municipalities would "over-represent" residents in relation to
the functions that they may perform. On the other hand, the functions would still remain
municipal functions, regardless of the level where they would be performed (Atkinson
and Ingle, 2003).
It is also quite apparent that with increasing decentralisation of government functions
through assignments and delegations, the responsibilities of local government are becoming
more and more complex. The major concern with regard to the Constitution is the lack of
clear definitions of local government functions. Further concerns stem from the
inconsistency of allocations of functions, which results in insufficient attention being paid to
capacity and financing.
2.9

CONCLUDING REMARKS

LED has become an established feature of the development scene in South Africa, but the
delivery of LED at local government level is constrained by resource and skills constraints
compounded by the lack of strategic guidance and facilitation from the other spheres of
government. A range of constraints will, for the foreseeable future, prevent the widespread
application of the concepts embodied in the Local Government White Paper. The conducive
LED environment within local government is generally hindered by the near bankruptcy of
many local governments, the shortage of skilled staff and the absence of any major
organisation to offer extension support and advice to local governments moving into the
LED field.
In addition, political conflict and the reluctance of elected
councillors to cooperate with the private sector and the
latter to reciprocate hinder the formation of local
partnerships. This also leads to a situation in which the
commensurate
responsibility
for
the
economic
development of the local area is not fully accepted by
either partner. A further problem is the absence of clear
guidance from higher authority and the fact that conflicting
demands are being made on local government by other
levels of authority.
In other words, there are
contradictions, conflicts and a lack of common purpose
between and within national and provincial government
departments.

Provincial Government
A further problem is the
absence of clear guidance
from higher authority and the
fact that conflicting demands
are being made on local
government by other levels of
authority. In other words, there
are contradictions, conflicts
and a lack of common purpose
between and within national
and provincial government
departments.

At the provincial level, key policy documents such as the Provincial Growth and
Development Strategies (PGDS) create a framework for development which has significant
LED ramifications. However, few local level LED projects have become sustainable with
limited permanent employment opportunities being created. The reason for this is that they
are immersed in an environment that institutionally cannot support or sustain them unless
broader institutional reform takes place to bring the LED Approach into the mainstream of
municipal and community decision making projects. LED as discussed in the preceding
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sections is not about projects, but about building the total institutional capacity for economic
governance at community level, of which projects form part.
In addition, LED interventions on the part of local government seldom seem to involve the
private sector. The key issues which must be addressed to facilitate and improve the level
of LED delivery are:










The need to properly define what LED is and what its goals are.
The need to address the institutional asymmetry that exists with each municipality
establishing its own LED structures that frequently as a result are so disparate that
they cannot “talk” to one another.
To align LED with provincial and national policy and business and market realities.
The need for adequate and appropriate training of officials, adequate funding, and
ensuring accountability
The active encouragement of local leaders, local level forums and partnerships, and
close co-operation with beneficiaries.
The pursuit of viable, sustainable projects, whether they are led by local
governments or non-state actors.
Local Government must be businesslike in its approach. Development should be apolitical (within the local political frameworks) and accountable.
Roles and activities of District Municipality and Local Municipality must be clarified.

Provincial government clearly needs to take a key role in this process given the very real
incapacities which exist at the local level and the need for external direction, guidance,
support and facilitation. A less ambitious approach in which local government facilitates
LED together with the private sector and community partners, might be more realistic within
many local government contexts. However, the national policy has not been prescriptive on
the question of the institutions needed to pursue LED. The possible policy implications of
the above factors are:
A reconsideration of the project approach to LED. To have an effective LED
approach the institutionalisation of an LED strategy within the IDP is necessary.
 Specific emphasis should be given to supporting individuals and businesses already
in operation rather than starting projects from scratch.
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CHAPTER 3

3.1

SOL PLAATJE LED IN ITS INSTITUTIONAL,
LEGAL & POLICY SETTING

INTRODUCTION

The local economic development of any settlement, from the largest to the smallest, is
located in the broader institutional, legal and policy framework of the country and
province/state1 in which it is located. In addition to this, it is situated in the institutional
framework and different sectors, plans, strategies, frameworks and systems of the
municipality / local authority that have the task of governing and administering the
settlement.
In the local sphere, this economic development objective is the specific prevail of a specific
unit or department in a municipality, in which case it is essentially seen as a ‘sector’. In other
cases it is viewed as a cross-cutting activity/objective that is the shared responsibility and
key area of focus of each and every unit and department in the municipality.
Irrespective of the way in which economic development is dealt with by a particular
municipality, the economic development of the settlement is not undertaken in isolation from
similar such institutional entities and activities (i.e. planning, budgeting, procurement and
implementation) in the national and provincial/state spheres of government, with the
economic development of the respective larger units (the country or particular province) at
heart. Given the often very dynamic and multi-dimensional nature of the environment in
which the economic development of a settlement is located, it is a difficult task to stay
abreast of and in step with such developments in the broader legal and policy environments.
It is, however, imperative to so, as both internationally and locally it has been acknowledged
through (1) practical experience and (2) empirical research, that the better the
intergovernmental ‘link/connectedness’ and ‘fit’ between these different institutional
structures and their plans, strategies, frameworks and programmes, the better the chance of
economic success on all the respective levels2. In addition to this, it has been recognised
that the greater and deeper the levels of interaction and connectivity between the State and
non-State actors3, and the better aligned and harmonised their interests and intentions, the
greater the chance of local (and wider) economic success, and the better the chance of
sustainable local economic impacts. Both such economic success and the interactions
between actors, assist in ensuring broad-based loyalty and support for and sustainability of
the institutions of State, which in turn assists in ensuring a stable settlement with a safe,
secure and quality social life.
With these opening remarks as backdrop, this chapter seeks to determine:

1
‘State’ in this case refers to a federal system in which ‘States’ with typically far more powers than in the case of provinces, as
in the case of a unitary system, are the primary form of sub-national government at the level between national and
local/municipal. As South Africa has ‘provinces’ the term ‘state’ is not used in the rest of the chapter.
2
The wording that is typically used in the current discourse on such intergovernmental linkages uses terminology such as
‘harmonization’, ‘alignment’, ‘integration’, ‘coordination’ and ‘synchronisation’.
3
I.e. large and small-scale business interests, organised labour, communities and civic structures/bodies.
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What the nature and depth of the harmonisation, alignment and coordination of the
Sol Plaatje LED Strategy as adopted in October 2004 is with new legislation, policies
and ideas in the national and provincial spheres of government; and
 What needs to, and can be done to ensure a better link and increased level of
harmonisation, alignment and coordination and potentially higher levels of local
economic development, should there be gaps, mismatches, room for improvement
and/or opportunities presented by the ‘new’ legal and policy environment.


While the exercise recorded in this chapter inevitably had to go into detailed analyses (refer
to Annexure A in which a table listing all the national and provincial legislation and policies
consulted, and their implication for the LED Strategy, is provided), an attempt was made to
also provide a more high-level analysis of the broader setting in which the new, reviewed
Sol Plaatje is, and will be located. As such the chapter has three parts:
A broad overview of the high-level (1) challenges and (2) opportunities that the
changes in the national and provincial legal and policy frameworks since the
adoption of the SP LED Strategy in October 2004 hold for the municipality;
 An assessment of the 2004-Sol Plaatje LED Strategy in terms of these challenges
and opportunities; and
 A set of broad proposals / recommendations to respond to the challenges and utilise
the new opportunities.


Before embarking on the analysis, it needs to be noted that while the intent is of course for
such an analysis to be as up-to-date as possible, the high levels of fluidity in the political and
economical environments, suggest that there will inevitably be new developments in what
was (meticulously and painstakingly) gathered, compiled and used in/for this current
exercise in June 2008.
3.2

NEW CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN THE LEGAL AND POLICY
ENVIRONMENT FOR THE 2004-SOL PLAATJE LED STRATEGY

Each of the challenges and opportunities is discussed under the two broad groupings of
Challenges and Opportunities.
3.2.1

Challenges

A new emphasis on harmonization, alignment, coordination and synchronization
While ‘cooperative governance’ had always been one of the defining features of the State in
South Africa since the adoption of the 1996-Constitution4, it was only over the last five to six
years that it became a key objective and much-sought after mode of working. This has seen
the introduction of a new Act and a range of policies and national initiatives to achieve it.
These are:


The Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act passed in 2005 and the Draft
Guidelines on the ‘Implementation Protocols’ as provided for in the Act, published in
April 2007;
 The Harmonisation and Alignment Framework adopted in 2004;


4

Chapter 3 of the Constitution is devoted to the notion of ‘Cooperative Governance’.
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The Revised National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP) published in May
2007, which inter alia made special mention of spatial planning and normative
principles as integrators and coordinators of State infrastructure investment and
development spending; and
 The pilot project in 2006/7 and subsequent nationwide roll-out of an initiative to
ensure harmonisation and alignment of the NSDP, PGDSs and District and
Metropolitan IDPs.


A review of the current Provincial and Local Government system
A formal review-process was initiated by the DPLG in 2007 following on from a decision
taken at the January 2007-Cabinet Lekgotla to do so. The objective of the process was to
explore the current system of local and provincial government based on the experiences
gained since the advent of democracy in 1994. While the department (DPLG) has
commissioned and conducted a series of studies as part of the review, it has as yet not
released any documents other than a press statement in December 2007 in which it was
stated that the work had started and was continuing. In addition to this there are growing
indications that the ruling party wants to change the current state architecture. Rumours
suggest:


A reduction in the number and powers of provinces;
The rationalisation of the local sphere of government (i.e. one type of municipality
and no longer a dual system of local and district municipalities); and
 The introduction of asymmetry (i.e. different powers and functions for municipalities
in terms a classification that could be based on capacity, economic situation, extent
of urban or rural features, etc.).



A renewed focus on and pursuit of a ‘Developmental State-model’
Over the last five years the notion of a ‘Developmental State’ has been discussed in a
number of forums and meetings as a way of expediting the achievement of the national
development objectives around economic growth, job creation and the eradication of
poverty. (It was also adopted by the ruling party as its view of the approach that the State
should adopt in order to ensure the required rapid, inclusive and sustainable economic
growth.) The latest official development in this regard was a statement in the May 2008update of the President’s Programme of Action that the State is finalising the framework for
the development of a ‘Strategic National Development Plan’.


This in all likelihood reflects a response to a growing concern that the NSDP is struggling to
provide the guidance required to steer infrastructure and development spending into desired
directions, sectors and regions. While this plan may still be some way off, greater and more
coordinated involvement by the State in the economy is clearly something that will happen
soon. This will inter alia require (1) major changes to the level of capacity in the State, (2)
the preparation of new long, medium and short-term strategic plans and implementation
frameworks, (3) far stronger intergovernmental relations and (4) far greater cohesion in and
between different spheres and sectors in the State.
Confusing signals from the national sphere regarding spatial investment priorities
The National Spatial Development Perspective (NSDP) that was initially adopted in 2003,
revised in 2006 and re-launched in May 2007, prioritised investment in areas where the
greatest levels of economic development potential and need/poverty were concentrated.
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This suggested a largely urban focus, but did not rule out investment in more rural areas
with economic development potential. In contrast to this, the 2007-Draft Regional Industrial
Development Strategy (RIDS) and the 2007-Draft National Industrial Policy Framework and
Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP) clearly suggest a more rural focus.
More locally there are suggestions that the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality is not seen as the
most deserving place for State investment in the Northern Cape. The prevailing
mindset/idea seems to be that Kimberley has benefited from State investment in the past
and that the focus should now shift to other less fortunate places in the province. The motto
seems to be ‘more rural, less urban’, which puts the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality at a clear
disadvantage.
Inadequate prioritisation in the provincial sphere
Not unlike the ambiguity in the national arena regarding investment in urban and rural areas,
the Northern Cape Provincial and Growth and Development Strategy, the main strategic
document in the province, lacks a clear indication of what will be prioritised and done first,
what next, and what last. This lack of a clear implementation schedule and a realistic,
credible take on what is possible and when, results in a situation in which the focus is
spread on everything and achieving nothing of lasting value. While this already was an issue
in 2004, there were indications then that this would be attended to. This has, as yet, not
happened, leaving municipalities and sector departments without a strong guiding
framework and everyone in a way up to their own devices to decide for themselves what to
invest where, when, for whom and for how long. In addition to this, it means that provincial
development objectives are not jointly pursued, and maximum impact is not realised.


In addition to the changes in the legal and policy framework, there are also a number of
challenges that are of growing importance in the international and local arena, and that will
need to be considered in the preparation of the new LED Strategy. In the international arena
the most prominent of these changes are:









The global economy is in a severe downward cycle and interest rates are on an
upward trajectory;
Oil prices have trebled from $40/barrel to more than $140/barrel5 in less than two
years, challenging notions of trade and export-led growth;
The warnings about climatic change and global warming have hit home, especially
so in the form of devastating storms, floods and subsequent mudslides around the
world and in thousands of deaths;
International measures to arrest carbon emission and global warming are pursued
far more aggressively than ever before;
Cross-border migration has grown substantially and xenophobia and hate of
foreigners has reared its ugly head; and
Crime has remained high and even grown in a number of areas (notably attacks on
people in their homes and hijackings); and
Emigration of skilled people has risen sharply over the last couple of months.

In the local arena, the 2009-election is looming and with it the prospect of major changes in
government. While it is still some way off, the LED strategy still needs to be of use in the
5

Towards the completion date of this document the price fell back to around $110/barrel. It would, however, seem that the
days of $40./barrel may for the immediate future be a thing of the past.
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event of major changes to existing policy directions and the architecture of the State post
the next election.
3.2.2

Opportunities

New DTI-incentive programmes and funds
The DTI has unveiled a number of new development-support programmes, which could
potentially assist in attracting investors to the SPLM. Two of these are the dual incentive
programmes targeting the movie and TV industry, which could exploit the historical and
unique natural features of the municipality. Another would be the IDZ programme, which
could see the airport-area transformed into a major job creator.


A focus on regions and regional economies
The last two to three years has seen the attention of DPLG, DTI and the Presidency turn
towards the development of regions through the identification and boosting of functional
regional economies. This in essence entails a focus and ‘intervention-space’ beyond the
narrow municipal administrative boundaries. In certain cases this would also entail a view
beyond what is traditionally seen as the region in which a municipality is located. In the case
of the SPLM this could mean the identification of a region more to the east and the north of
the SPLM, instead of westwards, as the provincial demarcation suggests. This might entail
the description of a region which transcends provincial boundaries, and includes parts of the
Free State and Northwest. It could also mean the inclusion of parts of Botswana into a
region that could have Kimberley as key, central node, and not a peripheral one in the
Northern Cape, as is currently the case. All of this would of course require the establishment
of sound intergovernmental relations and supporting structures.


Envisaged developments in the Waterberg DM and in Botswana bordering on the
DM
In line with the previous argument it is possible that the SPLM could benefit from major new
investments in areas that may have not traditionally been seen as part of, or of economic
significance to the municipality. Amongst these are a range of massive confirmed and
envisaged new mining and industrial developments in and around the huge coal field in the
Waterberg DM (e.g. Sasol 4, Eskom, Exxaro and Petro-SA), and the development of a new
power station and Coal to Liquid Plant in Mmamabula in Botswana on the same coal field by
a Canadian firm. Should the SPLM position itself early and appropriately, it could tap into the
huge economic development these developments are expected to unleash in the local area
and wider region.


A re-energised focus on youth
While there has always been a focus on Youth in the legal and policy realms of government
since 1994, it has only been over the last three to four years that government has taken on
the growing concerns regarding Youth development with focused legal and policy
interventions. This has happened both in the national and the provincial arenas. Key to this
new departure has been steep increase in the number of young people not finding
employment after completion of their Grade 12-exams and post-Matric studies. This is
especially important for the SPLM with its very young population.
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The economic downturn, belt-tightening and tourism
While the deepening economic down-turn of the last two years has not been good news for
the objectives of shared, inclusive and sustainable growth and development, there is nearly
always a silver lining to every cloud. In the case of the SPLM this may offer the opportunity
of moving in on a tourism market that may be driven by a wish to escape the harsh
economic realities of the day in a shorter, but in a more regular, weekend-format, and also
the wish to utilise tourism facilities closer to home to reduce fuel expenses. All of these
trends offer possibly sizeable prospects for the SPLM.


South Africa and the SPLM in a troubled Africa
Again, as in the case of the previous argument, dark clouds often hold possibilities for those
willing to see and exploit them. In this case the argument is simply that the worsening
conditions with regards to human rights and wars in other parts of Africa elevate South
Africa’s relative calm and make it a place that is seen as far more suitable for investment.
Within South Africa again, the relatively low-crime nature of SPLM also provides a selling
point to prospective investors.


A renewed focus on agriculture, food production and food security
The last two years have witnessed a renewed appreciation of the importance of agriculture,
despite the relatively small contribution it generally makes to the GDP of countries (in South
Africa’s case between 2-3%). Sparking this was (1) a growing concern about the ‘carbon
footprint’ of agricultural produce, (2) the sudden rise in fuel prices and the subsequent rise in
the production and distribution costs of agricultural produce and (3) concerns about global
stability, and the need to ensure a stable food source for urban populations. While this
situation has not resulted in a move away from the international trade in foodstuffs, it has
raised serious questions about the price we pay for the food we all need to survive, and
whether it is not possible to produce more food closer to home. With this in mind, and the
strong support of government for agriculture, a door of opportunity has been opened for
places that have the potential to produce some of their own food requirements. The SPLM
has such potential, not only for itself, but also for other places that may not be as fortunate,
and could exploit this.


AsgiSA
While questions have been raised about the future of this programme after the 2009national and provincial elections, it currently still exists, and provides a number of avenues
for places/municipalities to exploit the potentials they have. While the SPLM stands to
benefit from one such initiative – that of ‘call centre’s – more can be done within the space
provided by AsgiSA. In addition to that, it is very likely that, whatever happens to the
‘programme’ after the election next year, the exercise of searching for opportunities will be a
useful one, irrespective of the way the future unfolds. Furthermore, irrespective of what
happens with the programme, whatever is included at the close of the programme in its
repertoire of projects, and even better, up and running, the better the chance that such
projects will continue to be supported should AsgiSA cease to exist (in its current format).


Positive new LED guidelines and a new approach to LED
When LED was initially introduced to post-apartheid South Africa it was in a very different
format to that which is currently seen as the role and task of LED. In these early days it was
essentially seen as a way by which municipalities could become active initiators of
economies in areas/places where there was very little happening as far as the economy was
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concerned. While there was an appreciation of the need for a partnership-approach, the
municipality was essentially seen as starting up and driving projects to ensure job creation
and skills development. This of course proved not to be viable, with the performance of LED
far from that which was envisaged. This prompted a serious revisit of the original position,
and a new approach in which the role of the municipality was fundamentally redefined. In
terms of the new position, finding clear expression in the 2005-LED guidelines published by
DPLG, the municipality was to be a key role player, identifier of potentials, driver, supporter
and manager of local economic development. The actual role/task of ‘starting and doing
economic activities’ was by and large left to communities and the private sector.
This new definition frees up municipal officials tasked with LED from managing small,
isolated projects with limited impact, to play the bigger and more visionary roles with regards
to the economy of the total municipality that they are responsible for and that many are
capable of playing. With the SPLM having been blessed with LED officials that are capable
of such a role, this new policy direction is sure to elicit a host of novel and creative
endeavours, with the SPLM and all its people the beneficiaries.
Cooperatives
The publication of the policy document and incentives scheme on Cooperatives in 2004,
followed by the Cooperatives Act in 2005, together with strong political support for the
notion, offers a very strong avenue for SMME-stimulation, economic growth, skills
development and poverty alleviation. In the case of the SPLM the deep-seated and lingering
poverty, especially so in the townships of Galeshewe, could benefit substantially from the
establishment of such cooperatives. This, of course, would need to take place within a
framework of clear identification of economic viability, sound business planning, targeted
government support and effective monitoring, evaluation and appropriate intervention.


3.3

ASSESSMENT OF THE SOL PLAATJE LED STRATEGY

In this section the 2004-LED strategy is reviewed in accordance with the challenges and
opportunities as set out in the two previous sections.
3.3.1

Too narrow a focus

The 2004-LED strategy was essentially focused on (1) strengthening the Local LED Unit
and (2) aligning the activities of the unit with those of the Northern Cape Development
Agency, which being set up at the time. While it could be that the groundwork for the
strategy took the broader context into consideration, the document (1) does not suggest an
awareness of the wider world, (2) does not consider the broader macro-environment, and
(3) is not tuned in, or responsive to wider policy and programmatic constraints and
opportunities. The 2004-strategy is, true to its time of preparation, during which such
agencies were all the hype in municipal and LED-circles, fixated on the Development
Agency-idea, seeing this as a panacea for the economic challenges the area faced and still
does.
3.3.2

Lack of engagement on municipal capacity and its implications

While the 2004-strategy was driven from a strong and very valid appreciation of the
weaknesses of municipalities to do justice to their local development task, the situation was,
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however, not seen for what it was – a clear and compelling reason for adopting a
perspective on LED that acknowledges this weakness and seeks to craft a realistic and
viable LED-approach role for the municipality. In essence this comes down to the question
of what the municipality can and should do, and equally important, what should it not do?
This was not done, which leaves the reader with a sense that what is proposed may not be
realistic, or may not be implemented. This is not a good place to be where the crucial
business of economic development and the creation of viable and sustainable livelihoods
are concerned.
3.3.3

Inadequate provision for intergovernmental collaboration

The 2004-strategy acknowledged the need to liaise and collaborate with the Northern Cape
Provincial Government and the Frances Baard District Municipality, and to also access
whatever funds what available in province for LED-projects. In addition to this the strategy
identified the lack of interest in the activities of the SPLM and the absence of support for its
endeavours from the side of the provincial government. The same was stated regarding the
Frances Baard District Municipality. However, the strategy did not spell out a way by which
this could be dealt with, or the issue remedied in a viable way. In a nutshell, while it
recognised the need to collaborate with province, it said and proposed very little about (1)
making this happen, or (2) what the SPLM would want to extract/gain from such an
engagement, and (3) how it would be ensured that the specific benefits from such an
engagement were achieved.
3.3.4

Confusing signals and lack of strategic direction

While the 2004-strategy is very thorough and very dense, and covers a vast amount of
material, it is not very clear as to what the strategic direction is that the municipality has to
embark on with regards to economic development to meet its developmental objectives. In
and amidst all this material a simple, clear indication of what needs to be done, how it will be
done, who will do it, and why it needs to be done in the way(s) as proposed, is absent. In a
way the document confuses and frightens the reader, instead of empowering and giving a
sense of possibility, of a road out of the economic hardship suffered by many in the
municipality. While the document is strong on challenges and frustrations, which are in all
likelihood true, it fails to cut through all of this to a place where something is possible and
achievable. In the end it does not translate into a plan that can be implemented, or invites
the reader to make a plan to see it implemented.
What is clearly required is an economic growth perspective, a possible/viable growth and
development path and an indication of the trajectory the municipality needs to get on, and
stay on. It also needs to be clarified if it to be ‘better, not bigger’ as stated in the CDS, or
something else. Whatever is proposed also needs to be backed up with evidence, preferably
economic data and analyses that give the reader the necessary background information with
which to (1) interpret and asses and (2) get involved in the strategy.
In summary: The strategy is a strange mix of (1) saying little can be done regarding
developmental local government, given the financial and human capacity constraints the
SPLM is facing, and (2) a perspective on economic development that is way beyond the
scope of the SPLM.
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3.3.5

Traditional LED-approach

The 2004-strategy by and large takes a project-focused approach to LED, in which the local
municipality plays a major role; the kind that was the preferred approach in the first ten
years of LED in post-apartheid South Africa. As such it takes a very parochial, small-town
minded view, in which the emphasis is placed on LED as a ‘function of/in the municipality’,
not as the economic development of the whole region and municipality in it, and with the
SPLM playing a key part in this. This is not only clearly out of step with the current LEDthinking, but also out of step with the financial and human capacity of the municipality. It is
also interesting to note that much of the ‘planning work’ in the SPLM after the publication of
the strategy late in 2004 is very honest about the worrying state of the economy in the
municipality. These documents in general do not take an unrealistic view of what can be
achieved, and are also very strongly influenced by and informed by factual evidence. This
stands in sharp contrast to the 2004-strategy.
3.4

CONCLUDING REMARKS & RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section the broad proposals/recommendations by which the challenges around the
existing strategy can be addressed in the ‘new document’, and that follow from the concerns
raised in the two sections leading up to this one, are specified.
3.4.1 ‘Mistakes/Gaps’ in the existing LED-strategy need to be learnt from & the ones
that matter most, fixed first
A whole range of areas were listed regarding areas where the present strategy is out-dated,
or where it simply was not suited for the local economic development-task at hand. While it
would be possible to list each such gap and make sure to fix each of these, it would be far
more strategic to simply fix those gaps that matter most and do the others as success is
achieved through the strategic interventions. At the same time, it is crucial not to make the
same ‘mistakes’.
3.4.2

LED officials have to be(come) development activists

LED officials need to see their role as not being a singular one, but rather consisting of a
multiplicity of diverse roles, all built round and held together by the notion of development
activism. This means they need to be identifiers and exploiters of opportunities, initiators of
economic growth, ‘net-workers’, motivators of others, managers, administrators and highly
knowledgeable on the local, regional and global economy. In addition to this they need to be
familiar with national and provincial Acts and policies, and stay on top of this arena through
reading and staying alert. Further studies, short courses and networking and sharing
experiences with others in similar capacities in other municipalities, both locally and
internationally is crucial. Just saying it does not help much – the document needs to strongly
support, elicit and insofar as it is possible, enforce this.
3.4.3 Strategic decisions on regional economic development link-ups need to be
made and implemented
It is imperative for the long-term economic future of the SPLM that a decision be taken on
the functional economic regions that the municipality sees itself as part of, and that the
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necessary groundwork be done to establish and sustain this link-up. In this regard the reality
that the SPLM is essentially a municipality with one of the key non-metropolitan, large,
secondary cities in South Africa in its area of jurisdiction needs to be recognised. Also, that
the SPLM is one of the 26 key nodes of economic activity in the country that together
produce more than 83 of the country’s total economic output. While the functional economic
regions is one component, the need to link up with other municipalities that also have such a
study in their areas of jurisdiction (like Polokwane, Umtata, Rustenburg, Mafikeng,
Mangaung and Nelspruit/Mbombela) could be very useful when lobbying for supportive Acts
and Policies, funding and investment. All these areas also share the same characteristics,
as identified in the NSDP of high levels of need and potential, and hence warrant serious
investment. This may be something that the municipality should take up with the South
African Cities Network (SACN).
3.4.4

The document needs to have a life beyond next year’s election

It would be senseless to prepare a document that will have no meaning beyond the
elections early next year. This means that issues that will become the focus of the new
national and provincial governments need to be factored into the production of the current
document. In this endeavour it is crucial that the focus is not only on (1) providing for
possible policy directions, but (2) also on capitalizing and maximizing on the emerging
themes and (3) where possible, contributing to and steering the emerging policy directions
(refer to Annexure A: Comparative Analysis and Implications).
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CHAPTER 4

4.1

SOL PLAATJE ECONOMIC & LOCAL
MARKET PROFILE

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the Sol
Plaatje Local Municipal area in terms of the current economic and
social status of the population and local economy in the area in
terms of Gross Domestic Product, Income and Expenditure levels,
leve
demographics, education levels, employment status, household
income, housing levels etc. The section also provides the dynamics
(localised overview) of the various local areas / communities within
the Sol Plaatje Municipal area.
area
The economic significance of this area can only be objectively known and understood if they
are expressed in terms of several dimensions of the economic system they form part of. It is
generally accepted that no single or simple statement of the economy will do justice
justic to the
complexities underlying an economic system with its multitude of interactions, such as the
Sol Plaatje Municipal’s economy. Elements such as the contribution to economic product,
employment creation, poverty alleviation and sustainable growth are,
are, among others, aspects
that need to be considered.
4.2

SOL PLAATJE STATUS QUO
Sol Plaatje Local Municipality is located within the
Frances Baard District Municipal Area, within the
Northern Cape Province.. Sol Plaatje is located
centrally within the country with the highest
concentration of people residing in Kimberley and
Galeshewe,, owing largely to the discovery of
diamonds in the area. Kimberley is the
t capital and the
only city of the province. Kimberley is in the centre of
South Africa with two national roads leading to it, the
N12 (Cape Town via the N1 to the south and
Pretoria/Johannesburg to the north) and the N8 going
east to west.

Kimberley, although classified as a secondary/medium-sized
secondary/medium sized city, is the economic hub of the
Northern Cape Province
nce in terms of GDP contribution and formal and informal employment.
Sol Plaatje’s GDP accounts for approximately 26.4% (2007) of the Northern Cape’s GDP.
The
he municipality’s population of 245 1606 (according to StatsSA – Consumer Survey, 2007),
2007
of which most are concentrated in Kimberley (32.8%) and Galeshewe (50.5%),
(50.5%) puts it on par
with other regional centres such as East London. What distinguishes it from many
municipalities in the country is its low proportion of rural dwellers, largely a function of the
t
harsh environment of the Northern Cape, which does not support intensive use of the land.
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Despite its location in the Northern Cape, which is the largest and most sparsely populated
of the country’s provinces, Sol Plaatje remains relatively well-connected to major urban
agglomeration such as Gauteng (located approximately 480km to the north east). These
good infrastructural links stem largely from its historical importance as a mining centre.
Whilst its infrastructural connections are relatively good and its location along the N12,
which forms a slightly longer alternative to the direct N1 route between Johannesburg and
Cape Town, is a positive factor, Kimberley and Sol Plaatje are not growing to any great
extent either economically or demographically. Sol Plaatje contributes a relatively
insignificant amount to the country’s GGP (in the region of 0.7%) with no major
manufacturing enterprises in the area. In effect the city has lost significance on a national
level. One of its main draw cards in terms of getting the city back onto the national map is
seen as growth in the tourism sector. In particular developing cultural tourism related to the
areas rich history is seen as a major development potential for the area.
With national funding focusing on Galeshewe as an Urban
LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Renewal Node, there is a window of opportunity to grow
Officials
and develop the area. This will be a key challenge
Doing more with fewer
particularly in light of the fact that, apart from this funding,
resources is likely to become
public sector resources are likely to be channelled toward
more of a challenge for the
‘exploiting economies of scale and comparative advantage
municipality in the future. To
to ensure that such investments are focused on those few
assist in this task, the Spatial
localities that demonstrate positive agglomeration
Development Framework and
Galeshewe Urban Renewal
economies (mainly metropolitan areas), and/or less
Strategy and Business Plan
developed economies with the potential to generate such
(as part of the municipal IDP)
economies’ (NSDP, 2003). Doing more with fewer
provide a means for the
resources is likely to become more of a challenge for the
municipality to lobby for
funding based on considered
municipality in the future. To assist in this task, the Spatial
and realistic strategies.
Development Framework and Galeshewe Urban Renewal
Strategy and Business Plan (as part of the municipal IDP) provide a means for the
municipality to lobby for funding based on considered and realistic strategies.
At the provincial and regional level, Sol Plaatje and
Kimberley in particular have a more significant role. In
terms of weight of population numbers and contribution to
the provinces economy, Sol Plaatje is clearly the urban
powerhouse of the province. The municipality is home to
almost a quarter of the provinces population and
contributes significantly to the province’s GGP (26.4%).

Provincial Government
At the provincial and regional
level, Sol Plaatje and
Kimberley in particular have a
more significant role. In terms
of weight of population
numbers and contribution to
the provinces economy, Sol
Plaatje is clearly the urban
powerhouse of the province.
Its position in a less than
central location within the
province means that areas
within the Northern Cape might
in fact bear a stronger
relationship to Cape Town as a
place for high order services.

Kimberley’s historical role as mining town has been
supplanted by its role, firstly as a service centre to a
relatively significant area of the Northern Cape and smaller
areas of the Free State. Its role as primary service provider
for the broader region is challenged by Bloemfontein
(located 170km to the east), which offers a more diverse
range of functions and services. This overlap is due largely
to Kimberley’s location related to the discovery of
diamonds in the area rather than its role as a regional service centre (which may have seen
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it situated in a more ‘logically’). Its position in a less than central location within the province
means that areas within the Northern Cape might in fact bear a stronger relationship to
Cape Town as a place for high order services.
Furthermore, smaller centres such as Upington, despite its smaller size, may also take the
place of Kimberley as a regional service provider. Secondly, Kimberley fulfils the role of
provincial capital and thus forms a hub for a range of government services. The provincial
government and district municipal offices are both located in the Kimberley and form an
important employer and contributor to the need for services.
Sol Plaatje’s fortunes are thus strongly linked to those of the province. Economic growth in
Sol Plaatje and Kimberley has been slow due in part to the relatively slow growth in the
Northern Cape economy, which is based largely on agriculture and mining (and the
government services sector). This creates certain challenges, particularly in encouraging the
development of the area to address challenges such as the need for job creation, which
forms a focus of the Municipal Scale SDF, the local level plans as well as the municipality’s
current LED strategy, all of which inform the municipal IDP (Sol Plaatje SDF, 2004).
4.3

SOL PLAATJE ECONOMIC PROFILE

An intricate, though well defined relationship exists between the economy and various
markets within the Sol Plaatje municipal area. The performance of specific economic sectors
serves as proxy for the performance of these markets. The purpose of this chapter is to
outline the salient features of the Sol Plaatje market area economy (respectively comprised
of Sol Plaatje local economy – of which Kimberley, Galeshewe and surrounding areas form
part of) in terms of selected time series economic indicators; most notably the economic
profile and growth trends within the local economy. As such, this chapter provides insight
into the composition and stability of the local economies and hence, provides a more
comprehensive assessment of medium- to long-term investment prospects than the
conventional demographic analysis.
Subsequent sub-sections provide a concise overview of the local economy in terms of the
following aspects:
 Macro Economic Overview
 Local Economic Trends
 Synthesis
4.3.1

Macro Economic Overview

In terms of broad macroeconomic trends, the following are some of the dominant trends
regarding the national economy and the impact of macroeconomic indicators on the property
sector.
Table 4.1: Macro Economic Indicators
Trend
Positive prevailing economic conditions:


Short to medium term implications


Slight decrease in economic growth rate, ±4%
forecast for 2008

Strong growth predicted in lower end of property
sector, with a recovery expected by 2009
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Trend

Short to medium term implications



Decreasing unemployment



Strong demand from growing black middle class



Rand depreciated significantly from July 2007,



Increasing levels of disposable household income



but subsequently recovered: (R/$ R7.64, R/£

– may be curbed by increased interest rates over

R15.15, R/€ R11.96) - as at 25/07/2008

the medium term

Moderately rising inflation (lowest since 1960s,



within the 3%-6% range)

buoyant



Moderately rising interest rates (15.5%)



Nominal growth in house prices of 14.5% for the



Foreign demand for South African property remain



House price growth slowing down, but continues to

full 2007 (15.2% in 2006)

exceed growth in remuneration, making residential

House-price growth slowed to 11.2% in

property increasingly less affordable

December 2007, with growth of around 9%



expected for 2008

However,

rise

in

prices

reflect

increase

in

residential demand, inducing increased fixed
capital formation in residential property


Due

to

interest

rate

changes,

prices

of

commodities and interest on debt will rise slightly
although the debt-to-income ratio should remain
positive


Personal tax relief (R64.1 billion between



Higher real disposable income

2000/01 and 2006/07)



Increase in household expenditure, with emphasis
on middle and lower income groups





Annual reductions in transfer duties on property



as from 1 March 2006 – no transfer duty payable

will

on property valued at R500 000 and less

conditions

Abolition of stamp duty on mortgage bonds from



1 March 2004


Strong

not

improve

significantly

under

present

Although house price growth is tapering off, prices
are set to remain at high levels

growth

in

disposable

income

of



Growth will remain strong in selected locations



Higher levels of disposable income – may be

households since 2000 (3.2% per annum;


Initial market sentiment is that property affordability

affected by higher interest rates and inflation

currently exceeding 7%)



Improved capacity to afford better housing

Retail sales figures for October 2007 shows



A few years of slowing in the commercial market is

8.1% decline in sales of household furniture,

expected, while office and industrial space are

appliances and equipment in the three months

expected to resume their boom times, as reflected

from August to October compared with the same

by low vacancy rates and strong rental inflation

three months last year


A

decline

expenditure

year-on-year
on

durable

in

real

goods

household
were

also

recorded

CPIX INFLATION




The most recent central forecast of the South African Reserve Bank (Bank) indicates a further
deterioration in the inflation outlook when compared to the previous forecast.
CPIX inflation is now expected to peak at around 12 per cent in the third quarter of 2008 and to
return to within the inflation target range by the third quarter of 2010.
The deterioration in the forecast is a result of higher-than-expected inflation outcomes, a more
depreciated exchange rate of the rand as well as further upward revisions in international oil price
projections over the forecast period.
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As with the previous forecast, the possibility of an electricity price increase in excess of that
granted to Eskom in December 2007 has not been factored into the central forecast.
According to the May 2008 Reuters consensus forecast, CPIX inflation is expected to peak at
11.3 per cent in the third quarter of 2008. Most respondents see inflation back within the target
range during 2010.
Deteriorating inflation expectations are also evident in the survey conducted on behalf of the
Bank by the Bureau for Economic Research (BER) at the University of Stellenbosch - CPIX
inflation is now expected to average 8.9 per cent in 2008, up from 7.8 per cent in the previous
survey. Some moderation is then forecast for 2009 and 2010 when CPIX inflation is expected to
average 7.9 per cent and 7.2 per cent respectively.
The main risks to the inflation outlook - possibility of further electricity price increases, petrol and
food price increases; and the exchange rate.
Domestic petrol prices increased by 55 cents and 50 cents per litre in May and June respectively,
bringing the cumulative increase in the petrol price since January 2008 to about R2,50 per litre –
Further increases awaited.
Food prices still pose an upside risk to the inflation outlook although some positive domestic
developments may partially offset the global trends.
The rand has been relatively volatile and the related uncertainty poses a risk to the inflation
outlook.
Growth in household consumption expenditure has continued to decline in response to higher
interest rates and slower growth in households’ real disposable income.
The total number of new vehicles sold in May 2008 was 24.6 per cent lower than in May 2007.
Both commercial and passenger vehicle sales registered significant declines.
Retail sales growth has also continued to moderate. On a year-on-year basis, real retail sales
declined by 1.7 per cent in March, while growth in the first quarter of 2008 compared with the
same quarter in 2007 measured 0.6 per cent.
Credit extension to the private sector also showed some signs of moderation, although still at
relatively high levels.
Household debt as a ratio of disposable income increased to 78.2 per cent from 77.6 per cent,
while the ratio of debt service cost to disposable income increased from 10.9 per cent to 11.3 per
cent.
The economy has shown signs of slowing down following a number of years of growth above the
estimated potential growth rate. In the first quarter of 2008, growth in real gross domestic product
was an annualised rate of 2.1 per cent compared to 5.3 per cent in the previous quarter.
The all-share index on JSE Limited reached new highs in recent weeks but has moderated since
then. The industrial index is almost unchanged while the financial index has declined by over 23
per cent over the same period.
House prices are beginning to decline. The Standard Bank index shows that the median house
price declined by 13.3 per cent in May on a year-on-year basis.

Monetary policy stance
In the light of the further deterioration in the inflation outlook, but mindful that the economy is
responding to a less accommodative monetary policy stance, the Monetary Policy
Committee has decided that at this stage further tightening of monetary policy is warranted.
Accordingly the repurchase rate will be increased by 50 basis points to 12 per cent per
annum with effect from 13 June 2008. The MPC remains committed to bringing inflation
back to within the target range over a reasonable time period.
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SARB Leading Indicator
The South African seasonally adjusted leading economic indicator was reported by the
South African Reserve Bank (SARB) to have decreased to 123.5 in April from a revised
125.2 (122.8) in March. It leads GDP growth by around a year, but tighter conditions are
now slowing down growth. Last year’s best was the 129.1 set in May and it has been a
slower ride since. This comes after South Africa’s economy had been enjoying the best
phase of growth since the Second World War.
The coincident indicator for March was reported at 155.4 from a revised 155.7 (156), while
the lagging indicator was reported at 119.8 from a revised 121.1 (121). The coincident
indicator is an economic factor that varies directly and simultaneously with the business
cycle, thus indicating the current state of the economy. The lagging indicator changes after
the economy has already begun to follow a particular trend. The leading indicator provides
a good forward barometer of where the economy is probably headed. Readings at the 120
mark indicate that strong growth can be expected.
Recent analysis of the SA
economy by the "Harvard" group
of economists advising the
government indicated that growth
was above potential, but that
exports needed to improve. Most
economists expect the current
year to be the harbinger of slower
growth due to global equity and
credit problems, the power crisis
and higher rates for longer. The
leading indicator had been over
120 and nearer to 130 for the
whole of 2007, but June was the
first time no growth on the
monthly index level had been recorded.
Revisions to the composite leading business cycle indicator:
Composite leading business cycle
indicator
The following graph shows the
previous and the revised composite
leading business cycle indicators:
Findings:
The red line indicates the previous
indicator and the blue line the revised
composite leading business cycle
indicator which linked to the historical
composite leading business cycle
indicator in 1999.
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The following 12 components are included in the composite leading business cycle:













Job advertisement space in the Sunday Times newspaper: Percentage change over
twelve months
Number of residential building plans passed for flats, townhouses and houses larger
than 80m2
Interest rate spread: 10-year government bonds less 91-day Treasury bills
Index of prices of all classes of shares traded on the JSE
Real M1 money supply (deflated with CPI): Six month smoothed growth rate
Index of commodity prices in US dollar for a basket of South Africa’s export commodities
Composite leading business cycle indicator of South Africa’s major trading-partner
countries: percentage change over twelve months
Gross operating surplus as a percentage of gross domestic product
Opinion survey of business confidence: Manufacturing, construction and trade
Net balance of manufacturers observing an increase in the average number of hours
worked per factory worker (half weight)
Net balance of manufacturers observing an increase in the volume of orders received
(half weight)
Number of new passenger vehicles sold: Percentage change over 12 months

According to the above, the economy has a positive outlook on the short to medium term
due to the above indicators such as the job advertisements, the number of residential
building plans passed, index prices of all classes of shares, the number of new passenger
vehicles sold and business confidence.
The buoyant spending on goods and services by households over the past few years was
spurred by a number of factors, as stated in the table: The indicator is currently at 123.5
points which is still above the 120 points which is the norm that indicates positive growth
forecasted.












A domestic economy expanding for the longest uninterrupted period since WWII, with a
growth rate of 3.7% recorded for 2004, 5.5% for 2005, 4.6% for 2006, 4.7% for 2007,
and 4.0% forecast for 2008 – supported by favourable global economic conditions.
Growth in retail sales of durable goods, non-durable goods and semi-durable goods
reached record highs in 2004, crested in 2005, resulting in slower growth expected in
2008
The expanding domestic economy was supported by favourable global economic
conditions.
During 2005 cash expenditure by South African households totalled some R837 billion
Close to one fifth of the amount was spent on food
Poor households spent 71% of their budget on food, compared with 24% by middle
income earners and 28% by upper income groups, an independent survey has found
The average monthly food and beverage income for the 12 months to August 2006 was
R1.86 billion, says StatsSA, 49.3% was earned by restaurants and coffee shops,
followed by take-aways at 28.4%, caterers earned 17.9% and other catering services
4.4%. Of the total, food sales amounted to R1.58 billion (84.6%)
A living standard survey, undertaken by Unisa, shows there is a rapid growth of the
middle class, mostly made up of previously disadvantaged blacks and a widening gap
between the rich and the poor.
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This trend holds direct beneficial implications for the domestic retail industry. A
combination of government expenditure, local economic development and social
upliftment interventions are gradually creating a feeder system for the LSM 4, 5 & 6
categories due to steady growth in disposable income and household asset ownership
levels in the LSM 1 to 3 categories since 1994 (Refer to Table 4.3).
Improving employment prospects in the formal economy, and hence more consumers
Strong growth in assets – houses and equities, causing consumers to feel richer and
spend more
Positive real increases in remuneration for a number of sectors
Lower levels of savings, higher levels of expenditure on debt
Edcon, Truworths, Woolworths, Foschini, Pepkor and Mr Price have come out strongly
against government’s plan to restrict clothing and textile imports from China. It is
expected that there will be an inflationary effect of 20% to 25% and more on prices of
some categories of clothing
Prolific growth rates primarily driven by strong consumer expenditure, thriving amidst
relatively low and stable interest rates and inflation in recent times, may taper off over
the short to medium term as the SARB deliberately increased the Repo Rate by 500
basis points between June 2006 and June 2008. Consequently, the average R500 000
home loan will cost approximately R1 778.0 per month per household more since June
2006. The impact is expected to be more pronounced in terms of household
expenditure on luxury and durable consumer goods, e.g. homes, vehicles, furniture and
appliances. DEMACON initially anticipated a total interest rate increase of between 2%
and 4%. Similar sentiments were also revealed in independent media reports. Interest
rate relief is widely anticipated towards Q4:2008.
The growth stimulus created by a new black middle-class, particularly for luxury
consumer goods (cell phones, cars etc.) is expected to continue.

These factors all bode well for consumer and business confidence, which is expected to
continue for some time, as indicated by projected macroeconomic indicators.
Table 4.2: Macroeconomic Indicator Forecasts (comparative annualised averages)
Macro-Economic indicators

2007

2008

Real GDP (% change)*

4.9

5.0

CPI (average, % change)

5.8

5.0

Current GDE (% change)

12.3

11.7

Real GDE (% change)

5.9

5.8

Real PCE (% change)

5.5

5.0

10-year bonds (average, %)

7.8

7.7

Nominal prime overdraft rate (average, %)

12.7

12.1

Real retail sales: durable goods (% change)

6.5

7.1

Real retail sales: non-durable goods (% change)

4.4

4.3

Real retail sales: semi-durable goods (% change)

9.8

7.4



Government support for low income earners has seen a strong surge in retail sales at
the lower end of the market while it is expected that the emerging middle class will
continue spending in 2008
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Figures for 2008 are expected to be below the 2007 benchmark, although still positive,
as the effects of higher interest rates filter through to various levels of the economy
South Africa’s consumer landscape is constantly evolving. Between 1994 and 2004,
over 547 new stores have opened within the organised trade grocery retail sector,
equalling a growth of 46%
These stores have been fairly evenly split between corporates like Shoprite and Pick ‘n
Pay (who recently acquired Fruit & Veg City for an estimated R400 million)
Regionally, South Africa’s retail spend continues to be heavily weighted towards
Gauteng and the Western Cape
Despite only containing 30% of the country’s population, these two business hives
contribute 54% of the country’s spend (GDP)
Another imbalance in local retail scene exists in store concentration – The organized /
modern grocery trade comprises a mere 5% of stores, but account for 70% of the
country’s grocery turnover
Smaller counter and self service or traditional stores, bring in considerably less, but of
course there are huge numbers of these outlets
Examples of buoyant retailer performance include the following: Ellerines achieved
79.2% growth in turnover for the year ended 30 August 2006. The Ellerines group
attributes its strong growth to the emergence of the middle class black community
Woolworths increased sales by 20.2% year-on-year for the six months to December
2006, with Woolworths' store card, credit card and personal loan books growing by
25.9%.
According to the South African Council of Shopping Centres, the Mr Price Group is on a
major expansion drive. This group grew headline earnings by 49% to 161.7c a share in
the 52 weeks to 31 March 2006 on a revenue increase of 14% to R5.28 billion. Mr Price
has stated that it plans to spend around R1 billion on new store development over the
next five years. Expansion is to include bigger Mr Price stores, in particular the new Mr
Price Home stores, occupying from 1 500m² to 2 500m².
Interesting in the statement is that these stores would be opened near fast-growing high
density residential areas to become final-destination destinations rather than part-of-ashopping-mall-destination, where the rentals are much higher. The group is also moving
into credit sales, having determined a strong demand for it. Cash sales, however, still
make up 89% of total sales. Sales breakdowns indicate that the home products division
reported a 72% increase in profit while apparel showed a 41% increase in operational
profit
Spur grew its attributable income by 40%; the group opened 20 new stores in South
Africa during this financial year as well as three internationally
Foschini reported third quarter sales increase of 19.4% compared to the corresponding
period a year earlier, while Edcon reported a 21% jump
The Shoprite Group (SA’s second biggest supermarket chain) reported a 15.1%
increase in turnover for the 52 weeks ending 30 June 2006.
Market sentiment towards the first of the series of interest rate hikes was clearly
negative, as exhibited by the Stock Market’s immediate behaviour the day after the
announcement, but the effects on household spend are still to be measured – the effect
is expected to be more pronounced on certain commodity types. Although the initial
impact on the retail market was negligible, the effect is expected to become gradually
more pronounced during 2008.
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The bottom line is that the South African consumer market is characterised by an
increasingly large segment of socially upward mobile consumers – the rising black middle
class with a set of very strong aspirational values. This trend holds direct beneficial
implications for the domestic retail industry.
A combination of government expenditure, local economic development and social
upliftment interventions are gradually creating a feeder system for the LSM 4, 5 & 6
categories due to steady growth in disposable income and household asset ownership
levels in the LSM 1 to 3 categories since 1994 (refer to Table 4.3 and Table 4.4 below).
Table 4.3: SA population in terms of Living Standard Measurement Criteria, 2004
Penetration
2003A (%)

2003B (%)

Average Monthly Household Income
2004

2003A

2003B

2004

(%)

(R)

(R)

(R)

LSM 1

10.3

9.5

9.1

862

886

879

LSM 2

13.2

13.1

12.7

1 112

1 130

1 068

LSM 3

14.3

14.4

14.0

1 342

1 348

1 408

LSM 4

14.0

14.0

14.7

1 751

1 717

1 774

LSM 5

12.5

12.8

13.1

2 429

2 347

2 427

LSM 6

12.9

13.2

14.0

3 999

3 960

4 075

LSM 7

6.3

6.5

6.2

6 020

6 189

6 455

LSM 8

5.9

5.9

4.8

8 442

8 522

8 471

LSM 9

5.7

5.5

5.9

11 596

12 195

11 566

LSM 10

4.9

5.1

5.3

17 195

18 216

18 649

Table 4.4: SA population in terms of Living Standard Measurement Criteria, 2006
Penetration

Average Monthly Household Income

2004

2005RA

2006RA

2004

2005 RA

2006 RA

%

%

%

%

%

%

LSM 1

9.1

7.6

6.1

878

905

1 003

LSM 2

12.7

12.2

12.2

1 075

1 093

1 210

LSM 3

14.0

13.0

13.0

1 407

1 417

1 509

LSM 4

14.7

14.9

14.9

1 783

1 870

1 924

LSM 5

13.1

13.5

13.5

2 427

2 495

2 674

LSM 6

14.0

14.5

14.5

4 063

4 207

4 400

LSM 7

6.2

7.1

7.8

6 437

6 466

6 880

LSM 8

4.8

5.2

5.7

8 458

9 247

9 304

LSM 9

5.9

6.4

6.7

11 516

11 951

12 647

LSM 10

5.3

5.5

6.0

18 664

18 955

19 974
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In the context of the above it is needless to say that, barring a major exogenous shock, the
trade sector is set to continue along a positive growth trajectory over the short to medium
term. Development in rural areas is set to benefit from this trend, as statistics indicate that
the average South African consumer, in particular the LSM 1-3 segments, have increased
his level of wealth over the past decade.
Development Implications
These macro-economic factors have the following implications for local economies that
investors, planners and developers should acknowledge:
Due to increasing demand for space in primary markets i.e. new developments, existing
nodes may experience an increase in vacancy rates over the short term, with a recovery
over the medium term
 The existence of highly differentiated micro markets imply that only certain nodes will
benefit from prevailing macro market conditions, while others will continue to deteriorate
rapidly
 Local authorities should mobilise available resources to align themselves and draw
maximum benefit from government initiatives
 Local authorities characterised by low growth and limited investment should adopt a
facilitative approach to encourage new investment


4.3.2

Sol Plaatje Local Economic Trends

Subsequent economic indicators provide insight to the performance of the Sol Plaatje Local
Economy. The data indicate the dominant economic sectors, growth sectors as well as the
comparative advantages of the local economy.
Figure 4.1 indicates the size of the Sol Plaatje local economy in relation to the Frances
Baard District and Northern Cape provincial economies.
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6

Figure 4.1:
.1: Size of the economy, 2007 (at basic prices)
Sol Plaatje LM's contribution to the Frances Baard
District Economy

Sol Plaatje LM's contribution to the Northern
Cape Province

Sol Plaatje
LM
contribution
to the
District
72.9%

Other LM's
contribution
to the
Province
73.6%

Sol Plaatje
LM
contribution
to the
Province
26.4%

Other LM's
contribution
to the
District
27.1%

Source: Demacon, 2008 (Note: The Quantec regional GDP data is derived with the income method at basic prices and not by
market prices. Both labour compensation (income of labour) and gross operating surplus (income of capital) is calculated. The
Quantec GDP numbers are measured at nominal and constant basic prices by industry).

Findings: (Figure 4.1)
Figure 4.1
.1 indicates that the Sol Plaatje Local Economy contributes 72.9% towards the
district economy of Frances Baard.
 Figure 4.1
.1 furthermore indicates that the Sol Plaatje Local Economy contributes
approximately 26.4% towards the provincial economy of the Northern
Northern Cape.
 This reflects the overall importance of the local economy within the district and provincial
economy.
 This economic contribution is vested in the performance
pe
of the
Provincial Government
underlying nine economic sub-sectors
sub
discussed in the
Figure 4.1 furthermore
subsequent paragraphs.


The economic profile of Sol Plaatje is provided in this sub-section
sub
to illustrate the contribution of the different economic sectors to the
local economy. The assessment
sessment serves to highlight sub-regional
sub
growth trends in the market from which future investment
opportunities could be informed. Figure 4.2 indicates the
contribution of the nine major economic sectors to the total
economic production of the Sol Plaatje local economy.
6

indicates that the Sol
Plaatje Local Economy
contributes
approximately 26.4%
towards the provincial
economy of the Northern
Cape This reflects the
Cape.
overall importance of the
local economy within the
district and provincial
economy.

Gross Domestic Product or Value Added (GDP or GVA)

GDP is a measure of total economic activity occurring in a region. It can be measured in three ways:
1. Production: Measures the GDP as the sum of all the value added by all activities that produce goods and services.
This is normally measured at basic prices.
2. Income:: Measures the GDP as the total of incomes earned from the production of goods and services by the factors
facto
of production, namely labour and capital. This is normally measured at factor costs or basic prices.
3. Expenditure:: Measures the GDP as the total of all expenditure on finished goods and services. This is normally
measured at market prices.
The Quantec regional GDP data is derived with the income method at basic prices. Both labour compensation (income of
labour) and gross operating surplus (income of capital) is calculated. The Quantec GDP numbers are measured at nominal
and constant basic prices by industry. The relationship between factor costs, basic prices and market prices are given below:
o
Gross operating surplus (GOS) = Net operating surplus + Consumption of fixed capital
o
GDP at factor cost = Compensation of employees + Gross operating Surplus
o
GDP at basic prices = GDP at factor cost + Taxes on production - Subsidies on production
o
GDP at market prices = GDP (basic prices) + Taxes on products – Subsidies on products
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LED Unit & Sol Plaatje Officials

The nine economic sectors referred to include:











The Sol Plaatje local economy

General government services
contributes 72.9% towards the
Community, social and other personal services
district economy of Frances
Baard DM.
Finance and business services
Transport and communication
Trade sector (Wholesale and retail; catering and accommodation)
Construction
Electricity and water
Manufacturing
Mining
Agriculture, forestry and fishing.

Figure 4.2: Economic Profile of Sol Plaatje Local Economy, 2001 – 2007 (constant 2000 prices)
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Source: Demacon, 2008
(Note: The Quantec regional GDP data is derived with the income method at basic prices and not by market prices. Both
labour compensation (income of labour) and gross operating surplus (income of capital) is calculated. The Quantec GDP
numbers are measured at nominal and constant basic prices by industry).

Findings: (Figure 4.2)
 The regional economy and specific local economies have become increasingly
diversified over the past two decades, the implication being that consumer demand and
favourable local market conditions have created numerous investment opportunities for
services sector based activities.
 The Sol Plaatje Local Economy (2007) is based on the following dominant economic
pillars:
o Finance and Business Services – 25.3%
o General government services – 17.6%
o Transport and Communication – 14.1%
o Trade Sector – 12.8%
o Mining Sector – 12.6%
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 These dominant economic sectors are supported by a relatively strong Community,
social and other personal services sector (11.0%).
 Merely three of the economic sectors have gained some market share between 2001
and 2007; the Finance and Business Services Sector (21.7% to 25.3%), the Transport
and Communication Sector (13.5% to 14.1%) and the Trade Sector (11.1% to 12.8%).
 The Mining Sector declined significantly (16.6% to 12.6%).
Economic Growth
Figure 4.3 provides detail on the economic growth performance of the Sol Plaatje Local
Economy in respect of the district and provincial economies between 1995 and 2007 (time
series format at constant 2000 prices).
Figure 4.3: Economic Growth Performance, 1995 – 2007 (constant 2000 prices)
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1996-1997

1995-1996

-2%

Sol Plaatjie Local Municipality

Source: Demacon, 2008
(Note: The Quantec regional GDP data is derived with the income method at basic prices and not by market prices. Both
labour compensation (income of labour) and gross operating surplus (income of capital) is calculated. The Quantec GDP
numbers are measured at nominal and constant basic prices by industry).

Findings: (Figure 4.3)
The local economy, district and provincial economies reflected a similar growth trend up
to 2004.
 The local economy peaked during 1998 to 1999 and 2003 to 2004, and reached its
highest marks during 2005 to 2006 (5.3%).
 The local economic growth is however slowing down significantly from 5.3% (in 2005 to
2006) to 2.8% growth between 2006 and 2007.
 The average annual growth rate of the local economy during this period amounted to
2.3%. The average annual growth rate of the district economy amounted to 2.2% and
that of the provincial economy to 2.4%.
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Development implications












Economic growth in the local and regional economy reflects a similar cyclical trend that
correlates with growth trends experienced in the provincial domestic economy over the
same period of time.
Most notable negative impacts that had a lagged effect on domestic demand and
consumer expenditure include the 1997/1998 Asian Crisis (more commonly referred to
as the Asian Flu), followed by record high prime lending rates of 25.5% in August 1998
and all time high exchange rates in January 2002 (R16.64:1£ and R11.61:1$).
The above trends had a direct and visible impact on the SA economy as a whole, as well
as on consumer behaviour on a localised level. Hence, every local economy in SA was
affected.
As evident from the above figures, growth in the economies peaked in the 1998 – 1999
period, mainly due to the beneficial effect of the weakening Rand on export earnings - in
particular export based manufacturing firms.
National economic growth in recent years stabilised and averaged 4.0%, with the
exception of a number of sub-economies that recorded above average growth.
Most macroeconomists agree that the aforementioned conditions will remain favourable
and relatively stable until at least 2010, when SA hosts the Soccer World Cup
In as far as economic growth is concerned; there are two schools of thought. The
conservative school of thought maintains that SA will realise economic growth of
between 3% and 4% per annum between 2005 and 2010. The more optimistic school of
thought maintains that a real economic growth rate of between 5% and 6% per annum is
achievable.

Growth in Final consumption Expenditure and Disposable Income
Figure 4.4 in the subsequent paragraph illustrate the rate of growth of final consumption
expenditure (on all goods and services) in relation to growth in disposable household
income.
The graph reveals a high degree of positive correlation between the two variables, which in
turn reveals similar up- and downturns to the business cycle as a whole. Figure 4.4
illustrates the rate of growth in final consumption expenditure in relation to annual growth in
disposable household income in the Sol Plaatje local economy.
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Figure 4.4:

Growth in final consumption expenditure and disposable income of the Sol
Plaatje Local Economy (constant 2000 prices), 1995 to 2007
Final Consumption Expenditure versus Disposable Income Growth
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Findings: (Figure 4.4)
The cyclical trend observed in the above figure correlates with the business cycle trend,
i.e. a follow through on the 2000 / 2001 weakening of the Rand and subsequent growth
to record high levels in 2005 to 2006.
 Final consumption expenditure of the local economy obtained an average annual
growth rate of 5.3% over this time period and an average annual growth rate of 5.2% in
terms of disposable income.


Sectoral Growth & Constraints
Possible sectors which could further contribute to the growth of the local economy will be
briefly discussed in this section. The various key sectors that will be concentrated upon for
this section is:






Expansion of Agriculture
Industrial Development
Promote Tourism
SMME Development
Institutional Arrangements

These key sectors will be discussed according to the following:
a) Brief overview of the sector
b) Barriers / constraints
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Expansion of Agriculture
a) Brief overview of Agriculture
The Sol Plaatje Municipal area measures approximately 77km long from north to
south and approximately 27km wide from east to west, with an area of approximately
1872 square km.
The majority of the Sol Plaatje Municipal area is open veld of which the majority is
utilised for game farms. There are very few commercial farms in the municipal area;
the few that there are, are located mainly along the river frontages of the Vaal and
Modder rivers.
Two distinct areas were delineated as being “River Corridor Areas”. These areas are all
the properties abutting on the main rivers forming the northern and southern boundary of
the SPM and includes the area generally known as Ritchie. The northern river corridor
consists of all the land abutting the Vaal River and Leeu River. The southern river corridor is
all the land abutting the Modder River and Riet River.
The potential for development of the agricultural sector is based importantly on
possibilities of focusing on intensifying and expanding the range of crops
under irrigation along the river corridor areas in Sol Plaatje. The area around Ritchie
irrigated by the Modder / Riet Rivers is the main area where this type of agriculture occurs
and products include: Ground Nut, Cotton, Wheat, Soybeans, Grapes and Lucerne.
Several niche markets also hold untapped potential with support and could result in new
opportunities and job creation in areas such as organic and vegetarian niche
products. The river corridor areas thus hold potential to accommodate an
intensification of agriculture and potentially job creation possibilities if labour intensive
practices are followed. These river corridors are thus likely to remain the main focus of crop
based agricultural activity.
At the broader level, these areas are identified as the corridors of irrigated
agriculture along the rivers (Vaal and Modder / Riet Rivers) bounding the Sol Plaatje
Municipality to the north and south. They are part of far more extensive bands of
irrigated land that stretch well beyond the municipal boundaries. Management
interventions should thus be addressed not only at the local level but also at the
district, provincial and to some extent the national level. In the case of the latter this is
particularly important as the intensity of and prospects for farming along the river
corridors is to a large extent dependent on the quality of the river water which has
been impacted on by upstream activities well out of the local area.
Many of the products, which are currently produced in the municipality, are not
processed locally. Linked to the possible development of the agricultural sector, there is a
potential to develop the agro-processing sector including meat, fruits and
vegetables, oil extraction, leather, muesli and muesli by-products (SDF, 2008).
The sector is identified as a target for growth with the focus on new technological practices
(which incorporate labour intensive practices) including organic farming, biotechnology and
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hydroponics. The focus is both on intensive agriculture (crops) as well as livestock and
game farming (meat). Spatially, farming will occur within the rural areas of the municipality.
A key imperative is to encourage new start ups although barriers to entry may include land
ownership issues.
b) Barriers / Constraints









Poor basic infrastructure – emerging farmers without access to proper drainage,
roads, supplies, electricity etc.
Lack of skills – emerging farmers lack management and financial skills
Land availability – most of the land belongs to the municipality and could be
expensive to obtain
Lack of adequate equipment – emerging farmers do not possess or have access to
implements and equipment e.g. tractors
Low quality of produced products – quality is better than quantity
Little value-adding within area
Understanding of market – emerging farmers tend to sell to the local shop or directly
to people at whatever price they are offered
Infrastructure – high logistical cost of getting products to the market

Industrial / Manufacturing Development
a) Brief overview
The manufacturing sector is declining in the whole province and jobs had been lost at a
number of firms, along with the closure of entire manufacturing establishments. Very few
new operations have started, with only the exception of small scale enterprises which had
very limited impact on the overall profile of the sector.
Whilst the industrial areas within the municipality (Kimdustria, Ashburnham, Turner Road,
Fabricia, Platfontein, and Kenilworth) have not reflected significant recent growth, they do
provide an opportunity as the location for firms in a number of key sectors as identified by
the IDP strategy. A large part of the employment opportunities in the area were created by
the manufacturing sector, especially through the manufacturing of herb beer, jewellery,
sheep and leather clothing and dried fruit.
The sector is identified as a target for economic development. The focus is on agroprocessing activities, mineral beneficiation including clay, brick and jewellery. The draft City
Development Strategy (CDS) also places an emphasis on attracting green and brown
industries to the area. Spatially, these activities are generally focused within industrial areas
in the municipality. Business start ups are a target within this sector as well as attracting new
business (FDI). The diamond hub concept (which includes possibilities for jewellery
manufacturing) being driven by the Province and the manner in which the municipality can
support this is a key consideration in terms of the incentives scheme.
Despite the decline in the manufacturing / industrial sector, there are still various
opportunities for this sector:
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Quality niches in clothing/textiles - An exception to the overall decline, yet potentially
significant
IT software and call centres - Both have significant potential due to good
communications infrastructure and pleasant living environment
Pharmaceutical products - Off-shoot from other sectors in the region, including agri-,
petro-chemical and bio-tech niches
Specialised machinery-repair facilities - Service function for the region, especially
agriculture and forestry
If Sol Plaatje were to be created as a transport centre, the spin-offs of the logistics
industry are manifold. Trucking service centres will locate to Kimberley and
supporting industries such as storage, warehousing, freight management and the
hospitality industry would benefit out of this.
Agricultural natural resources and medicinal plants investment
Olive trees
Ultra-light aircraft factory
Mineral beneficiation - Diamond beneficiation / diamond works (planning phase),
small scale jewellery making
Silicon chip manufacturing industry
Establishment of an assembly line for vehicles and trucks
Goat abattoir
Motor car plant
Hi-tech tannery
Manufacturing of water pipes and fittings plant (plastic)
Promotion of Green industries – solar energy for manufacturing / establishing of
petro-chemical plant (based on gas reserves channelled from North-South and EastWest through the municipality
Brown industries – Petrochemical hub, Bio-diesel / Ethylene fuel plant, Methane
recovery plant (used for energy generation)
Clothing / shoe / food / equipment factories – for mining sector, for new prison in
Kimberley and for psychiatric hospital in Kimberley

b) Barriers / Constraints







Some industries are highly dependent on proximity or good, cheap transport linkages
to the huge volumes of natural resources that they use in their production processes,
as well as the availability of greater numbers of unskilled and semi-skilled labour
Poor road infrastructure
Lack of skilled local people
Lack of infrastructure in terms of manufacturing industries / factories
Consistent availability of raw materials

Promote Tourism
a) Brief overview of Tourism
ASGISA identifies tourism as a key industry for the future. Sol Plaatje already has a
significant tourism industry, and this should be further expanded as it has positive
impacts on employment creation, poverty reduction and GDP growth. The vision of the
tourism division of the Sol Plaatje Municipality is to promote and develop the Tourism
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Industry as a key economic sector within the economy. In order to achieve this, successful
marketing, promoting and developing of tourism products and services in the area is
needed based on the principles of responsible tourism and good governance.
In addition, it is foreseen that a key focus in the promotion of tourism will be an
overhaul of the airport at Kimberley which does not currently present itself as an
attractive and tourist-friendly environment.
Ultimately, though, Kimberley is a modern city with broad, tree-lined streets, attractive parks
and gardens, comfortable hotels and busy shopping centres. With its rich historical
treasures and new developments, Kimberley is certainly becoming a much sought-after
tourist destination. Current tourist attractions include:






















Guided underground tours of an operational De Beers diamond mine - the only one
of its kind in the world.
Guided tours of the old fashioned alluvial and diamond diggings still in operation, as
well as guided tours to the mechanical alluvial diamond diggings.
The Big Hole and Open Mine Museum village. The Big Hole is still the largest manmade excavation in the world and was nominated as a world heritage site.
Ride on a restored electric tram dating from the year 1914. This tram is the only
operating tram in South Africa and offers a true experience.
Follow the N12 Anglo-Boer War battlefield route from Kimberley and experience the
exciting Anglo-Boer War battlefields in South Africa, including the famous battlefields
of Magersfontein and Paardeberg.
Find out about the Siege & Relief of Kimberley during the Anglo-Boer War, the
personality clash between Cecil John Rhodes and Lt Col Kekewich who
commanded the military during the Siege and why a woman fired the first shot of the
‘Long Cecil’ gun.
The Kimberley Ghost Trail is a guided tour of the haunted corners of Kimberley.
Visit the William Humphreys Art Gallery, South Africa’s only Grade 1 art gallery. This
gallery houses a formidable collection of South African art which includes San
(Bushman) rock engravings.
Kimberley Archaeological Route. Visit sites of ancient San rock engravings, glacial
pavings and early history in the company of an expert from the McGregor
Museum.
Visit the Alexander McGregor Memorial Museum, built in 1907 in memory of a
former Mayor of the city. It houses displays on the natural and history of the
Northern Cape, and a fine collection of costumes through the Ages. It also houses
the McGregor Science Centre.
Rhodes built the Sanatorium in 1897. This building was used as a luxury hotel (the
Belgrave Hotel) and later as a convent school before being taken over by the
McGregor Museum, now the Northern Cape Provincial Museum.
Guided tours of some of the most famous houses in South Africa - Dunluce, which
belonged to John Orr of departmental store fame and Rudd House, the opulent
house of one of the first De Beers directors.
The Freddie Tait Golf Museum and the Spoornet Railway Museum are two unique
museums not to be missed.
Kimberley boasts some of South Africa’s oldest original pubs like the Star of the
West, the ‘Half’ and the Phoenix.
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Visit the Schmidtsdrift San settlement and see them create their arts and crafts.
 Also visit some of the most exciting archaeological sites in Africa with the McGregor
Museum.
 Close to Kimberley are stretches of South Africa’s best indigenous yellow fish flyfishing waters.


This sector is identified as a target for economic development in the SPM. Tourism related
to the heritage (battle history, mining history and struggle history) and eco-tourism and onfarm tourism (game viewing, hunting, lodging) are all a focus.
The current dominant focus of tourism activity is the Big Hole; although (at a spatial level)
tourism assets in need of development are identified within the CBD, Galeshewe, Platfontein
archaeological site, and in the wilderness and farming areas. Supporting infrastructure such
as places of accommodation is focused in these areas as well as residential areas within the
municipality. Tourism related business comprises a wide range of enterprises. The targets
within this growing sector include:
Enable development of start-up enterprises related to tourism focusing on
Galeshewe
 To retain and expand existing tourism enterprises as well as attraction of new
investment. This relates particularly to catalyst developments (i.e. projects seen as
invigorating the industry in the area e.g. Big Hole) but also includes other tourism
products/services.


b) Barriers / Constraints




















Lack of winning destination brand and a competitive promotion strategy
Inadequately resourced and funded
Lack of skills development in the industry especially SMME skills development
Institutional fragmentation - Information is not always shared between national,
provincial and local
Limited co-operation and partnerships between private and public sectors
Marketing is not effective as it could be
Services are not improved
Weak competitive position
No unique Selling Proposition
Tourists in transit – the length of stay of the traveller is limited
Majority of the area’s tourists are either contractors or temporary workers
Tourism sector mostly contribute towards temporary job creation
Infrastructure needs upgrading – roads, railway, airport etc. Limited and expensive
air and rail access to and within the Northern Cape.
Lack of international airport
Services needs upgrading – severe backlogs – opportunities in the tourism sector
are constrained by inadequate or non-existent access to telecommunications,
electricity, internet etc.
Lack of information – tourist information centres are not efficiently operated
Limited availability of tourism information / brochures negatively impacts ability to
plan strategically
Local communities are not involved
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Bus companies do not operate at night and there is no shelter / place to sit for
tourists when waiting for bus. Crime is high in these areas.

Issues currently facing Tourism Authorities in Sol Plaatje:




















Few areas have a dedicated research function due to a lack of resources and skills
capacity
Lack of consistently collected and analysed data that can be effectively interrogated
at a local / provincial level. This has resulted in a product driven approach rather than
a consumer driven approach.
Biggest obstacle for tourism authorities in growing the domestic market is a lack of
consumer awareness of what is on offer. A brand for Kimberley as a destination for
domestic consumers does not exist.
The customer communication process is currently not being applied consistently in
all marketing activities. Approach is ad-hoc and reactive due to a lack of
understanding of priority segments
o Motivation - raise awareness
o Information - build desire
o Conversion - convert interest into action
o Repeat visitation - re-selling/cross-selling/up-selling
o This process must be applied to strategic plans and marketing activities.
Limited budgets inhibit the level of marketing and promotional activity that can be
undertaken
Over emphasis on product development can result in insufficient resources being
allocated to marketing activities. Awareness and demand for existing and new
products must be expanded
Partnership programmes are currently informal and there is wide acknowledgement
that greater effort can be made in the development of strategic partnerships that
achieve desired results
Lack of skills and experience in product packaging and working with the travel trade
results in a lack of emphasis on product packaging and promotional activities
Information distribution is adhoc and not informed by market research and segment
needs due to a lack of information
A wide range of media not effectively used to promote domestic tourism experiences
Mechanisms that measure the impact of campaigns are not complete due to the
weaknesses of data collection and a lack of detailed strategic planning
Participation of private sector, trade, media etc. in domestic tourism has been limited
due to a lack of market understanding and lack of confidence in the future direction
of domestic tourism
Limited buy-in and understanding of the roles that different Government tiers can
play in delivering tourism growth and investment

SMME Development
a) Brief overview of SMME Development
As mentioned before in Chapter 6, the LED division of Sol Plaatje Municipality consists out
of four LED Units (subdivisions) with separate managers for each unit, namely the SMME
Support, Tourism, Investment Promotion and Area Based (CBD).
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Sol Plaatje’s SMME unit is responsible for numerous business development programmes
such as the SMME week which showcased a number of institutions presenting the business
development assistance programmes. The unit also carries other responsibilities such as
Procurement & Tender Advisory, Enterprise Development and Informal Trading.
Support needs of small enterprises (SMMEs) in Sol Plaatje
 Access to relevant, easily understandable and up-to-date information available at
convenient contact points
 Access to relevant markets, both physically and in terms of opportunities to
participate
 Adequate business-infrastructure facilities to be able to run the business properly
(electricity, crime protection, water, etc.)
 Access to affordable and relevant training and mentoring facilities
 Access to differentiated sources of finance (from either public or private-sector
bodies or channels) and other fixed assets like land
 Administrative and regulatory flexibility to allow firms to adapt to relevant standards
without incurring prohibitive costs
 Access to technology appropriate to the sector and business size, and in line with
evolving production methods
 Access to business networking and support organisations
b) Barriers / Constraints
With respect to its SMMEs Sol Plaatje faces more or less the same issues and
challenges as other towns in the country. All along there has been an impatience about
the alleged ineffectiveness of top-down support, yet also a lack of alternative,
convincingly superior local or regional policies and programmes. Some of the constraints
that were identified in Sol Plaatje were as follow:












Established SMEs in growth sectors need support to overcome sector- or nichespecific bottlenecks, information gaps, export problems, technology challenges or
other problems.
Black entrepreneurs in conventional SMEs need support along BEE lines in order to
help them increase their market share and evolve towards equal partners in the
business scene.
In the townships most entrepreneurs are working below capacity or minimum size
because some of the growth prerequisites are missing. This could be capital, knowhow or skills, operating space or proper business premises, etc. Efforts to address
these fundamental shortcomings will have to be sector-adjusted.
Support programmes will have to be worked out separately for each sector or
cluster, in close co-operation with relevant partners. The Sol Plaatje Municipality can
play some role in this process, but in most cases that role is limited.
Existing SMME support programmes initiated by
national
or
provincial
governments do not reach many local firms, creating frustration about the
perceived inefficiency of these support suppliers (e.g. Khula or Ntsika now
integrated within Seda).
Support needs in Sol Plaatje’s SMME sector vary between the different areas
of Sol Plaatje.
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SMME support and BEE facilitation have to be viewed as related, often
interdependent issues and should be tackled jointly.

Main Issues and Constraints:







Access to Information and Advice
Access to Marketing and Procurement
Access to Finance
Physical Infrastructure
Training in Entrepreneurship, Skills and Management
Access to Appropriate Technology

Institutional arrangements
(To avoid duplication, this step will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6).
4.3.3

Synthesis

This module provided an overview of the macro-economic trends underlining South Africa
and the Sol Plaatje local economy.
Macro-economic indicators indicate that the South African economy is at positive levels,
as were last seen during the Post-1945 World War period. This positive economic
climate is expected to prevail over the short to medium term, up to at least 2010.
 It is therefore anticipated that the trade sector will experience higher levels of growth
over the next five years, especially with the anticipation of the Soccer World Cup in
2010.


In summary: the South African domestic economy is currently experiencing its longest,
uninterrupted period of positive economic growth since the post 1945 WWII period. These
positive and fairly stable macroeconomic conditions create positive spin-off effects for
domestic property markets. There is general consensus among economists and real estate
investors that the residential property market has tapered off, albeit that growth is still
positive, and that the commercial boom lies ahead in spite of moderately rising interest
rates.
Barring a major exogenous shock, these above conditions are expected to remain positive
and stable for the foreseeable future. Even if commodity prices continue to increase
dramatically, the impact on the retail sector will only by indirect, as, for instance, fuel prices
only impact on approximately 10% of total product cost.
Market potential is not only influenced by economic and demographic trends, but also by
macro and micro area dynamics. In the context of the above, the next section provides a
demographic profile of the study area.
4.4

NATIONAL, PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL CONTEXT

This subdivision illustrates the context analysis on a national, provincial and local level. The
purpose of this analysis is to gain comprehension of the regional situation in terms of the
social factors. An understanding of the demographic context will inform the study, guide the
process and place local conditions into perspective.
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Table 4.5 illustrates the composition of the population by race and gender for South Africa,
the Northern Cape, Frances Baard District and Sol Plaatje Municipal area.
Table 4.5

Population composition of South Africa, Northern Cape, Frances Baard District
and Sol Plaatje Municipal area, 2001 to 2007 (according to StatsSA)
AREA

South Africa
Northern Cape
Frances Baard District
Sol Plaatje Municipal Area

YEAR

TOTAL
POPULATION

2001

44 551 828

2007

48 502 063

2001

991 920

2007

1 058 060

2001

325 503

2007

353 200

2001

205 983

2007

245 606

POP.
GROWTH
P.A.
1.43%
1.08%

1.37%

2.98%

Source: Demacon, 2008

Table 4.5 illustrates that according to the figures of StatsSA, the population of the Sol
Plaatje Municipal area grew by 2.98%, which is more than the1.37% growth rate of the
Frances Baard District, the 1.08% growth rate of the Northern Cape and the 1.43% growth
rate of South Africa.
4.5

SOL PLAATJE LOCAL MARKET PROFILE / DEMOGRAPHICS

Demographic information is regarded as a vital baseline source for the interpretation,
evaluation and projection of social and human resource needs and requirements. In this
sub-section therefore, the population of the Sol Plaatje Municipal area is discussed in order
to provide a holistic overview and identify specific population issues which impacts on
economic development of the area.
This section reflects the status quo of the demographic and social conditions pertaining to
the Sol Plaatje Local Municipal area. The purpose of this discussion is to reflect a qualitative
and, where applicable, a quantitative summary of demographic variables and social
infrastructure, as well as a clear profile of the residents of the study area. The section will
start off with an overview of the delineation of the study area as well as the population size
of the sub-places in the local municipal area.
The local market profile is outlined in terms of the following headings:










Market area delineation and population size
Racial Distribution
Age profile
Level of education
Employment status
Occupation profile
Average annual household income
Living Standard Measurement
Dwelling type and Tenure status
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Access to services
Human Development Index
Poverty
HIV/AIDS Status

4.5.1

Sol Plaatje Municipal Area Delineation and Population Size

Figure 4.5 indicates the population size of the Sol Plaatje Municipal area and Table 4.5
indicates the various sub-place forming part of the Sol Plaatje Local Municipal Area. The Sol
Plaatje Municipal area delineation is further illustrated in Map 4.1.
Figure 4.5

Population size of the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area, 2007
2.1%
1.9%

Sol Plaatje

7.7%
9.3%

Sol Plaatje Local Municipality

Roodepan

Ritchie

2.5%
2.8%

Motswedimosa

2.6%
2.8%
34.4%
32.8%

Kimberley

50.8%
50.5%

Galeshewe

0%

10%

20%

30%

Households total

40%

50%

60%

Population total

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.5)
According to StatsSA (Consumer Survey, 2007), an estimated 245 606 people
translated into 62 976 households are residing within the Sol Plaatje Municipal
Area in 2008 (also refer to Table 4.6).
 The municipality’s population are mostly concentrated in Kimberley (32.8%) and
Galeshewe (50.5%),


(Note that findings in this chapter are a representation of the total households within the Sol Plaatje Municipal
area.)

Table 4.6: Sol Plaatje Municipal Area Population, 2001 & 2007

Sub place
Galeshewe SP
Agisanang
Boikhutsong
China Square

Number of
people

Number of
households

Household
Size

Population density
(people/km²)

Household
density
(households/km²)

3 762
1 746
3 282
3 538

1 204
407
801
935

3.1
4.3
4.1
3.8

2 322.2
9 700.0
8 205.0
4 478.5

743.2
2 261.1
2 002.5
1 183.5
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Colville
Galeshewe
Galeshewe Ext 1
Galeshewe Ext 2
Galeshewe Ext 3
Galeshewe Ext 4
Galeshewe Ext 5
Galeshewe Ext 6
Galeshewe Ext 7
Galeshewe Proper
Ipeleng Cell 1
Ipeleng Cell 2
Ipopeng
John Mampe
John Mampe 1
John Mampe 2
Kagiso
Kutlwanong
KwaNobantu
Lathli Mabilo Park
Mampe Ext 1
Phomolong
Phutanang
Redirile
Roodepan
Soul City
Thambo Square
Thusano
Tlhageng
Tshwaraganyo
Vergenoeg
Vergenoeg Ext 1
Vergenoeg Ext 10
Vergenoeg Ext 2
Vergenoeg Ext 3
Vergenoeg Ext 4
Vergenoeg Ext 5
Vergenoeg Ext 6
Vergenoeg Ext 7
Vergenoeg Ext 8
Vergenoeg Ext 9
Witdam
Kimberley SP
Albertynshof
Ashburnham
Beaconsfield
Belgravia
Bultfontein Mine
Carters Glen
Cassandra
Cecil Sussman
De Beers

4 744
605
1 289
1 904
2 229
2 599
770
1 506
4 323
2 149
2 057
1 727
2 932
917
963
1 202
713
7 442
1 486
830
453
3 328
6 199
3 815
2 274
2 060
649
492
1 088
1 579
3 166
2 296
988
3 640
2 105
2 903
2 281
3 047
2 191
2 088
1 870
501
364
780
0
4 550
887
937
1 838
1 097
144
1 041

907
205
277
401
510
600
229
308
1 284
450
495
469
753
230
253
292
200
2 213
334
201
130
753
1 789
876
929
712
188
141
302
403
667
444
213
765
445
585
471
831
464
450
403
132
116
248
0
1 335
318
230
533
332
53
267

5.2
3.0
4.7
4.7
4.4
4.3
3.4
4.9
3.4
4.8
4.2
3.7
3.9
4.0
3.8
4.1
3.6
3.4
4.4
4.1
3.5
4.4
3.5
4.4
2.4
2.9
3.5
3.5
3.6
3.9
4.7
5.2
4.6
4.8
4.7
5.0
4.8
3.7
4.7
4.6
4.6
3.8
3.1
3.1
0.0
3.4
2.8
4.1
3.4
3.3
2.7
3.9
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3 488.2
1 061.4
4 444.8
8 278.3
6 368.6
8 663.3
11 000.0
5 577.8
9 825.0
9 343.5
5 877.1
6 642.3
5 864.0
13 100.0
10 700.0
8 013.3
7 130.0
7 833.7
4 793.5
11 857.1
11 325.0
5 455.7
6 525.3
10 597.2
2 145.3
7 923.1
8 112.5
4 100.0
5 181.0
4 386.1
8 556.8
12 084.2
10 977.8
10 400.0
11 078.9
9 676.7
10 861.9
5 859.6
10 433.3
4 539.1
5 500.0
8 350.0
10.3
1 857.1
0.0
2 708.3
1 529.3
118.8
1 258.9
1 388.6
288.0
2 124.5

666.9
359.6
955.2
1 743.5
1 457.1
2 000.0
3 271.4
1 140.7
2 918.2
1 956.5
1 414.3
1 803.8
1 506.0
3 285.7
2 811.1
1 946.7
2 000.0
2 329.5
1 077.4
2 871.4
3 250.0
1 234.4
1 883.2
2 433.3
876.4
2 738.5
2 350.0
1 175.0
1 438.1
1 119.4
1 802.7
2 336.8
2 366.7
2 185.7
2 342.1
1 950.0
2 242.9
1 598.1
2 209.5
978.3
1 185.3
2 200.0
3.3
590.5
0.0
794.6
548.3
29.2
365.1
420.3
106.0
544.9
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Diamant Park
Donkerhoek
El Toro Park
Enerstville
Fabricia
Florianville/Floors
Gemden
Gladstone
Greenpoint
Greenside
Hadison Park
Herlear
Heuwilsig
Hillcrest
Homelite
Homestead
Homevale
Kenilworth
Kestelhof
Kimberley
Kimberley Central
Kimberley North
Kimdustria
Kirstenhof
Klisserville
Labram
Memorial Road Area
Moghul Park
Monument Heights
New Park
Northview
Rhodesdene
Riviera
Royldene
Southridge
Square Hill Park
Utility
Verwoerd Park
West End
Motswedimosa SP
Ritchie SP
Freedom Park
Rietvale
Roodepan SP
Kimberley NU
TOTAL 2001
TOTAL 2007

1 265
3 108
500
229
434
2 696
479
87
5 024
238
2 258
1 109
362
627
2 373
1 430
4 992
328
869
3
1 003
1 002
0
991
627
438
1 491
947
1 280
2 438
581
1 315
3 056
1 909
1 451
1 242
528
1 096
1 080
5 510
1 387
1 068
3 253
18 964
5 029
201 463
245 606

337
1 029
136
62
131
599
121
45
1 157
73
720
336
112
201
586
371
1 045
49
283
3
417
269
0
238
167
91
421
293
391
889
177
400
330
593
325
274
158
310
289
1 353
327
232
749
4 032
1 500
51 104
62 976

3.8
3.0
3.7
3.7
3.3
4.5
4.0
1.9
4.3
3.3
3.1
3.3
3.2
3.1
4.0
3.9
4.8
6.7
3.1
1.0
2.4
3.7
0.0
4.2
3.8
4.8
3.5
3.2
3.3
2.7
3.3
3.3
9.3
3.2
4.5
4.5
3.3
3.5
3.7
4.1
4.2
4.6
4.3
4.7
3.4
3.9
3.9

1 129.5
11 100.0
1 315.8
1 635.7
280.0
3 907.2
1 496.9
20.5
5 582.2
2 975.0
2 071.6
1 818.0
1 292.9
1 045.0
7 415.6
1 833.3
5 804.7
321.6
1 671.2
5.5
879.8
2 226.7
0.0
825.8
1 741.7
912.5
1 911.5
782.6
1 280.0
1 562.8
1 708.8
2 023.1
3 321.7
1 435.3
1 082.8
2 484.0
3 771.4
1 336.6
710.5
8 102.9
59.1
10 680.0
6 777.1
4 990.5
2.9
107.2

300.9
3 675.0
357.9
442.9
84.5
868.1
378.1
10.6
1 285.6
912.5
660.6
550.8
400.0
335.0
1 831.3
475.6
1 215.1
48.0
544.2
5.5
365.8
597.8
0.0
198.3
463.9
189.6
539.7
242.1
391.0
569.9
520.6
615.4
358.7
445.9
242.5
548.0
1 128.6
378.0
190.1
1 989.7
13.9
2 320.0
1 560.4
1 061.1
0.9
27.2

Source: Demacon and StatsSA, 2008

Findings: (Table 4.6)
 Overall the trade market (according to StatsSA) consists of 245 606 people translated
into 62 976 households with an average household size of 3.9 people per household.
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Map 4.1: Sol Plaatje Local Municipal Area Delineation
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4.5.2

Racial Distribution

Figure 4.6 indicates the racial distribution within the Sol Plaatje Municipal area.
Figure 4.6: Racial Distribution
13.0%
0.8%

31.7%

54.5%

African Black

Coloured

Indian Asian

White

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.6)
Figure 4.6 indicates that the dominant segment of the market population is represented by
African Blacks (54.5%), followed by 31.7% Coloureds, 13.0% Whites and a mere 0.8% of
Indian Asians.
4.5.3

Age Profile

The age distribution of a specific area serves as an important indicator, with reference to
consumer demand behaviour and preferences - in particular the dominant age groups.
Figure 4.7 illustrates the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area’s age profile.
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Figure 4.7: Age Profile
Ages: 85+
Ages: 80-84
Ages: 75-79
Ages: 70-74
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Ages: 60-64
Ages: 55-59
Ages: 50-54
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0.4%
0.6%
0.9%
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2.0%
2.6%
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0%
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6%
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Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.7)








The market population is characterised by a relative segment of children and youth
under the age of 15 years (28.8%)
This is followed by a relatively small segment of teenagers between 15 and 20 years
(10.8%)
The youth and teenage market is also supported by a large segment of young and
upcoming segment between 20 and 35 years of age (25.4%)
The young and upcoming market segment is also supported by 29.5% of the
population aged between 36 and 65 years of age – reflecting an older more stable
market segment.
More than 55% of the people in the area are younger than 30 years of age
A mere 5.4% of the population is older than 65 years of age.

4.5.4

Level of Education

The level of education is indicative of the level of human development – with emphasis on
the highest level of education. It furthermore serves as proxy for the potential to be
absorbed in the local labour force. The attendance of youth at educational institutions is
therefore indicative of the anticipated future absorption rate of the market population within
the local economy.
Figure 4.8 indicates the educational attendance of the population segment aged 5 years to
24 years. Figure 4.9 indicates the highest level of education for the Sol Plaatje population
aged 20 years and older. Figure 4.10 indicates the type of higher education obtained by the
market segment.
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Figure 4.8: Educational Attendance (Age 5 to 24 years)

Percentage of Population Segment (%)

Attendance at Educational Institutions (5 to 24 years of age)
70.0

63.2

60.0
50.0
40.0
30.5
30.0
20.0
10.0

3.6

1.7

0.6

0.2

0.1

College

Technikon

University

Adult education
centre

None

Pre-school

School

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.8)
From Figure 4.8 it is evident that the largest segment of the market population aged
between five and twenty four years old attends some form of educational institutions –
69.5%. Of this larger segment 63.2% attends school, 3.6% pre-school and the remainder
attends college, technikon, university, adult education centre and other institutions. A total
of 30.5% of this aged population segment does not attend any educational institution.
There are various primary and secondary schools in the surrounding area, namely:
Primary

Secondary

Molehabangwe Primary
Zingisa No 2 Primary
West End Primary
Zingisa No 1 Lower Primary
Herlear Primary
Groenpunt Primary
Homestead Primary
Tshwarelela Primary
Pescodia Primary
Letshego Combined Primary
Beacon Primary
Redirile Primary
Alexandersfontein Primary
Floors Noord Primary
Kepholositswe Primary
Tshiamo Primary
HF Verwoerd Primary

Noord-Kaap Secondary
St Boniface High
William Pescod Secondary
Tlhomelang Secondary
Emang Mmogo Comprehensive
Adamantia High
Romance Farm
St Patrick’s College Kimberley
Kgabang Gekombineerd
Rietvale Secondary
Floors Comprehensive
Staats President Swart
Kimberley Girls’ High
Homevale Secondary Nr 1
Thabane Public Secondary
Hoer Tegniese Kimberley
Tetlanyo Secondary
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Progress Primary
Eureka Primary
Vooruitsig Primary
Mankurwane Primary
Roodepan Primary
St Peters Primary
Venus Primary
Waterworks Primary
Newton Primary
Olympic Primary
Homevale Primary
Kimberley Junior Primary
Diamantveld Primary
Tweerivier Primary
Rietrivier Primary
Lucretia Primary
Transvaal Road Primary
Boitshoko Primary
Endeavour Primary
Hill Primary Farm Primary
Dutoitspan Primary
Masiza Primary
Kim Kgolo Primary
Sol Plaatje Higher Primary

Triomf CVO
Mauritzfontein Farm
Riverton Farm
Vuyolwethu Secondary
Pescodia Secondary
Tshireleco Secondary Public
EP Lekhela Secondary
Diamantveld High

Figure 4.9: Highest level of education – population segment aged 20 years and older

Percentage of population segment older than
20 years

Highest Level of Education (Age 20 years+)
40.0

36.1

35.0
30.0%

30.0
25.0

21.6

20.0

15.6

15.0

10.7
8.4

7.5

10.0
5.0
No schooling

Some primary

Complete primary Some secondary

Std 10/Grade 12

Higher

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.9)
In terms of highest level of education it is evident that the market population aged 20 years
and older are relatively educated (30.0% have obtained Grade 12/Higher levels of
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education). A total of 8.4% of the population segment has obtained some level of higher
education and 21.6% have obtained Grade 12.
A large segment of this market segment obtained some level of secondary school (36.1%)
and 23.1% has obtained some level of primary education. A total of 10.7% has obtained no
level of formal education.
Figure 4.10: Type of Higher Education

Percentage with higher education (%)

Type of higher education
46.7

50.0
45.0
40.0
35.0
30.0
25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
-

23.0
13.2
7.0

Certificate with Diploma with
grade 12
grade 12

Bachelor's
degree

5.3

4.8

Bachelor's Honour's degree Higher degree
degree and
(master's or
diploma
doctorate)

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.10)
In terms of the small segment (8.4% - refer to Figure 3.8 above) of the population aged 20
years and older that has obtained some level of higher education the dominant type of
higher education include a diploma with Grade 12 (46.7%), certificate with Grade 12
(23.0%) and a Bachelor’s Degree (13.2%).
Of the socio-economic factors that provide an initial indication of market potential are levels
of education and standards of living. A relative segment of the market population is
educated and it is anticipated that this will be reflected in the employment and overall living
standard profile of the market. This will have an impact on the residential, retail and
commercial development demanded within the Sol Plaatje Municipal area.
4.5.5

Employment Status

The level of employment reflects employment and unemployment levels in the Sol Plaatje
Municipal Area, which impacts on disposable income patterns. Level of employment,
coupled to household size is also indicative of dependency ratios (Refer to Figure 3.11).
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Figure 4.11: Level of Employment & Employment Status of the Sol Plaatje Municipal
Population
Level of Employment

Employment status
Economically
Active
59.6%

Employed
59.2%

Not
Economically
Active
40.4%

Unemployed
40.8%

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.11)
Figure 3.11 clearly indicates that the largest segment of the market is represented by the
economically active market segment (aged between 15 and 65 years old) – 59.6%. A
mere 40.4% of the market population represents the not economically active market
segment.
 In terms of the market segment that is economically active; the majority is employed –
59.2%. A total of 40.8% of the economically active market segment is unemployed.


The employed market segment also reflected on the structure in which they are employed
(Refer to Figure 4.12).
Figure 4.12: Structure of Employment

Employment Structure
Paid employee
91.4%

Unpaid family worker
0.1%

Source: Demacon, 2008
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Findings: (Figure 4.12)
In terms of the structure of employment it is evident that the majority of the employed
represents paid employees (91.4%), followed by a small segment that is self-employed
(7.0%), 0.9% represents paid family workers, 0.7% represents employers and 0.1%
represents unpaid family workers.
The unemployed market segment also indicated the main reasons for being unemployed
(Refer to Figure 4.13).
Figure 4.13: Reasons for unemployment

Reasons for Unemployment
Seasonal worker not working
presently
Unable to work due to illness or
disability

2.4
8.9

Does not choose to work

9.5

Could not find work

11.7

Home-maker or housewife

12.7

Pensioner or retired person/too old to
work

19.5

Scholar or student
Percentage of unemployed (%)

35.3
5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

35.0

40.0

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.13)
Figure 4.13 clearly indicates that the dominant reasons for unemployment is due to the
fact that 35.3% of the unemployed represents scholars or students, 19.5% represents
pensioners, 12.7% represents home-makers, 11.7% could not find work and 8.9% is
unable to work due to illness or disabilities, and a mere 2.4% represents seasonal workers
not currently working.
Development Implications
The Sol Plaatje Municipal Area is characterised by a relatively large economically active
market segment of which the majority is employed, reflecting relatively moderate
dependency ratios. The majority of the employed also represents paid employees, and the
dominant reasons for being unemployed are vested in the presences of scholars, students,
pensioners, home-makers and disabled. A relative segment also emphasised the lack of
employment opportunities in the region.
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4.5.6

Occupation Profile

The occupation profile is an important indicator of anticipated community income, serving as
proxy for the level of community wealth and stability. The presence of white and blue collar
occupations serves as indication of a higher income profile or lower income profile
consumer market. Figure 4.14 indicates the occupation profile of the Sol Plaatje Municipal
Area.
Figure 4.14: Occupation profile

Occupation Profile
Skilled agricultural/fishery workers

1.2

Plant/machine operators/assemblers

6.0

Legislators/senior officials/managers

6.5

Professionals

8.0

Craft/related trades workers

11.9

Technicians/associate professionals

12.6

Service workers/shop/market sales workers

13.7

Clerks

15.3

Elementary occupations

24.7
-

5.0

10.0

15.0

20.0

25.0

30.0

Percentage of Employed (%)
Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.14)
Figure 4.14 indicates that the dominant type of occupations in which the employed are
located include elementary occupations (24.7%), Clerks (15.3%), service workers, shop
and market sales workers (13.7%), technicians and associate professionals (12.6%)
and craft and related trade workers (11.9%).
Development implications
The occupation profile reflects a predominant blue collar occupation profile, serving as proxy
for middle income earners. This is however supported by a relative segment of white collar
occupations. These findings correlate with the findings of preceding paragraphs pertaining
to aspects such as the moderately low level of education and state of employment.
4.5.7

Average Annual Household Income

Average household income is a direct indicator of consumer demand for a broad spectrum
of economic goods and services – such as housing and the quantity of additional floor space
that could be sustained by a given consumer market.
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Average household income, to an extent, also reflects the living standard of a household,
and influences aspects such as asset ownership. Figure 4.15 illustrates the annual
household income profile of the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area.
Figure 4.15: Average Annual Household Income
R3 504 464+

0.1%

R1 752 233 - R3 504 462

0.3%

R876 117 - R1 752 231

0.3%
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16.1%

R13 691 - R27 379

16.9%

R6 846 - R13 689

17.8%

R1 - R6 845

5.3%
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16.3%
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Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.15)








16.3% of households earn no annual household income
40.1% of households earn annual incomes between R1 and R27 379 (less than
R2 281.58 per month)
28.1% of households earn annual household incomes between R27 380 and R109 514
13.7% of households earn annual household incomes between R109 516 and R438 058
A mere 1.8% of households earn annual household incomes above R438 059
The weighted average annual household income for the entire Sol Plaatje Municipal
area (LSM 1 – 10+) is R77 142 or R6 429 per month (2008)
The weighted average annual household income for the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
households classified as LSM 6 – 10+, is R164 075 or R13 673 per month (2008).

4.5.8

Living Standard Measurement

The LSM index is an internationally recognized instrument designed to profile a market in
terms of a continuum of progressively more developed and sophisticated market segments.
The LSM system is based on a set of marketing differentiators, which group consumers
according to their standard of living, using criteria such as degree of urbanization and
ownership of assets (predominantly luxury goods).
Essentially, the LSM system is a wealth measure based on standard of living, rather than
income alone. The market segmentation continuum is divided into ten LSM segments,
where LSM 1 signifies the lowest living standard and LSM 10+ signifies the highest living
standard.
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The LSM categories are defined and weighted in terms of the following 29 variables (refer to
Table 4.7). It is important to note that the LSM system is widely applied internationally for
marketing and branding purposes, and that it is therefore not an instrument developed
locally to label or stereotype certain market segments.
Table 4.7: Living Standard Measurement (LSM) Variables
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Hot running water
Fridge/freezer
Microwave oven
Flush toilet in/outside house
No domestic in household
VCR
Vacuum cleaner/floor polisher
No cell phone in household
Traditional hut
Washing machine
PC in home
Electric stove
TV set
Tumble dryer
Home telephone

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Less than 2 radio sets/household
Hi-Fi / music centre
Rural outside
Built-in kitchen sink
Home security service
Deep freezer
Water in home/plot
M-net/DSTV subscription
Dishwasher
Electricity
Sewing machine
DVD player
1 cell phone per household
Motor vehicle in household

Table 4.8 summarises the current status of the consumer market in terms of the LSM index.
Essentially, the LSM index summarises the net result of market indicators discussed in
preceding paragraphs.
Table 4.8: Living Standard Measurement Indicator, 2008
Income category (R/month)

LSM Status

Market Area (% of
households)

Super A income (>R20 000 per month)

LSM 10+

3.7%

A Income ( R14 000 to R20 000 per month)

LSM 10

2.8%

B Income ( R9 300 to R14 000 per month)

LSM 9

6.3%

C Income high (R7 000 to R9 300 per month)

LSM 8

2.7%

C Income low (R4 500 to R7 000 per month)

LSM 7

10.8%

D Income (R3 000 to R4 500 per month)

LSM 6

10.8%

D Lower top (R1 600 to R3 000 per month)

LSM 4 to 5

D lower end (<R1 600 per month)

LSM 1 to 3

13.2%
49.6%

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Table 4.8)
It is evident that the largest segment of the consumer market is categorized within the lower
LSM categories – 49.6% LSM 1 to 3 and 13.2% in LSM 4 to 5. The remaining 37.2% of
consumer households are distributed within the higher LSM categories – 10.8% in LSM 6,
10.8% in LSM 7, 2.7% in LSM 8, 6.3% in LSM 9 and 6.5% in LSM 10 and 10+.
4.5.9

Dwelling Type and Tenure Status

Figures 4.16 and Figure 4.17 indicate the type of dwelling in which the consumer market
resides, as well as the tenure status thereof.
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Figure 4.16: Dwelling Type
Type of Residential Dwelllings
Private ship/boat
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Caravan or tent
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Traditional dwelling
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Room/flatlet on shared property

1.0

Town/cluster/semi=detached house

1.5

Flat in block of flats

2.8

House/flat/room in back yard

3.0

Informal dwelling/shack in back yard

3.5

Informal dwelling/shack NOT in back yard

13.3

House or brick structure

73.4
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Source: Demacon, 2008

Figure 4.17: Tenure Status
Tenure Profile

Owned and fully paid
off
47.9%

Owned but not yet
paid off
25.8%

Rented
13.8%

Occupied rent-free
12.4%

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figures 4.16 and 4.17)






Figure 4.16 indicates that the dominant dwelling type is represented by houses or brick
structures on separates stands (73.4%), followed by informal dwellings not in the
backyard (13.3%).
The dominant dwelling types are supported by smaller representations of informal
dwellings and shacks in the backyard (3.5%), house/flat in backyard (3.0%), flat in block
of flats (2.8%), town, cluster and semi-detached houses (1.5%), room or flatlet on shared
property (1.0%).
Figure 4.17 indicated the tenure status underlying the properties. It is evident that the
dominant tenure type is represented by properties that are owned and paid off in full
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(47.9%), followed by 25.8% that own their property but still owes money on the
residential bond, 13.8% that rent the property and 12.4% that occupies the residential
units rent free.
4.5.10 Access to services
Access to basic services has considerable influence on the standards of living and the
quality of life of people living in a region. In terms of access to services in the Sol Plaatje
Municipal area the following will be discussed:








Access to Energy
Refuse removal
Telephone facilities
Sanitation facilities
Water supply
Transport mode

Access to Energy

Figure 4.18 illustrates how many households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area have access
to energy.
Figure 4.18
90%

Access to Energy in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
82.7%

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%

12.7%

10%

4.4%
0.2%

0.0%

0%
Electricity

Gas

Paraffin

Candles

Solar

Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.18)
Figure 4.18 illustrates that 82.7% of households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area uses
electricity as their main form of energy. In the Sol Plaatje Municipal area less than 1% of
households still use gas as a form of energy and more than 12% of households use candles
as a form of energy. This illustrates that access to energy in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area is
relatively good and above standard.
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Refuse removal

Figure 4.19 illustrates how many households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area have access
to refuse removal.
Figure 4.19

100%

Access to Refuse Removal in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
91.3%

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
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0.4%

1.6%

Removed by local
authority less often

Communal refuse
dump

4.3%

2.5%

Own refuse dump

No rubbish disposal

0%
Removed by local
authority at least
once a week
Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.19)
Figure 4.19 illustrates that 91.3% of households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area have their
refuse removed by the local authority at least once a week. Less than 3% of the households
have no rubbish disposal at all. This illustrates that access to refuse removal in the Sol
Plaatje Municipal area is very good.


Telephone Facilities

Figure 4.20 illustrates how many households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area have access
to telephone facilities.
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Figure 4.20

Access to Telephone Facilities in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
No access to a telephone

3.0%

At another location; not nearby

1.2%

At another location nearby

2.9%

At a public telephone nearby

34.0%

At a neighbour nearby
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15.4%
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18.5%
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Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.20)
Figure 4.20 illustrates that 18.5% of the households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area have
access to a telephone in their dwelling and also have access to a cell-phone, 18.6% of the
households have only access to a telephone in their dwelling and only 15.4% have only
access to a cell-phone. Thirty four percent of the households only have access to a public
telephone nearby and 3% have no access to a telephone at all. This illustrates that the
access to telephone facilities in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area are relatively good.


Sanitation Facilities

Figure 4.21 illustrates how many households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area have access
to sanitation facilities.
Figure 4.21

Access to sanitation facilities in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
None

4.3%

Bucket latrine

8.9%

Pit latrine without ventilation

0.6%

Pit latrine with ventilation (VIP)

1.1%

Chemical toilet

0.4%

Flush toilet (with septic tank)

0.9%

Flush toilet (connected to sewerage system)

83.8%

0%

10%

Source: Demacon, 2008
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Findings: (Figure 4.21)
Figure 4.21 illustrates that more than 83% of households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
have access to sanitation facilities, such as a flush toilet that is connected to a sewerage
system. Less than 1% use flush toilets with a septic tank, 8.9% use a bucket latrine and
4.3% has no access to sanitation facilities at all.


Water Supply

Figure 4.22 illustrates how many households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area have access
to water.
Figure 4.22

Access to water in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area

Water vendor 0.0%
River/stream 0.1%
Dam/pool/stagnant water 0.0%
Rain-water tank 0.0%
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Borehole 0.0%
Piped water on community stand: distance greater than 200m from dwelling

6.7%
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Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.22)
Figure 4.22 illustrates that 51.6% of households in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area have
piped water inside their dwelling, more than 35% of the households have piped water inside
their yard; less than 7% of the households have access to piped water on a community
stand (where the distance is greater than 200m from their dwelling) and less than 6% of the
households have access to piped water on a community stand (where the distance is less
than 200m from their dwelling). This figure illustrates that a large percentage of households
do have access to water.


Transport

Over 85% of traffic utilises the N1 via Bloemfontein rather than the N12 via Kimberley.
Kimberley is becoming less and less accessible, due to:
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The N12, the primary road linking Kimberley to the rest of South Africa, is in poor
condition and is notorious for its potholes, faded road markings and damaged
shoulders
 Traffic therefore bypasses the N12 and utilises the N1, using Bloemfontein as a stopover
 The N1 is a toll road whereas the N12 is not; this may also contribute towards the
difference in condition and usage
 Under one-sixth of northbound traffic (from Kimberley and Bloemfontein) utilises the
N12 - A large proportion of northbound traffic on these routes travel to Johannesburg


Kimberley has potential to be a transport hub
Kimberley’s geographical location means that it has the potential to be a central transport
hub (City Development Strategy, October 2006):








Kimberley could potentially be a hub in the national freight network
There is a proposal for an alternative transport route to relieve pressure on the N1
The national transportation network could be reconfigured so that traffic flows
through Kimberley
If Kimberley becomes a transport hub, a multiplier effect would come into play
For example, the hub could be used as a central truck stop or for warehousing
purposes
Kimberley is situated in the centre of the country; yet existing infrastructure linking
Kimberley to the rest of the country is limited
Due to its geographical location Kimberley has the potential to service both northsouth traffic (i.e. from Johannesburg to Cape Town) and east-west traffic (between
the ports on the east coast and the port-less coast on the west of Southern Africa)
(refer to map 4.2 – Location of Kimberley)

Map 4.2

Location of Kimberley – N1 and N12
N12
N1

Source: Demacon, 2008
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Figure 4.23 illustrates the transport mode that people uses in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
in order to get to work and school.
Figure 4.23
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Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.23)
Figure 4.23 illustrates that more than 49% of people in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area do not
have any other means of transport other than on foot. Only 13.8% make use of a car (as the
driver) as a means of transport. More than 12% of the people in the Sol Plaatje Municipal
area make use of a car (as a passenger) as a means of transport and 16.8% of the people
make use of a minibus or taxi. This illustrates that more than half of the population cannot
afford their own cars and cannot afford any other means of transport than on foot.
Forty percent of the households (refer to Figure 4.15) earn a monthly salary of less than
R2 281.58. Approximately 16.3% of the households have no income at all. It is thus very
difficult for some of these people to pay for public transport and they (49.9% of the people)
thus have to walk wherever they need to go.
4.5.11 Human Development Index
The Human Development Index (HDI) is a composite, relative index that attempts to quantify
the extent of human development of a community. It is based on measures of life expectancy,
literacy and income. It is thus seen as a measure of people’s ability to live a long and healthy
life, to communicate, to participate in the life of the community and to have sufficient resources
to obtain a decent living.
The underlying principle of the HDI is that it indicates a country’s or a province’s relative
position on a scale between 0 and 1, where an index close to 0 indicates low life expectancy,
income and literacy levels and an index very close to 1 indicates high life expectancy, income
and literacy levels.
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The HDI is calculated as the average of indices of life expectancy at birth, adult literacy and
per capita income. These indices were calculated according to the general formula:
Actual x i value – minimum x i value
Index = —————————————————
Maximum x i value – minimum x i value
Fixed minimum and maximum values have been established for life expectancy and adult
literacy. They were:



Life expectancy at birth: 25 years and 85 years
Adult literacy: 0% and 100%

The Northern Cape has a Human Development Index (HDI) of 0.58 and the HDI for the Sol
Plaatje Region is slightly higher than that of the provincial average at 0.63 versus 0.72 for
national. This indicates a high position in terms of life expectancy, income and literacy levels
of the Sol Plaatje Municipal area’s population.
4.5.12 Poverty
This section analyses a number of poverty indicators to determine how households are
performing within the economy. The indicators, which have been analysed as part of this
study, include the percentage of persons in poverty, poverty rate and the poverty gap.
Poverty count: The poverty count is the number of persons in poverty and is estimated
through surveys and is calculated accordingly. This forms the basis for the estimation of
other poverty indicators. For the purpose of this study poverty levels were estimated by
using minimum living levels as calculated by the Bureau of Market Research at the
University of South Africa. (The bureau defined the minimum living level as ‘the minimum
financial requirements of members of a family if they are to maintain their health and have
acceptable standards of hygiene and sufficient clothing for their needs’.)
It is estimated that 74 147 people from Sol Plaatje were living in poverty in 2006. Of this
amount, 77.5% were from the black communities. However, these numbers have decreased
at an average of 1.7% per annum since 2001.
Poverty Rate: The poverty rate is the percentage of people living in households with an
income less than the poverty income. The poverty income varies according to household
size, the larger the household the larger the income required to keep its members out of
poverty. Three major sources of data were used to derive estimates income poverty:
Population Census, Income and Expenditure Survey (IES) conducted by Statistics South
Africa and Global Insight income distribution model.
Poverty Gap (R million): A shortcoming of the poverty rate as an indicator of poverty is that
it does not give any indication of the depth of poverty, i.e. how far the poor households are
below the poverty income level. Here, the poverty gap proves useful in that it measures the
difference between each poor household’s income and the poverty line. It thus measures
the depth of poverty of each poor household. The aggregate poverty gap is calculated by
summing the poverty gaps of each poor household. It is thus equivalent to the total amount
by which the incomes of poor households need to be raised each year to bring all
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households up to the poverty line and hence out of poverty. A method similar to that used to
calculate the poverty rate is used to calculate the poverty gap in that data from the census
and Income and Expenditure Survey are combined.
The poverty gap in Sol Plaatje has been increasing in recent years meaning that persons
or households lack the resources necessary to be able to consume a certain
minimum basket of goods. This also implies that people in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area are
becoming poorer each year, due to the fact that there are no jobs available and the skills
levels are very low in this area. Poor people often stay far from their place of work, in RDP
houses or shacks, and are generally vulnerable to diseases, disasters and crime. These
people rely on municipal grants and government pensions.
Poverty and lack of economic development are two indicators of the sub-optimal functioning
and operation of a development system, creating a poverty trap with a range of
developmental and social problems. The cycle is illustrated with Figure 4.24 with the fatal
system flaws being:
Figure 4.24

rapid population growth
lack of relevant technical and business skills
 social stagnation
rapid
 insufficient capital formation

Poverty cycle




lack of
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insufficient
capital
formation

System 2

population
growth

These elements contribute to already
high
unemployment
levels,
exacerbating the detrimental spinoffs such as poverty and crime.
Such a situation provides an
unhealthy
environment
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investment, which in turn leads to a
stagnating local economy with lack
of investment and beneficiation.
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economy with low economic performance lies
in lack
of focus on pro-poor economic development has
meant that
limited use has been made of important economic levers, which could serve to reduce
poverty in sustainable ways.

In seeking to intervene in the development system, the interactions and linkages between
different components and situations need to be thoroughly understood. Once the poverty
cycle is fully comprehended, specific development strategies can be implemented to
improve the functioning of each system to eventually lead to sustainable local development
and improved living conditions. Similarly, the ongoing management of the necessary
interventions in the overall system will be essential to sustainability over time.
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4.5.13 Social Grants
According to the Community Survey of 2007, more than 50 000 people within the Sol Plaatje
Municipal area are receiving social grants. These grants consist out of the following, as
perceived in Figure 4.25.
Figure 4.25

Social grants within the Sol Plaatje Municipal area, 2007
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Source: Demacon, 2008

Findings: (Figure 4.25)
Figure 4.25 illustrates that 42.7% of the people within the Sol Plaatje Municipal that receive
social grants, receive Child support grants, 28.2% of the people within the Sol Plaatje
Municipal that receive social grants, receive Old age pension and 22.6% of the people within
the Sol Plaatje Municipal that receive social grants, receive a Disability grant.
4.5.14 HIV Positive & AIDS Deaths
Figure 4.26 illustrates the percentage of people that are HIV Positive within the Sol Plaatje
Municipal area and the percentage of AIDS Deaths within the municipal area.
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Figure 4.26

HIV Positive & AIDS Deaths within the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area, 2007
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Findings: (Figure 4.26)
Figure 4.26 illustrates that 9% of the people within
in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area are HIV
Positive and the rate is still growing. This has serious negative implications for the local area
and the population. This growing rate of HIV positive people in the Sol Plaatje Municipal
area could also have negative implications in terms of work, hospital and health services
and the growing number of orphans in the local area.
4.6

LOCALISED OVERVIEW – BUSINESS AUDIT & SWOT ANALYSIS

This section consists out of the local factors that
affect the current economic and social functioning
of the Sol Plaatje Municipal area.
area A business audit
(conducted by a local sub-contracting
contracting company:
company
Aganang Business Connection – refer to
Annexure B for full report) and a SWOT analysis
were also completed forr the purposes of the LED
study.
4.6.1

Business Characteristics (Audit)

The purpose of this section is to provide the main findings of the business audit conducted
on a sample of businesses (formal and informal) operating within Sol Plaatje Local
Municipality. The information was gathered through questionnaires, captured and analysed
by Aganang Business Connection.
Connection. The business audit was structured and conducted in
such a way that it covers formal and informal businesses operating in town and in the
townships of Sol Plaatje Local Municipality. In the process a variety of businesses were
randomly visited regardless of the sector they fall within. Structured questionnaires were
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used by fieldworkers to source information from either owners or employees of these
businesses.


Methodology used

The business audit was conducted through interviews by using structured questionnaires as
a means of sourcing information from owners or employees of visited businesses. Two
questionnaires (for formal businesses and informal businesses) were developed and used in
the process. The questionnaires were structured in such a way that it covered questions
with regard to the business profile, business development and economic growth
perceptions, local municipality perceptions and infrastructure perceptions. The initial sample
of businesses to be visited by fieldworkers was 150 businesses operating in town (100
formal businesses and 50 informal businesses) and 100 businesses operating in the
townships (50 formal businesses and 50 informal businesses). However, the sample of
informal businesses was reduced to 40 businesses in town and 40 businesses in the
townships.


Challenges conducting the business audit

The business survey was conducted within a period of four weeks with some challenges
experienced throughout the process, which can be summarised as follows:
o
o



Lack of cooperation from many businesses especially in town,
Some of the business owners and employees requested to fill in the questionnaires
on their own time. Several businesses did not complete the whole questionnaire and
several only returned the survey after the report was written.

Findings of the Business Audit

Businesses Profile
Businesses were asked to provide their activities, the
nature of ownership, and number of years trading in the
area as well as the advantages and disadvantages of their
current trading locations in order to formulate their
profiles.
o Types Businesses
The type of businesses which were interviewed in
formal sector included 57% of businesses in
wholesale and trading sector, 39% providing services,
in the construction sector and another 2% in
manufacturing sector.

the
the
2%
the

LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
The type of businesses which
were interviewed in the formal
sector
included
57%
of
businesses in the wholesale
and trading sector, 39%
providing services, 2% in the
construction
sector
and
another
2%
in
the
manufacturing sector.

Businesses in the wholesale and trading sector were mostly selling groceries, cooked food,
equipment, clothing, bags, furniture, motor vehicle spare parts, motor vehicles, vegetables
and fruits.
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The services which are mostly provided by businesses in the service sector included
services such as installation of car security and sound system, courier services, insurance,
beauty and hairdressing, marketing, printing, General Practitioner (Doctor), Optometry,
training, and repairing of electrical appliances.
Businesses in the construction sector were found to be mostly civil and building contractors
and those in the manufacturing sector were mostly manufacturing equipment, furniture and
clothing.
Informal businesses, which were interviewed during the
business audit, within the Sol Plaatje local municipality, of
them 79% were wholesale and trading and 19% were
rendering services. The products and services which were
provided by these informal businesses included:
o
o
o
o
o

LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
Informal businesses:
• 79% were wholesale and
trading
• 19% were rendering
services.

Fruits and vegetables (30%)
Clothing traders (17%)
Fast food and catering (12%)
Sweets and snacks (5%)
Some businesses also provided public phone services, selling plastic ware, shoe
repairs, general traders, car wash services, motor repairs, traditional/sorghum beer
sellers, newspaper sellers, burial society, herbs sellers, hair salon and those selling
hats and caps.

According to the business audit 54% of formal businesses operating in town are owned by
one person or a small group of individuals who own one business. About 18% of these
businesses are owned by large corporation, 10% belongs to national chains, 7% are owned
by individuals or a group who owns the business and other branches elsewhere, 6% are
franchises and the remaining 23% were not specified.
Sixty Two Percent of the formal businesses operating in the township are owned by
individuals who own only one business, 22% is owned by large corporations, 6% is owned
by individuals or group of individuals who owns the business and other branches elsewhere
and 8% are franchises.
Within the informal sector 85% of the people interviewed said they own the businesses, 5%
said the business belongs to someone else and the remaining 10% said it is a family
business. These businesses indicated to be employing altogether 49 males and 38 females.
Most of these people (83%) working in the informal businesses are full-time/permanent
workers. Those working part-time in the informal businesses are working part-time due to
the following reasons:
o
o

Looking for permanent work
Have another job elsewhere

o Number of Years Trading
The formal businesses located in town and in the townships indicated different time periods
trading at their current location. The majority of these businesses were found to be doing
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business at their current location for a period of 5 to 10 years. Table 4.9 below illustrates the
different time periods (years) of trading which were indicated by businesses which were
interviewed. It illustrates the percentage of businesses followed by the numbers of years
trading.
Table 4.9

Number of years trading at the current location

Formal Businesses
located in town
% of
businesses
1%
1%
3%
18%
20%
44%
8%
5%

Number of Years
130 years
between 60 – 70 years
between 40 – 59 years
between 20 – 39 years
between 10 – 19 years
between 1 – 9 years
between 1 – 11 months
did not specify

Formal Businesses
located in the townships
% of
businesses
1%
5%
3%
35%
6%
50%

Number of Years
130 years
between 60 – 70 years
between 40 – 59 years
between 20 – 39 years
between 10 – 19 years
between 1 – 9 years
between 1 – 11 months
did not specify

Source: Business Audit, 2008

o Advantages of the trading location
Formal businesses located in town indicated the following factors as the main advantages of
their current location:
o
o
o
o
o
o

About 62% indicated proximity to customers as the main location advantage,
23% selected proximity to suppliers as the main location advantage,
About 15% indicated low rentals as the main advantage,
14% selected less competition as one of the advantages,
12% selected less crime as the advantage of their location,
Other formal business in town indicated the availability of parking, close proximity to
taxi rank, not paying rent, bigger premises, being situated on the main road and the
length of time (years) being in business as the advantages of their current locations.

Formal business in the townships indicated the following factors as their main advantages of
their current location:
o
o
o
o

About 43% indicated proximity to customers as the main advantage of the location;
20% indicated less competition;
17% indicated proximity to sources of labour as one of the advantages of the
location.
The remaining percentages were allocated according to the following: 10% indicated
less crime as the advantage; 6% indicated the low rentals and 4% indicated the
proximity to the suppliers as the main advantages.

Informal businesses located in town and in the townships indicated the following as the
advantages of their location:
o

Approximately 45% indicated proximity to customers as the main advantage for
trading at their current location,
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o
o
o
o

About 18% said the main advantage of the current trading location is less
competitors,
About 15% indicated less crime as the advantage of their current location,
12% of these informal businesses indicated proximity to suppliers as the location
advantage
10% of informal business indicated availability of shelter as the main advantage.

o Disadvantages of the trading location
About 29% of formal businesses located in town indicated high rental fees as the main
disadvantage and 27% mentioned high crime rates as the disadvantage of their current
location. About 18% indicated there is too much competition and 15% indicated that they
are too far from the suppliers. The remaining businesses (12%) indicated lack of labour, no
parking space, too many foreigners, bad condition of night clubs in the CBD and proximity
far from the CBD as their main disadvantages. They also mentioned the difficulty in
obtaining appointments with the Traffic Department as their main disadvantages.
A larger number of formal businesses in the townships (40%) indicated that crime is the
main disadvantage of their current location. This was followed by 30% of businesses that
indicated high rental fees as another disadvantage. The other disadvantages were being
situated far from suppliers (22%) and too much competition (20%). About 8% of these formal
businesses did not specify.
A larger number of formal businesses (54%) indicated that they received enough exposure
where they are located and about 34% indicated not to be receiving enough exposure.
About 50% of businesses from those interviewed in the townships stated that they don’t
receive exposure at all where they are located and 44% indicated to be receiving enough
exposure.
Perceptions of the Local Municipality
Businesses were asked how they perceive the Sol Plaatje municipality in terms of the
strengths and weaknesses of the municipality, as well as what aspects they think need
further attention.
o The Role of Sol Plaatje Local Municipality in Business Development and
Economic Growth
The role that Sol Plaatje local municipality should play in business development and
economic growth as indicated by formal businesses were summarised as follows:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Provide and maintain infrastructure for businesses,
Assist and promote local businesses,
Organise training workshops for small businesses and interested community
members,
Market and attract investors to Sol Plaatje municipal area,
Promote industrial developments,
Make land available for developments,
Develop strategy to attract and retain businesses,
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Fund small businesses

o

About 51% of formal businesses located in town and 36% of businesses located in the
townships believe that Sol Plaatje Local Municipality is not doing enough for business
development and economic growth in its area. Only 37% of formal businesses located in
town and 15% of formal businesses in the townships stated that Sol Plaatje municipality is
trying hard. From the same sample 4% of formal businesses in town indicated that Sol
Plaatje municipality is doing enough for business development and economic growth.
Strengths and Weaknesses of Sol Plaatje Local Municipality

o

Businesses were asked to provide indicators which they consider the strengths and
weaknesses of Sol Plaatje municipality. Table 4.10 provides the indicators which were
identified as strengths and weaknesses by formal businesses.
Table 4.10

Strengths and weakness of Sol Plaatje Local Municipality as stated by formal
businesses
STRENGHTS
WEAKNESSES
Support by national government and funding Poor service delivery
from Treasury
Fairly clean city
Poor management
Availability of municipal staff
Corruption
Experienced older employees
Lack of proper infrastructure
Spending more time developing certain areas Poor planning
in the CBD
Enough unused land
Lack of communication and commitment to
businesses
Good infrastructure
Misuse of municipal funds
Service deliver
Lack of skilled labour
Central national position
Not cooperating and empowering local businesses

Source: Business Audit, 2008

In response to the question of whether they are satisfied with Kimberley CBD currently, 55%
of the formal businesses located in town and in the townships were dissatisfied by
Kimberley CBD. Their reasons for the dissatisfaction were stated as follows:
o

o
o
o

o

The majority of businesses (both in town and the townships) indicated poor
deteriorating roads, poor infrastructure, lack of parking and closure as the main
reasons for dissatisfaction,
These are followed by businesses which indicated high crime rate as the main
reason.
Businesses indicated that the CBD is dirty,
It was indicated that the town was poorly planned in the earlier years especially
around the Big-hole.
Businesses felt that planners did not take enough
precautionary measures for the danger which could emerge in the future.
Formal businesses stated that the buildings in the CBD are looking old; they are
broken down and filthy and make the CBD unattractive.
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Almost 9% of the formal businesses in town as well as 1% of businesses in the townships
were satisfied with the Kimberley CBD. Their main reasons for being satisfied amongst
others are as follows:
o
o
o
o
o

Less population and good occupancy rate,
Less crime compared to the townships and other cities,
Close to suppliers,
Kimberley is developing
The municipality is trying their best to improve the town.

Twenty Eight Percent of all formal businesses interviewed were neutral and stated the
following:
o
o
o

Some part of the CBD is clean and other parts are dirty,
There is better service delivery in the CBD,
The closure of Bulfontein road is causing many problems.

About 32% of informal businesses were dissatisfied with Kimberley CBD, 30% were satisfied
while 38% responded by being neutral. Those who indicated to be satisfied stated the
following reasons for their satisfaction with the CBD:
o
o
o
o
o

They said the CBD is up to date,
Business is good,
The CBD is developing,
The CBD clean,
Everything is in close proximity.

Those businesses which said they were dissatisfied indicated the following reasons for their
dissatisfaction with Kimberley CBD:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Lack of police patrols,
No support from the municipality,
High rentals, less electricity and supply of water,
High crime rate,
Filthiness and leaking pipes,
Poor services.

Table 4.11 indicates aspects that need the most urgent attention in the CBD. (The table
provides the responses according to the formal and informal businesses surveyed).
Table 4.11
Aspects that need urgent attention in the Kimberley CBD
ASPECTS THAT NEED
FORMAL BUSINESSES
INFORMAL BUSINESSES %
ATTENTION
%
1. Security
72%
60%
2. Parking
66%
51%
3. Traffic
56%
43%
4. Rentals
31%
20%
5. Layouts
15%
11%
6. Signage
16%
6%
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7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Attractiveness
Shop mixture
Cleanliness
Trade hours
Public uses
Toilets
Entertainment
Restaurants
Tourist attractions

19%
7%
58%
23%
19%
45%
15%
17%
22%

19%
N/A
31%
14%
N/A
40%
N/A
N/A
N/A

Source: Business Audit, 2008

Formal business were also requested to rate the efficiency and effectiveness of the Sol
Plaatje Local Municipality. Their responses are provided in Table 4.12:
Table 4.12

Rating on efficiency and effectiveness of Sol Plaatje Municipality
RATING
FORMAL BUSINESSES %
Good / Excellent
11%
Average / Neutral
38%
Poor / Very bad
33%
Did not specify
18%

Source: Business Audit, 2008

Business Development and Economic Growth Perceptions
Businesses were requested to provide their perceptions in terms of business development
and economic growth in the Sol Plaatje Local Municipality. The focus was around the
general constraints limiting business development in Sol Plaatje, the effects of developing
and opening malls, factors which motivates businesses to conduct business where they are
or to relocate, and business opportunities which currently are not fully exploited in the Sol
Plaatje Local Municipality.
o Opening of the Mall
With regard to the opening of the mall more than 19% of formal businesses in town
indicated that the mall did have an influence on their business because of the following
factors:
o
o
o
o

The mall brought more competitors,
Customers go there because they can get everything they need at one place,
Customers prefer the mall because it is safer there compared to the CBD,
The businesses in the mall are selling the same products as some of the businesses
in the CBD.

A larger number of formal business (73%) in town indicated that the opening of the mall did
not have an influence on their businesses. Their reasons are:
o
o

The majority indicated that they still have their usual customers,
Some indicated that there are no businesses in the mall similar to them such as
furniture stores, manufacturer’s consultants, motor vehicle spare part dealers etc.
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Some indicated that the mall is too far away from the customers,
The mall is not competition for our business,
Some businesses such as insurance companies indicated that they have to go to
their clients no matter if they are in the mall or elsewhere.
From the same sample 30% indicated that the opening of the mall had a positive influence
on business, 10% indicated that the mall had a negative influence on business and 33%did
not specify.
o
o
o

In the townships 16% of the businesses indicated that the mall did have a negative influence
on business based on the fact that they lost a significant amount of customers when the mall
opened. At the same time about 64% of the businesses indicated that the opening of the
mall did not have any influence on their business based on the following:
o
o
o
o

Most businesses indicated that they are still making the same profit as before,
The mall is too far from the customers,
The business indicated that they did not lose any customers due to the opening of
the mall,
They also indicated that the services and products they offer in town are not
available at the mall.

o Business Relocation
On whether businesses will be relocating or not within the next 5 years the majority (66%) of
formal businesses both in town and in the townships responded by saying no. More than
25% of formal businesses in town and in the townships indicated that they did intend to
relocate within the next 5 years. From this sample of formal businesses 7% of formal
businesses in town and in the townships did not respond and others (2%) were not sure
whether they will relocate or not. The reasons which were indicated by the businesses for
relocating and for not relocating are summarised in Table 4.13:
Table 4.13
Reasons for relocating / not relocating
REASONS FOR RELOCATING
REASONS FOR NOT RELOCATING
Less growth opportunities
Near customers
High rate of crime
Less competitors
High rentals
Prospects for developments
Lack of infrastructure
The business is doing well and growing
No customers
The rent is affordable at current location
Growth and visibility
Historical reasons
We own this building
Because of the location and the products we sell
The area where we are located is very busy
There is no bigger space than where we are
currently operating
Source: Business Audit, 2008

o General Constraints Limiting Business Development and Economic Growth
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The following factors were identified by formal businesses as general constraints limiting
business development and economic growth within the Sol Plaatje Municipality (these are
placed according to priority):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

More than 45% of formal businesses indicated poor government service as a
constraint,
About 38% of formal businesses indicated lack of infrastructure as a constraint,
Lack of skills was indicated (26%) as the third biggest constraint,
About 12% of formal businesses indicated the constraint of no customers,
11% of these formal businesses indicated lack of land as the biggest constraint,
Lack of funding was indicated by 2% of these businesses
High crime was also indicated by 1% of formal businesses

Within the informal sector the following constraints were identified as limiting business
development and economic growth in Sol Plaatje municipality:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

More 35% identified the lack of proper shelters as their main constraint,
Approximately 29% stated that there are too many informal traders within the area,
18% of these informal businesses indicated the constraint of no customers,
High crime rates was indicated by 15% of informal businesses,
11% of informal businesses stated that they are too far from suppliers,
8% of these informal businesses indicated that customers are not willing to pay,
6% of informal businesses indicated the lack of business skills as their main
constraint,

Infrastructural Perceptions
Formal and informal businesses were also evaluated with regard to hand and soft
infrastructure in Sol Plaatje Local Municipality and their response are summarized below:
o Conditions of the Roads
In rating the conditions of the roads and their effect on businesses, 68% of formal
businesses in town and in the townships rated the roads as being very bad. About 21% of
these formal businesses surveyed in the townships and in town rated the roads as not so
bad, while 6% rated the roads as being good. Five percent of the formal businesses did not
specify.
The 68% of businesses that rated the conditions of roads as very bad provided the following
as the reasons:
o
o

o
o

17% stated that the bad roads damage their vehicles, those of the customers and
suppliers.
16% stated that the customers complains about the bad roads and thus avoid
coming to the business. They make use of alternative roads which leads to other
competing businesses,
10% responded by saying that the bad roads affect their businesses negatively and
damages their stock,
Others said that these bad roads cause major traffic congestions.
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Of all formal businesses interviewed the majority of them indicated that the roads in Sol
Plaatje municipality need to be upgraded by qualified and experienced contractors. About
11% of these formal businesses indicated that the roads need to be maintained regularly,
proper workmanship was needed and less corruption. Others indicated that government
should assist contractors with their professionalism and experience when these roads are
being constructed.
o Conditions of Buildings
More than 49% of formal businesses rated the buildings within the Sol Plaatje Municipal
area as not attractive, while 43% rated them as attractive. From these formal businesses 8%
remained neutral and some did not specify. From the same sample 53% of formal
businesses indicated that the conditions of the buildings do not affect the local economy of
Sol Plaatje Municipality in a negative way, while 33% of the same sample said that the
unattractiveness of the buildings affects the local economy negatively. Of these formal
businesses 14% did not specify.
More than 69% of formal businesses and 55% of informal businesses stated that finding a
suitable building for business or proper shelter is difficult in the Sol Plaatje Municipality.
These businesses suggested the following solutions to address the problem:
o
o
o
o
o

The municipality should avail the land to property developers,
The municipality should encourage property developers to invest in Sol Plaatje
Municipality
More stalls should be build near the taxi ranks,
More buildings for businesses should be developed or the existing ones should be
renovated ,
The municipality should process the applications for buildings, stalls and land in a
faster more efficient way.

o Air transport
More than 42% of the formal businesses regard air transport as being inaccessible .The
following were given as reasons:
o
o
o

The majority stated that the flights were too expensive,
There are only two flights available at the airport - one leading to Johannesburg and
the other one to Cape Town,
The flights are usually fully booked.

o Staff Recruitment
More than 85% of formal businesses indicated that they experience difficulty in finding
proper (skilled) personnel when recruiting. Only 6% said they don’t experience any difficulty
when recruiting and another 9% did not specify. Lack of skills when recruiting staff was
indicated as the main problem which affects most businesses in the Sol Plaatje Municipal
area.
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The following skills were regarded as highly scarce in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area by most
of the formal business:
o
o
o

Business management skills
Financial and accounting skills
Technical and engineering skills

More than 69% of the formal businesses indicated that they are providing in-house training
in order to capacitate their staff members, 21% stated that they make use of private
institutions to train their staff and only 5% stated that they arrange training of their staff
members through the Department of Labour.
o Business Advisory Centre
More than 46% of formal businesses indicated that they do not at all utilise the services of
the business advisory centres, 36% said they do sometimes utilises the services of the
business advisory centres and 10% said they always utilises the services of business
advisory centres. The remaining 8% did not specify. Thirty Five Percent of the informal
businesses indicated that they do not utilise and have never approach any business
advisory centre for business advice.
The formal businesses which indicated that they do utilise the services of business advisory
centres said they regularly approach the following business advisory centres:
o
o
o
o

23% - Small Enterprise Development Agency (SEDA)
10% - Umsobomvu Youth Fund
9% - Frances Baard SMME Trusts
Other - SEESA

More than 45% of formal businesses said the businesses advisory centres are not easily
accessible to them, 36% said the business advisory centres are accessible and 19% did not
specify.
About 40% of informal businesses interviewed indicated that the business advisory centres
are not easily accessible them, 25% said the business advisory centres are accessible and
35% did not specify.
o Financial Institutions
The majority of formal businesses (66%) from the total sample interviewed indicated that
they approach banks whenever they need financial assistance. Some indicated that they
approach business partners while others indicated that they approach both. The majority of
businesses indicated that banks are the best way for financial assistance as long as you
have the necessary requirements.
About 36% of informal businesses indicated that they approach their families whenever they
need financial assistance. They indicated that for their kind of business banks will find it
difficult in order to assist them.
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Concluding Remarks & Recommendations











4.6.2

Sol Plaatje Municipality should approach Local
LED Unit and Sol Plaatje
Economic Development in a holistic manner by
Officials
involving stakeholders (e.g. business advisory
Recommendations:
centre, other government departments such
• Approach Local Economic
Department of Labour,) in the planning and
Development in a holistic
implementation processes of the LED program,
manner by involving
The municipality should act as a facilitator
stakeholders
• The municipality should act as
between businesses and financial institutions,
facilitator
The municipality should organise / facilitate
• The municipality should
training workshops where SMMEs will be
organise / facilitate training
capacitated in business management,
workshops
The LED unit should communicate and make
• The LED unit should
communicate and make known
known their mandate / role to business people
their mandate / role to
in the local area through workshops or media
business people in the local
(flyers, brochures etc.). Most businesses (which
area
were interviewed) indicated that they do not
• The municipality should
understand the role of the municipality in Local
identify land for business
development
Economic Development,
•
The municipality should play a
Sol Plaatje Municipality should identify land for
facilitating role by organising
business development and identify business
skills development workshops
premises for small and micro businesses as
and training programmes
well as for informal traders,
together with the Department
of Labour and relevant SETAs
In terms of skills shortage, the Sol Plaatje
Municipality should play a facilitating role by
organising skills development workshops and training programmes together with the
Department of Labour and relevant SETAs. Business people, employees and the
communities should be trained in the different skills that are needed. A bursary
scheme could be helpful within the Sol Plaatje Municipality, which will assist aspiring
individuals (especially the youth) with their study fees.
SWOT Analysis

The following Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Constraints (SWOT) have
been identified in the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area:
Table 4.14 illustrates the various Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats that
exists within the Sol Plaatje Municipal Area.
Table 4.14

SWOT within the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
STRENGTHS



Economy is very strong and a lot of

WEAKNESSES


Slow growing / stagnant population



Concentrated poverty and segregation



Low levels of human capital

production that occurs in the province occurs
within this municipal area


Economic linkages with the North West,
Gauteng and Free State



Strategic importance of the N12 to local and
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regional economy


Kimberley anchors the spatial economy of the



High levels of unemployment



Low levels of disposable income



Narrow skills base



High prevalence of HIV/Aids

district in terms of GVA


Economic hub of the Northern Cape



Comparative advantage – raw input available



Long history in diamond mining (tourism
potential)



36% of SA’s diamond production is from NC



Services backlogs (housing etc)



Increased allocation to roads



Slow economic growth that has not yet made
the transition from mining economy to a new
service-based entrepreneurial / creative
economy



Kimberley airport with extra capacity



Dependent to state welfare expenditure and
grants to facilitate development



Construction depends on government
decisions



Disconnected from key movement patterns of
goods and people



Unable to sustain sufficient critical mass in
key economic sectors



Do not have large research/training
institutions



High cost of doing business and poor
amenities



Poorly governed city with weak institutional
capability. Institutional capacity is in short
supply



Lack of concerted effort in tourism branding



Insufficient tourism information systems



Waste management poses serious challenge



Mining is in closure mode within the City and
manufacturing sector is also declining



No networking facilities for small scale miners



Weak transport linkages to major economic
nodes – poor state of roads (N12)



OPPORTUNITIES


Need to establish connectivity to the national

Area not easily accessible

THREATS


Relatively small population



Infrastructure serving spatial economic

spatial economy


Possibilities of beneficiation

linkages (poor and deteriorating state of the
N12 – needs urgent upgrading)


Institutional capacity building
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infrastructural investment in road and rail
upgrading


Adding value in the Mining sector – strong



forward and backward linkages


Tourism development – marketing and

Economic leakage from Kimberley to
Bloemfontein



Employment challenges



Low Education levels



Growing isolation from the national spatial

branding the area as a tourism destination


Emerging Agricultural development – source
of employment and subsistence income (Agritourism)



SMMEs and business support

economy – due to deteriorating transport
linkages


Human Resource development



Institutional capacity to implement growth
and development are limited – partnerships is
necessary / important



Infrastructure development / upgrading – air,



Condition of widespread poverty in the area



Growing need for investment in bulk services

rail, road etc


Kimberley airport as a port of entry

infrastructure – due to services backlogs


Vast land and open spaces



Area faces a spatial development pattern
posing serious developmental dangers by
reinforcing pockets of concentrated poverty
and welfare dependency



Cross border injections of buying power



Young people move to places offering high
economic potential and associated jobs.



Sol Plaatje as a Transport Centre – as result of



Depleting mineral resources

upgrading the N12


Sol Plaatje as regional connectivity centre –
through upgrading of airport and assisting in
establishment of supporting logistics industry



Alternative energy sources – establish petrochemical plant



SPM as service hub – CBD revitalisation and
urban renewal

4.7

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Sol Plaatje is characterised by slow growth and unemployment and its economy lagged
behind the district growth trend. Manufacturing is slightly over-concentrated in the food
sector particularly ostrich processing and incidents such as the outbreak of avian bird flu are
a key risk for Sol Plaatje. This often leads to job losses of contract workers. The area has
some high impact industries, which contribute to output and employment creation such as
seed production, ostrich processing, dairy, accommodation, restaurants, niche agriprocessing and construction.
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On the whole the Sol Plaatje economy has potential for growth and the proposed upgrading
of the airport could result in additional opportunities. The pressures on provision for basic
services, health and education facilities and housing backlogs are as a result of the natural
population growth. There are still backlogs on sewerage and the need to eradicate the
bucket system.
Sol Plaatje is a highly geared municipality, with a long-term debt to total income of 43% in
2005. The debtors’ collection rate is deteriorating which may compromise the municipality’s
cash flow position and, consequently, service delivery.
Given the youthful nature of the population, education, and health and in particular
employment provisions should be given priority. Sol Plaatje has unemployment amongst the
youth and labour intensive programs such as the EPWP, which have demonstrated an
ability to absorb unskilled labour, could help in reducing unemployment and poverty.
Rehabilitation centres and the campaigns to encourage their utilisation are imperative, given
the rising drug and substance abuse, and the increase in HIV/AIDS-related deaths projected
going forward. Table 4.15 summarises the main economic and socio-economic indicators of
the Sol Plaatje Municipal area.
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Table 4.15

Key economic and socio-economic indicators – Sol Plaatje Municipal area

Variable

GDP

Dominating Sectors

Local Economic Growth

Population size
Age profile

Highest level of education

Level of employment

Occupation profile

Dwelling type

Tenure status

Average household income

LSM Profile
Transport Mode
HDI
Poverty
HIV Positive

Sol Plaatje Municipal Area Characteristics
Economic indicators
Sol Plaatje local economy contributes 72.9% toward the Frances
Baard District’s economy
25.3% - Finance and Business service
17.6% - General Government services
14.1% - Transport and Communication
12.8% - Trade
12.6% - Mining
5.3% - in 2005, only 2.8% between 2006 and 2007
Socio-Economic Indicators
245 606 people, 62 976 households (in 2007, according to
StatsSA)
More than 55% - younger than 30 years
5.4% - older than 65 years
36.1% - Some secondary education
23.1% - Some primary education
21.6% - Grade 12 / St 10
8.4% - Higher
10.7% - No schooling
59.2% - Employed
40.8% - Unemployed
59.6% - Economically active
24.7 – Elementary Occupations
15.3% - Clerks
13.7% - Service workers; shop and market sales workers
11.9% - Craft and related trades workers
73.4% - House on stand or yard
47.9% - Owned but fully paid off
25.8% - Owned but not yet paid off
13.8% - Rented
12.4% - Occupied rent free
40.1% - earn between R1 and R27 379 p.a.
16.3% - No income at all
Weighted average annual household income is R77 142 p.a. and
R6 429p.m.
49.6% (majority) – LSM 1-3
49.9% - no other means of transport than on foot
0.63 HDI – Sol Plaatje
74 147 people living in poverty in Sol Plaatje (in 2006)
9% - HIV Positive within Sol Plaatje
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CHAPTER 5

5.1

GROWTH TRENDS & SCENARIOS
(MODELLING)

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this chapter is to provide a brief overview on the effect of future
developments on the bulk water and sanitation infrastructure in the Sol Plaatje
Municipality (refer to Annexure C for full report). The focus is more on recoverable
services and the aim is to give an overview of the effect that projected growth
patterns will have on the bulk infrastructure. A first order cost estimate was done
in order to extend these services to enable current and future developments and to
meaningfully extend the design horizon of the infrastructure.
The Water Services Development Plan (2003), the Integrated Development Plan
(IDP, 2007-2011) and the Spatial Development Framework (SDF) were used as the
base information sources, supplemented with information from infrastructure
discipline managers and operators in order to get a better understanding of the
needs and the current challenges experienced within the Sol Plaatje Municipality.
5.2

REFERENCE FRAMEWORK

An intricate, though well defined relationship exists between the economy and urban
real estate markets. The performance of specific economic sectors serves as proxy
for the performance of these real estate markets. The causal relationship between
economic sector performance and property market performance is illustrated in
Figure 5.1
Figure 5.1:

Causal Relationship between Economic Performance and Property
Sectors
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Indicators such as production, inflation, interest rates and exchange rates influence
Personal Consumption Expenditure (PCE). PCE is a major demand driver for a
broad spectrum of economic goods and services, including retail and
accommodation. Gross Geographic Product (GGP), in turn, serves as leading
indicator for property market performance.
In the context of Figure 5.1, the trade sector performance serves as proxy for the
retail market and the business and financial services sector serves as proxy for the
office market. This causal relationship serves to inform property development
proposals on a macro scale and creates a platform for more fine-grained analyses.
The following examples serve to illustrate this causal relationship illustrated in Figure
5.1:









If the economy is entering an expansionary phase, demand for commercial
development can be expected to rise over time and vice-versa
Historically the turning points of the property cycle roughly coincide with a
similar turning point in the business cycle albeit with a lag (generally between
12-18 months), which is dependent on the degree of oversupply at the turning
point of the business cycle
Because the property cycle is generally longer than the business cycle, the
upswing or downswing phases can take place over a number of business
cycles
The rate at which an economy expands is indicative of the well being of that
particular economy and therefore also of its propensity to generate and
sustain demand for new developments in the built environment
Certain sectors in the economy bear a close resemblance to the performance
of certain markets. For example, the manufacturing sector relates to the
industrial market, the trade sector relates to retail and wholesale
development, and the business and financial services sector relates to the
commercial market.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the relationship (and lag) between the property market and
economic performance for South Africa as a whole.
Figure 5.2: Property Cycle versus Business Cycle
Property cycle versus business cycle
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Figure 5.2 illustrates a high degree of correlation between commercial property
markets (e.g. the office and industrial market) and the business cycle.
5.3

METHODOLOGY USED FOR SOL PLAATJE (Land Use Models)

Two growth scenarios were investigated whereby a projected Land Net Demand was
used in order to determine the number of households in the Sol Plaatje Municipality.
A typical unit split of 50:30:20 was assumed for Low, Institutional and High Income
Households respectively. The growth scenarios were obtained from the economic
statistics analysed in Chapter 4 (refer to Chapter 4: Economic & Local Market
Profile, Figure 4.3), which states that the average annual economic growth rate of
the local economy during 1995 to 2007 amounted to 2.3%, but that it is currently
decreasing due to factors such as unemployment and migration of semi-skilled and
skilled workers to other districts and provinces.
The high growth scenario uses an average household growth rate of 1.9% which is
lower than the current average household growth rate of 2.3%; there is a general
consensus among economists and real estate developers that the local economy has
tapered off but is still on the positive trend. The low growth scenario uses an average
growth rate of 1.3%.
5.3.1

RESIDENTIAL DEMAND MODELING – STATUS QUO

Demand for residential units can be stated as follows:
Demand = f(P; p; A; E; Y; i)
The above means that demand for residential units is a function of:







Population Size
Population Growth
Age
Employment
Income
Interest Rates



Household Income: House Price Ratio
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Figure 5.3

House Price Ratio
Household Income: House price ratio
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Household Income: Rental Stock Profile

Figure 5.4

Rental Profile
Inc om e : R ental P rofile
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Construction Profile

The following figure indicates the unit construction cost per square meters for the
following housing types:
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A private home (exclusive),
Private home (luxury),
Private home (economic),
Prestige apartment block,
Duplex townhouse,
Low rise apartment and
A low cost house

Findings: (Figure 5.5)
 Figure 5.5 illustrates that the construction cost of a private economic home can
vary from R2,200 to R2,900 per square meter.
 The construction cost for private luxury home can vary from R4,000 to R6,000 per
square meter, whereas the construction cost for private exclusive home also vary
from R6,000 to R24,000 per square meter.
 The construction cost for a prestige apartment block vary from R4,500 to R7,000.
Figure 5.5

Construction profile
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Target market housing profile

Figure 5.6 indicates the distribution of the target market housing within the market
area.
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Target market housing profile
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Figure 5.8

Unit price estimation
Unit Price Estimate (Median Portfolio Values)
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The following section provides a synthesis of residential market findings as illustrated
in preceding sections.
SYNTHESIS – RESIDENTIAL MARKET STATUS QUO
The following table provides a summary of the residential composition and nature of
the market area in which the proposed development is located.
Table 5.1
Summary of the residential composition (Source Market Area)
Income
Classification
Estimated
Distribution
Midpoint 2008
House Price
Unit Size
(%)
(R)
Freestanding low cost
R0
R0
40.00
home
Freestanding low cost
R 3,411
R 6,514
40.00
home
72.4% Freestanding low cost
R 10,234
R 19,544
39.80
home
Freestanding low cost
R 20,466
R 39,087
42.80
home
R 40,932
R 78,173
51.80
Freestanding economic
Gap & Entry level
Economic Freestanding /
R 81,864
R 156,345
66.78
43.6% Group
Entry level Economic
R 163,727
R 312,688
81.76
32.8% Freestanding / Group
Sectional title town
R 327,453
R 625,375
126.62
17.1% houses
R 654,904
R 1,250,749
141.56
4.0% Full title cluster units
Freestanding full title
R 1,309,808
R 2,501,497
423.42
1.2% homes
Freestanding full title
R 2,619,615
R 5,002,992
788.80
homes
Freestanding full title
R 3,522,950
R 6,728,199
1033.68
1.4% homes
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The following table provides a summary of residential market research findings,
based on the status quo.
Table 5.2
Summary of Residential Market Recommendations – Status Quo
TOTAL MARKET AREA
Additional Households 2008 to 2015
Annualised Market growth (full housing
spectrum)
Bonded & Credit Linked Segment
Bonded & Credit Linked take-up per annum
Annual secondary market contribution (units /
Min
annum)
Max
Total new bonded & Credit Linked housing
Min
demand
Max
PROJECT SPECIFIC
Project Bonded & Credit Linked Units
Min
Forecast market share of total market sales
Max
Project forecast total annual take-up rate (bonded and credit-linked units /
Min
annum)
Max
Min
Years to 80% take-up (bonded & credit-linked units)
Max
Avg

5 138
734
27.6%
202
225
299
427
502
2 700
35%
45%
149
226
12.0
18.1
15.0

It is evident from the above table that a new residential development (with optimum
size of 2 700 units as Phase 1) should take approximately 15 years to achieve
80% take-up.
5.3.2

RESIDENTIAL DEMAND MODELING – HIGH SCENARIO

Demand for residential units can be stated as follows:
Demand = f(P; p; A; E; Y; i)
The above means that demand for residential units is a function of:







Population Size
Population Growth
Age
Employment
Income
Interest Rates



Household Income: House Price Ratio
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Figure 5.9

House Price Ratio
Household Income: House price ratio
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Household Income: Rental Stock Profile

Figure 5.10

Rental Profile
Inc om e : R ental P rofile
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Construction Profile

The following figure indicates the unit construction cost per square meters for the
following housing types:
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A private home (exclusive),
Private home (luxury),
Private home (economic),
Prestige apartment block,
Duplex townhouse,
Low rise apartment and
A low cost house

Findings: (Figure 5.11)
 Figure 5.11 illustrates that the construction cost of a private economic home can
vary from R2,200 to R2,900 per square meter.
 The construction cost for private luxury home can vary from R4,000 to R6,000 per
square meter, whereas the construction cost for private exclusive home also vary
from R6,000 to R24,000 per square meter.
 The construction cost for a prestige apartment block vary from R4,500 to R7,000.
Figure 5.11

Construction profile
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Target market housing profile

Figure 5.12 indicates the distribution of the target market housing within the market
area.
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Target market housing profile
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Figure 5.14

Unit price estimation
Unit Price Estimate (Median Portfolio Values)
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The following section provides a synthesis of residential market findings as illustrated
in preceding sections.
SYNTHESIS – RESIDENTIAL MARKET HIGH SCENARIO
The following table provides a summary of the residential composition and nature of
the market area in which the proposed development is located.
Table 5.3
Summary of the residential composition (Source Market Area)
Income
Classification
Estimated
Distribution
Midpoint 2008
House Price
Unit Size
(%)
(R)
Freestanding low cost
R0
R0
40.00
home
Freestanding low cost
R 3,411
R 6,514
40.00
home
72.4% Freestanding low cost
R 10,234
R 19,544
39.80
home
Freestanding low cost
R 20,466
R 39,087
42.80
home
R 40,932
R 78,173
51.80
Freestanding economic
Gap & Entry level
Economic Freestanding /
R 81,864
R 156,345
66.78
43.6% Group
Entry level Economic
R 163,727
R 312,688
81.76
32.8% Freestanding / Group
Sectional title town
R 327,453
R 625,375
126.62
17.1% houses
R 654,904
R 1,250,749
141.56
4.0% Full title cluster units
Freestanding full title
R 1,309,808
R 2,501,497
423.42
1.2% homes
Freestanding full title
R 2,619,615
R 5,002,992
788.80
homes
Freestanding full title
R 3,522,950
R 6,728,199
1033.68
1.4% homes
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The following table provides a summary of residential market research findings,
based on the high growth scenario.
Table 5.4
Summary of Residential Market Recommendations
TOTAL MARKET AREA
Additional Households 2008 to 2015
Annualised Market growth (full housing
spectrum)
Bonded & Credit Linked Segment
Bonded & Credit Linked take-up per annum
Annual secondary market contribution (units /
annum)
Total new bonded & Credit Linked housing
demand
PROJECT SPECIFIC
Project Bonded & Credit Linked Units
Forecast market share of total market sales
Project forecast total annual take-up rate (bonded and credit-linked units /
annum)
Years to 80% take-up (bonded & credit-linked units)

12 482
1 783
27.6%
492
Min
Max

225
299

Min
Max

716
791

Min
Max

4 400
35%
45%

Min
Max
Min
Max
Avg

251
356
12.4
17.5
15.0

It is evident from the above table that a new residential development (with optimum
size of 4 400 units as Phase 1) should take approximately 15 years to achieve
80% take-up.
5.3.3

INDUSTRIAL SPACE DEMAND MODELING

The following paragraphs provide definitions of respectively demand and supply for
the industrial and commercial market.
 Definition
Wholesale and distribution refers to storage and wholesale facilities from where
products (usually in large quantities) are distributed. This does not necessarily
include an industrial or manufacturing function. Wholesalers do have a buying and
selling function – products are usually sold in large quantities. An example is such as
wholesale trade in agricultural materials and livestock.
 Defining Demand
The demand in the industrial and commercial market is dependent on the following
aspects:

Dwhol = f {Po , P% , Qw , R, Tx, Y; Rs; Rs%}
Where:
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Po
P%
Qw
R
Tx
Y
Rs
Rs%

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Population size
Population growth
Quality of existing facilities
Rental levels
Property rates and taxes
Household income
Retail sales
Retail sales growth

 Defining Supply
The supply of industrial and commercial land users can be described as being the
following:

Swhol = f {Dwhole, Cw, Vw, Lu, Ia, GLAw, Cc}
Where:
Dwhole
Cw
Vw
Lu
Ia
GLAw
Cc

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Demand
Competition
Vacancies
Surrounding land uses
Infrastructure availability
Current usable / rentable area
Construction cost

It is known that the demand for industrial / commercial space depends on the
production of goods within a specified area. The following figure illustrates cumulative
additional land demand for the specified area (Sol Plaatje Local Municipality).
Subsequent demand modelling indicators provide insight to the performance of
current and future demand of the industrial market of Sol Plaatje Local Municipality.
Figure 5.15

Cumulative Additional Land Demand – Low Scenario
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Figure 5.16

Cumulative Additional Land Demand – High Scenario
Cumulative Land Demand
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The following figures illustrate forecast land take-up. It is evident that the greater percentage
of take-up will be by warehousing, which indicates that this sector is the dominant sector in
the market area.
Figure 5.17

Forecast Land Take-Up - Low Scenario
Forecast Land Take-Up
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Figure 5.18

Forecast Land Take-Up - High Scenario
Forecast Land Take-Up
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The following figures indicate when the greatest percentage of take-up in respectively
warehousing and manufacturing is expected to occur.
Figure 5.19

Proportional Land Take-Up – Low Scenario
Proportional Take-Up
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Figure 5.20

Proportional Land Take-Up – High Scenario
Proportional Take-Up
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The following figures illustrate the respective share of manufacturing and
warehousing for the specified area.
Figure 5.21

Share - Manufacturing & Warehousing – Low Scenario
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Figure 5.22

Share - Manufacturing & Warehousing – High Scenario
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SYNTHESIS – INDUSTRIAL DEMAND MODELING
The following table provides a synthesis of space demand modelling results
presented in this section.
Table 5.5
Synthesis of Space Demand Modelling Results, 2013 – 2023
Cumulative Additional Land Demand
Up to 2013
2013-2018
2018-2023
Total Manufacturing (hectares) – Low
Scenario

2.42

5.14

8.47

3.59

8.03

13.79

6.01

13.17

22.26

4.57

7.31

11.55

6.73

11.24

18.55

11.30

18.55

30.10

Total Warehousing (hectares) – Low
Scenario
Low Scenario Total hectares
Total Manufacturing (hectares) – High
Scenario
Total Warehousing (hectares) – High
Scenario
High Scenario Total hectares

The following section provides office space demand modeling results for the Sol
Plaatje Local Municipal area.
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5.3.4

OFFICE SPACE DEMAND MODELING

Office demand modelling has become increasingly specialised. One particular aspect
that has changed is a notable shift away from broad based supply-demand
estimations to multivariate, differentiated models. In the context of preceding
chapters, the development potential for a business park in the market is
subsequently determined, based on a specialist econometric model. It is known that
the demand office space depends on the production function of a market area. To
develop a model, inter alia three data sets are required in time series format. They
are:
Total employment of the market area,
Finance and business services employment,
 Finance and business services productivity indicator.



Related property market indicators, together with the four data series were used in
the following formula.
FORMULA:
The following equation is used to determine office space absorption:
ABť

=(آOC*ť

– OCt-1)
=(آα0 + α1EM1 + α2EWt + α3Qt – α4Rt-2 ) - آ1 OCt-1

Key:
AB
OC
EM
EW
Q
R

=
=
=
=
=
=

Net absorption of space
Occupied Space
Employment in Finance sector
Employment in Business sector
Finance and Business Output per Worker
Rental Rate for Office Space

RATIONALE
The net absorption of space, AB t’ will be an adjustment between the desired amount
of occupied space, OC*t’ and that used last period, OC t-1. The desired amount of
space will be a linear function of current lagged employment in the finance and
business sectors (EWt’ EMt’) together with the level of office output per worker (Q).
Finance employment and output per worker is used as separate variables (instead of
total office production), recognizing that the space demand, which originates from
more workers can be quite different from that arising when firms use more capital
and knowledge to generate additional output. To estimate an office rental elasticity of
space demand, the rental rate for office space (Rt) is entered directly into the
equation for the desired stock of space.
(The long-term square metre demanded per finance and business workers are the
parameters α1, α2 in the Equation above. The actual estimated statistical coefficients
on finance and business employment are the parameters multiplied by the estimated
parameters multiplied by the estimated parameter on the lagged occupied stock).
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OFFICE SPACE DEMAND MODELING

The aim of the following is to determine whether there would be a demand for certain
types of floor space in the future and if so, how much. This can be determined by
taking into account GGP, employment and output per worker. The following figures
illustrate cumulative additional office space demand for Sol Plaatje Local Municipal
area (refer to Figures 5.23 and 5.24).
Figure 5.23

Cumulative Additional Office Space Demand – Low Scenario
C umulative A dditional S pac e D emand (s qm G L A )
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Source: Demacon, 2008

Figure 5.24

Cumulative Additional Office Space Demand – High Scenario
C umulative A dditional S pac e Demand (s qm G L A)
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The following figures illustrate forecast take-up for office space in the market area.
Figure 5.25

Forecast Office Space Take-Up – Low Scenario
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Figure 5.26

Forecast Office Space Take-Up – High Scenario
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The following figures indicate the proportional take up in the Sol Plaatje Local
Municipal area.
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Figure 5.27

Proportional Take-Up – Low Scenario
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Figure 5.28

Proportional Take-Up – High Scenario
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The following figures illustrate the respective share of finance & insurance and
business services for the specified area.
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Figure 5.29

Share - Finance & Business Services – Low Scenario
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Figure 5.30

Share - Finance & Business Services – High Scenario
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The following section provides a synthesis of space demand modeling results
presented in preceding paragraphs.
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SYNTHESIS - OFFICE SPACE DEMAND MODELING
The following table provides a synthesis of space demand modelling results of the
finance and insurance and the business services sectors in Sol Plaatje Local
Municipal area.
Table 5.6

2

Synthesis of Space Demand Modelling Results – m GLA

Cumulative Additional Space Demand

Up to 2013

Finance & Insurance (sqm GLA)

2018

2023

421

2,068

5,766

Business services (sqm GLA)

14,599

45,147

87,013

Low Scenario Total

15,020

47,215

92,778

Finance & Insurance (sqm GLA)

43,053

109,059

183,315

6,848

8,497

14,189

49,901

117,556

197,504

Business services (sqm GLA)
High Scenario Total

The following section provides trade space demand modelling results for the Sol
Plaatje Local Municipality.
5.3.5

TRADE SPACE DEMAND MODELING

Space demand modeling has become increasingly specialised. One particular aspect
that has changed is a notable shift away from broad based supply-demand
estimations to multivariate, differentiated models.
In the context of preceding chapters, the trade development potential in the market is
subsequently determined, based on a specialist econometric model. It is known that
the demand of space depends on the production function of a market area.
 Defining Demand
Retail demand depends on a variety of customer-related aspects.
conceptualised as follows:
Dret = f {Po; P%; Q; Y; Re; Cp; Sf}
Where:
Po
P%
Q
Y
Re
Cp
Sf

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Population size
Population growth
Existing quality of retail space
Household income
Household expenditure patterns
Consumer preferences
Seasonality factors

 Defining Supply
The supply of the markets entails the following:
Sret = f {Dret; GLAret; R; Sc; Cc; Lu; Ia; Sp; Vret }
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Where:
Dret
GLAret
R
Sc
Cc
Lu
Ia
Sp
Vret

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Demand
Current rentable/useable area
Rent/m2
Competition
Construction cost
Surrounding land uses
Infrastructure availability
Speculative climate
Vacancy

Trade demand modeling has become increasingly specialised. One particular aspect
that has changed is a notable shift away from broad based supply-demand
estimations to multivariate, differentiated models. In the context of preceding
chapters, the development potential for trade in the market is subsequently
determined, based on a specialist econometric model. To develop a model, inter alia
three data sets are required in time series format. They are:
Total employment of the market area,
Trade sector employment,
 Trade sector productivity indicator.



Related property market indicators, together with the four data series were used in
the following formula.
FORMULA:
The following equation is used to determine office space absorption:
ABť

=(آOC*ť

– OCt-1)
=(آα0 + α1EM1 + α2EWt + α3Qt – α4Rt-2 ) - آ1 OCt-1

Key:
AB
OC
EM
EW
Q
R

=
=
=
=
=
=

Net absorption of space
Occupied Space
Employment in Wholesale & Retail sector
Employment in Catering & Accommodation sector
Trade Sector Output per Worker
Rental Rate for Retail Space

It is known that the demand for trade space depends on the level of activity in terms
of wholesale and retail trade, (including automotive and fuel retail sales), as well as
catering and accommodation within a specified area.
The following figures illustrate cumulative additional trade space demand for the Sol
Plaatje Municipal market area.
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Figure 5.31

Cumulative Additional Trade Space Demand – Low Scenario
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Figure 5.32

Cumulative Additional Trade Space Demand – High Scenario
Cumulative Additional Space Demand (sqm GLA)
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The following figures illustrate the forecast take-up for the trade sector.
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Figure 5.33

Forecast Trade Space Take-Up – Low Scenario
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Figure 5.34

Forecast Trade Space Take-Up – High Scenario
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The following figures illustrate the expected respective proportional trade space take
up of wholesale and retail trade as well as catering and accommodation for the
specified area.
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Figure 5.35

Proportional Trade Space Take-Up – Low Scenario
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Figure 5.36

Proportional Trade Space Take-Up – High Scenario
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The following figures illustrate the proportional share of respectively the wholesale
and retail trade, as well as catering and accommodation in the Sol Plaatje Local
Municipal area.
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Figure 5.37

Share - Wholesale & Retail Trade; Catering & Accommodation – Low
Scenario
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Figure 5.38

Share - Wholesale & Retail Trade; Catering & Accommodation – High
Scenario
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The following section provides a synthesis of space demand modeling results
presented in preceding paragraphs.
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SYNTHESIS - TRADE SPACE DEMAND MODELING
The following table summarises the space demand modeling results for wholesale &
retail trade, catering & accommodation as well as automotive sales, for the low
scenario modeled.
Table 5.7

2

Synthesis of Space Demand Modeling Results – m GLA (constant
values) – Low Scenario

Cumulative Additional Space Demand

Up to 2013

Wholesale & Retail Trade (sqm GLA)

Auto boutiques and ancillary services

2023

13,955

24,296

33,350

876

3,443

5,662

14,832

27,739

39,011

4,239

7,928

11,149

Catering & Accommodation (sqm GLA)
TOTAL

2018

The following table summarises the space demand modeling results for wholesale &
retail trade, catering & accommodation as well as automotive sales, for the high
scenario modeled.
Table 5.8

2

Synthesis of Space Demand Modeling Results – m GLA (constant
values) – High Scenario

Cumulative Additional Space Demand

Up to 2013

Wholesale & Retail Trade (sqm GLA)
Catering & Accommodation (sqm GLA)

2018

2023

46,497

91,632

125,745

7,069

14,686

20,100

TOTAL

53,565

106,317

145,844

Auto boutiques and ancillary services

15,309

30,386

41,682

5.3.6

LAND REQUIREMENTS

The following tables (Table 5.9 and Table 5.10) provide an indication of expected
land take-up, for both the status quo as well as potential high growth scenarios.
Table 5.9

Land Take-Up - High Growth Scenario

Dominant urban
property
markets

Residential
Offices
Industrial/
warehousing
Trade Space
Hectare take-up

293
34

419
48

524
60

Provision of
Main
Infrastructure
and Services,
i.e. Roads
(Additional
20%)
655
75

30
40
397

43
58
568

54
72
710

67
90
888

Land Net
Demand
(up to 2023)

Land Surplus
Buffer
(Additional
20% to 30%)

Provision for
open space
and
landscaping
(Additional
20%)

Source: Demacon, 2008
Note: Models accepts full occupancy - Surplus buffer of between 20% and 30% allowed
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Table 5.9 illustrates that in terms of the future demand of floor space related to the
dominant urban property markets, a total of 867ha of land will be needed in order to
accommodate future demand / development in terms of the high growth scenario.
Table 5.10

Land Take-Up – Status Quo / Low Growth Scenario

Dominant urban
property
markets

180
19

257
27

322
33

Provision of
Main
Infrastructure
and Services,
i.e. Roads
(Additional
20%)
402
42

22
11
232

32
16
332

40
20
415

50
25
518

Land Net
Demand (up
to 2023)

Residential
Offices
Industrial/
warehousing
Trade Space
Hectare take-up

Land Surplus
Buffer
(Additional
20% to 30%)

Provision for
open space
and
landscaping
(Additional
20%)

Source: Demacon, 2008
Note: Models accepts full occupancy - Surplus buffer of between 20% and 30% allowed

Table 5.10 illustrates that in terms of the future demand of floor space related to the
dominant urban property markets, a total of 504ha of land will be needed in order to
accommodate future demand / development in terms of the low growth scenario.
The number of households was calculated according to the Land Demand
projections up to 2023 and the total projected households for both scenarios in that
year are summarised in the table (Table 5.11) below.
Table 5.11:
Area

High and Low Growth Scenarios - Household growth up to 2023
Predicted
Predicted
Households
Households
Households
%
2006
2016
2023
Distribution
Base*

1.3%

1.9%

1.3%

1.9%

Kimberley

92%

51,032

57,852

61,868

63,162

70,795

Ritchie

5%

2,648

3,002

3,210

3,277

3,673

Rural

3%

1,926

2,183

2,335

2,383

2,672

Total

100%

55,606

63,037

67,413

68,822

77,140

7,431

11,807

Additional households

13,216

21,534

Source: Demacon, 2008

5.4

IMPLICATIONS ON CURRENT SERVICES

In the next section the effect of future developments on the bulk water, sanitation
infrastructure, electricity, access, roads, storm water and solid waste in the Sol
Plaatje Municipality was investigated. The aim of this section is to give an overview of
the effect that projected growth patterns will have on the bulk infrastructure.
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Water Supply & Demand

The water supply and water supply infrastructure of the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
(with the focus on Kimberley and Ritchie) was investigated, followed by investigations
of the water demand by using the growth projections explained in the previous
section (refer to section 5.3) (Refer to Annexure: A - for full Demand Models
Report).
The following findings and upgrade requirements regarding water were identified and
will be discussed in this section.
Findings:
o

Kimberley

The High Growth scenario Average Annual Daily Demand of 120.7 Mℓ /day has been
used as a basis for comparing it with the present infrastructure. Table 5.12 illustrates
the current water infrastructure capacity compared with the future demand.
Table 5.12:

Comparison with the Present Infrastructure for Kimberley

Component

Low growth
Scenario
Requirement

High growth
Scenario
Requirement

Capacity
(Ml/day)

Adequate
( no)
( yes)

Water Source
(SPD)

144.3

181.1

76.7



Treatment
Plant (AADD)

96.2

120.7

168



Bulk Pipeline
(SPD)

144.3

181.1

132 (168) *



Reservoir
Capacity (48
Hrs of AADD)

192.4

241.5

261.5



Comments
Water abstraction
Permit needs to be
upgraded for the
future demand
More than
adequate but the
pump station needs
refurbishment
Pumping main
corroded and
needs repairs.
Capacity to be
increased for the
high growth
scenario.
More than 2.5 days
storage which more
than adequate for
the future demand.

Source: BIGEN AFRICA, 2008

* Only one rising main of two is operational at the present and therefore the capacity is 132Ml/day. When both pipes
are operational, the full capacity of 168Ml/day can be maintained.

o

Ritchie

As present demands are not available for Ritchie, the comparisons used is to act as
a guide only and further investigations need to be undertaken. Table 5.13 illustrates
this comparison.
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Table 5.13:

Comparison with the Present Infrastructure for Ritchie

Component

Low
High
Capacity Adequate
Scenario
Scenario
(Ml/day)
( no)
Requirement Requirement
( yes)

Water
Source
(SPD)
Treatment
Plant
(AADD)
Bulk
Pipeline
(SPD)
Reservoir
Capacity (48
Hrs of
AADD)

Comments

5.4

6.0

1.36



3.6

4.0

3.24



5.4

6.0

3.24



Water abstraction
rights need to be
upgraded
Present capacity
adequate but needs
to be upgraded for
future demands
Pipeline needs to be
increased to meet
the future demand



Storage not
adequate for present
and future demand

7.2

8.0

2.466

Source: BIGEN AFRICA, 2008

Upgrade Requirements
o

Kimberley

The following upgrade requirements have been identified for the Kimberley bulk
water supply infrastructure:
o
o
o
o

o

o

Increase the abstraction volume at the Vaal River from 76.7 Mℓ /day to at
least 120 Mℓ /day to meet future demands.
Upgrade the High Lift Pumps at the water treatment plant to cater for
future demands
Upgrading of 20 Mℓ raw water storage reservoir
In-situ lining of existing decommissioned 600mm diameter ring main
through eastern side of Kimberley and balance of the second line as only
a section has been lined.
Additional 5 Mℓ /day storage requirement at Cater’s Ridge to cater for the
southern areas of Kimberley.

Ritchie

As no detailed information about the bulk water infrastructure in Ritchie is available,
no recommendations can be made at the present moment.
o

Rural Area

There is no bulk infrastructure in these areas and therefore no recommendations
have been made.
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Sanitation

Sanitation and sewer infrastructure of the Sol
Plaatje Municipal area (with the focus on
Kimberley and Ritchie) was investigated
(refer to section 5.3). (Refer
Refer to Annexure A
- for full Demand Models Report).
The following findings and upgrade
requirements regarding sanitation were
identified and will be discussed in this
section.
Findings
The total current AWWF runoff of 45 Mℓ /day indicated in Table 5.14
4 is in the right
order if it is considered that the total current reported runoff is 48 Mℓ
M /day, but the
projected average flow indicated (in the table) that the present infrastructure is
already operating
perating above the design limit. It can be observed that in order to cater for
the future demands, the sewer infrastructure will have to be upgraded.
Table 5.14: Projected Runoff for the Low and High Growth Scenarios
% Distribution

Area
Residential

Total

Income
Levels
High
Middle
Low

WSDP

Envisaged
From
market

20.00%
30.00%
50.00%
100.00%

32.00%
39.70%
28.30%
100.00%

GAADD (Ml/day)

Demand
(h/day)

2006

875
665
450
ADWF
AWWF

Base
16.43
15.49
7.47
39.40
45.31

2016
1.3%
17.80
17.06
9.24
44.10
50.72

1.9%
18.61
17.98
10.28
46.87
53.90

2023
1.3%
18.61
17.98
10.28
46.87
53.90

Source: BIGEN AFRICA, 2008

Upgrade Requirements
In terms of the total sewage runoff for 2023 a treatment plant capacity of 61 Mℓ
M is
required. The need therefore exists for a 24 Mℓ (53-30-7 = 16)) sewage treatment
plant.
The Gogga pump station situated north west of Galeshewe receives the largest runrun
off contribution of approximately 14 Mℓ/day.
M /day. The need to upgrade this pump station
has been expressed and made part of the IDP project list, but has not yet been
undertaken.
ienced with the increasing volume of treated effluent being
Due to problems experienced
discharged into the Flamingo pan, there
the is thus a need to upgrade the Homevale
plant and Gogga pump station.
station It is proposed that a new 20 Mℓ/day
M
plant be
constructed, north west of the proposed development
de
of Lerato Park.
Park The treated
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effluent can naturally drain towards the Vaal River and a 10km, 450mm gravity main
would be required for this purpose.
A duplication of the existing 7 Mℓ plant at Beaconsfield should further be considered
to accommodate the additional 4Mℓ need and in order to cater for the new
developments in the south.
Although several outfall sewers exist and new outfalls might be required for the
various developments, the need to upgrade the existing old 400 Ø sewer line from
the prison site in the South West towards the Homevale works has been expressed.
This involves a 4.5 km line with approximate 450 Ø.
The Sanitation requirements can be summarised as follows:
o
o
o
o
o



New 20Mℓ/day sewage treatment plant west of Lerato Park.
A 2.8km, 400mm diameter connector sewer between Gogga pump station
and new plant
10km, 450 mm gravity main to the Vaal River
A duplication of the Beaconsfield Sewage Treatment Plant
The upgrading of the old outfall sewer with 450 Ø from the prison site
towards Homevale.

Electricity

Bulk Requirements (Detailed input from Electrical Department)
Any new developments in either the North or South of Sol Plaatje would require the
provision of additional Power Substations, as the capacity of the current bulk
infrastructure is already under stress. It is understood that Sol Plaatje Municipality
would enter into direct negotiations with Eskom with a view to procuring a bulk supply
in-feed in the area if required, whereupon all bulk services can be established on
behalf of the developer.
Eskom would typically provide bulk to the Municipality via High Voltage Transmission
and Sub-Transmission Lines. It is further understood that any further development
within Kimberly would require the Transmission to be upgraded.


Access, Roads & Storm Water

Due to large potential developments to the north, i.e. the Roodepan, Northgate and
Lerato Park, the capacity of the existing access roads are being exceeded. It is
noteworthy to mention that the existing route of the N12 through Kimberley is
disturbing the integrity of the Kimberley Hole and a new bulk carrier is being
considered to link the N12 North and South of Kimberley as originally planned in
1970.
Although concerns have been expressed regarding the effect this road would have
on the business sector, various towns such as Nylstroom and Naboomspruit that
have gone this route have highly benefited from it. Funds have been secured to
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investigate two alternative routes although no timeframe for the commencement of
implementation can at this stage be quoted.
Although large storm water challenges apparently exist, no specific need have been
indicated. A storm water Master Plan study has just been initiated and the outcome
thereof will identify the critical short and long term needs.
Upgrade Requirements
As mentioned above, studies are currently being undertaken to determine an
amicable road infrastructure for the area and therefore upgrade requirements can
only be determined after these studies have been carried out. Many storm water
challenges are being experienced and a storm water Master Plan study has been
initiated to quantify the critical and longer term storm water control requirements.
The eminent upgrade requirements that can be envisaged on the roads system at the
present moment include:
o
o

Link road to serve Northern developments between N12 and the Barkley
West Road.
Proposed Bulk barrier N12 route through Kimberley.

The latter would not be dictated by growth and its cost could reach a billion rand.


Solid Waste

After discussions with the Sol Plaatje Municipality it has been determined that the
solid waste management in the city of Kimberley is in good order. The landfill site is
situated on the R64 towards Smitsdrift and has sufficient capacity for the next 10
years. This landfill site is utilized for all the solid waste generated by the city of
Kimberley and can accommodate any new development.
5.5

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

A preliminary cost estimate for Kimberley, based on the upgrade requirements in
terms of the growth projections for the Municipality, was therefore produced and a
comparison between the two growth scenarios was completed. The total first order
Bulk Infrastructure costing is summarised in Table 5.15.
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Table 5.15:

Cost Estimate for the Bulk Infrastructure in Kimberley.
High Growth
Scenario

Low Growh Scenario

KIMBERLEY BULK INFRASTRUCTURE UPGRADE COST SUMMARY
Item
1

Description

Quantity

Unit

Unit Cost

Low Growh
Scenario

High Growth
Scenario

Dec-07

Aug-08

Total Cost (incl P&G, Fees and
Contingencies)

Total Cost (incl P&G, Fees and
Contingencies)

Bulk and Link Services

1.1

Water Supply

1.1.1

Upgrade/Refurbish of High Lift Pumpstation

1

No

R

1.1.2

Upgrade/Refurbish 20 Ml concrete raw water reservoir

1

No

R

2,500,000 R

2,500,000 R

1.1.3

Sliplining with HDPE and upgrading of 600mm diam Steel water pipe

8,500

m

R

2,811 R

23,893,500 R

1.1.4

Installing a new 965mm dia steel pipeline

13,350

m

R

6,400

R

85,440,000

1.1.5

New Cater's Ridge reservoir (Concrete)

5

Ml

R

1,640,000 R

8,200,000 R

8,200,000

R

1.1.6

Telemetry and Control

1

no

R

1,250,000

1,250,000

R

1,250,000

R

12,000,000

R

47,843,500

R

133,283,500

R

R

12,000,000

R

12,000,000

R

Not required
R

2,500,000 R
23,893,500

R

64,095,655

R

172,358,560

16,076,329 R

16,076,329

3,349,235

R

3,349,235

32,009,981 R

32,009,981

Not required

R

108,262,906

10,985,492 R

10,985,492

1,674,618

R

1,674,618

1.2

Sanitation

R

116,853,000 R

116,853,000

R 156,547,275

R

156,547,275

1.2.1

New Waste water treatment works

20

Ml

R

2,400,000 R

76,707,000 R

76,707,000

R

102,763,915

R

102,763,915

1.2.2

Duplicate Beaconsfield Sewage Work Capacity

7

Ml

R

2,880,000

20,160,000

20,160,000 R

27,008,233

R

27,008,233

1.2.3

Sewer lin 400 mm dia uPVC. (pipe from Gogga Pump Station to new WWTW)

2,800

m

R

2,000 R

1.2.4

Upgrade/replace existing outfall sewer 400mm dia. uPVC

4,500

m

R

2,000

R

66,228,000 R

8,000

m

R

5,500 R

60,232,000 R

1

no

R

5,125,000 R

5,996,000 R

5,996,000 R

R

92,200,000 R

92,200,000

1.3

Roads and Stormwater

1.3.1

N12 link to Barkley West Road (asphalt)

1.3.2

Rail Crossing

1.4

Electicity Supply

1.4.1

Northern Development Requirements
Upgrade on ESKOM side

R
R

R

7,666,000 R
12,320,000

R

7,666,000

R

10,270,095 R

10,270,095

12,320,000

R

16,505,031

R

16,505,031

66,228,000

R

88,725,261

R

88,725,261

60,232,000 R

80,692,455

R

80,692,455

8,032,806

R

8,032,806

R 123,519,796

R

123,519,796

(a) 80 MVA Transformer

1

R

R

10,000,000

R

13,396,941

R

13,396,941

(b) 132 Kv TERN O/H line

1

R

7,700,000 R

7,700,000 R

7,700,000

R

10,315,645

R

10,315,645

(c) O/H line between subs

1

R

150,000

150,000

R

150,000 R

200,954

R

200,954

1.4.2

Upgrade feeder bays at H.A Morris substation

1

R

3,600,000 R

3,600,000 R

3,600,000 R

4,822,899

R

4,822,899

1.4.3

Upgrade Midlands substation (2 x 25 MVA trfrs)

1

R

20,000,000 R

20,000,000 R

20,000,000 R

1.4.4

Raising of 66 kV O/H line

1

R

750,000 R

750,000 R

Southerm Development Requirements

1

R

50,000,000 R

50,000,000 R

1.5
1.6

Landfill Site
Total Bulk Engineering Services

10,000,000

R
R

R

Difference
As the escalation rates for Jun to Aug have not been published, estimated escalation rates have been used for the worst case scenario.
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10,000,000

230,924,500

R

26,793,882

R

26,793,882

R

1,004,771

R

1,004,771

50,000,000 R

66,984,705

R

66,984,705

750,000

316,364,500

R 432,887,987

R

541,150,892

R

108,262,906
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Table 5.15 illustrates that a total of approximately R432 million would be required,
using present day rates, to develop the bulk infrastructure to meet the future (in
2023) demands for the low growth scenario and a further R108 million over and
above that for the high growth scenario (R541 million).
The cost estimate is based on present costs and has not been escalated to the year
2023, as it is not feasible to predict the percentage escalation for that period. The
rate indicated in the table is for December 2007 and has been escalated by a total of
29.89% from December to August. This also includes the total cost of contingencies
and professional fees. The cost of upgrading the bulk electricity infrastructure has not
been considered as ESKOM would be the service provider in the area.


Kimberley

The prices are compared between the two scenarios and due to the fact that the
infrastructure is already in need of an upgrade, the cost difference between the two
scenarios is approximately R108 million. This cost estimated is for the upgrading of
the pumping main line from Riverton by the provision of a 975mm diameter steel pipe
in the high growth scenario. This line is from the Riverton Treatment plant to the midstation where it then branches into 2 parallel 600mm steel pipes and one 975mm
steel pipe.


Ritchie

A detailed investigation into the bulk infrastructure of Ritchie needs to be carried out
and therefore a cost estimate has not been made for the area.


Rural

As there is no major infrastructure in the area, a cost estimate has not been carried
out for this area.
In summary: Two land take-up scenarios were identified though the economic
modelling, resulting in a projected Land Net Demand, which was translated into the
development of housing units in the Sol Plaatje Municipality. A typical unit split of
50:30:20 was assumed for Low, Institutional and High Income Households
respectively.
A base household number for 2006 was used in order to calculate the projected
households for the year 2023 using the two projected land take-up scenarios referred
to above. In terms of the high growth scenario, it was estimated that (in 2023) in
terms of the future demand of floor space related to the dominant urban property
markets, a total of 867ha of land will be needed in order to accommodate future
demand / development (this value includes provision of infrastructure and services).
In terms of the low growth scenario, it was estimated that (in 2023) in terms of the
future demand of floor space related to the dominant urban property markets, a total
of 504ha of land will be needed in order to accommodate future demand /
development. These values were then used to calculate the growth in terms of total
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number of households for the Sol Plaatje Municipality which was estimated to be
68,822 households for the low growth scenario and 77,140 households for the high
growth scenario.
The projected households for 2023 were then compared with the existing
infrastructure capacities to determine the upgrade requirements needed and costs in
order to cater for the increased demand from the projected households in the Sol
Plaatje Municipality. The Kimberley infrastructure was the main focus due to
adequate information about the existing bulk infrastructure in order to make
appropriate comparisons. Ritchie and the rural areas were not analysed in depth, due
to existing information about the infrastructures was inadequate and a detailed
investigation had to be done in order to give a clear indication of the effect the growth
projection models would have on the infrastructure in those areas. The following
comparisons are thus mainly for the Kimberley infrastructure:


Water - Kimberley has adequate water supply and infrastructure for the present
demand but would need to be upgraded to cater for the 2023 demand. Table 5.4
above indicated comparisons (with comments) between the two scenarios and
the existing infrastructure capacity.



Sewer – The bulk sewer network and Treatment facilities in Kimberley is already
operating above the maximum capacity and this obviates the need for a cost
comparison for the two scenarios. The small difference in sewage runoff would
not really affect the choice in upgrade capacity for the additional wastewater
capacity.



Electricity – As for the sanitation, any further development albeit in the north or
south of Kimberley would necessitate the provision of additional substations and
would further require upgrades from Eskom. Eskom is the service provider for the
Municipality and would typically provide bulk to the Municipality via High Voltage
Transmission and Sub-Transmission Lines. Any further housing developments in
the Municipality would require the Transmission to be upgraded.



Roads and Storm water - There are studies being carried out to determine an
amicable road infrastructure for the area and therefore upgrade requirements can
only be determined after these studies have been carried out. In order to however
improve access to any development in the North additional access from the N12
would be required.

5.6

OTHER DEVELOPMENT (HOUSING) CONSTRAINTS IN SOL PLAATJE

Within the Sol Plaatje Municipality there are, however, also other constraints that are
hindering further development within the area. These development constraints are as
follows:


Availability of land
o The Sol Plaatje municipality has imposed a moratorium on the sale of
land for developers
o This has driven up the cost of land in private hands
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o

5.7

Developers feel that the municipality prioritises land and service
delivery for low-cost housing over the needs in the affordable housing
segment



Building cost inflation
o Land prices have risen
o Current building cost inflation is running ahead of CPI and of income
growth, making it harder to deliver affordable houses and further
developments



Development risks and delays
o The process of identifying, surveying and approving plans for new
developments is long and cumbersome
o It is unclear that the city has the resources to provide bulk services, so
developers must provide this and recover costs from end-users
o These risks mean that many developers stay out of this segment
(housing).



Building risks and delays
o Developers elsewhere complain of delays in securing title and bond
registration in Deeds Offices which can affect margins substantially
o Given these risks, homebuilders prefer to focus on higher-margin
segments of the market at the top-end of the pricing scale



Financing
o Banks and NURCHA (a state-supported housing credit agency) have
relatively strict criteria for financing developers in the segment
(housing).
CONCLUDING REMARKS

The assessment of the potential growth scenarios within the Sol Plaatje Municipal
area shows that there are a number of opportunities, which over the medium to long
term, can bring about growth and development in the area / local economy. The
pace of this development will, however, be reliant on external intervention and the
development could bring further investment to the area. Development and change
will take place over a period of time and growth will be more prominent in certain
communities than in others. The communities’ inputs and perceptions should be
taken into consideration and active participation and feedback is important at regular
intervals of the development process.
The important components which should be taken into consideration by the Sol
Plaatje Municipality are the Development vs. No Development Scenario. Table
5.16 illustrates this.
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Table 5.16

Development vs. No Development

DEVELOPMENT

NO DEVELOPMENT

Capital Income

Development of natural vegetation and wildlife

Employment creation

No Capital income

Bulk services contribution / upgrading of area

No employment opportunities

Increased tax base

No bulk services contribution, thus no
upgrading of area
No “new” money into area

Inflow of wealth / “foreign” capital into area

Threat of land invasion - if land is kept
undeveloped

More investment in area

No development in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area could lead to the following scenario
illustrated in Figure 5.39:
Figure 5.39

Underdevelopment

HIGH LABOUR SUPPLY

LOW LABOUR DEMAND

High unemployment
and
underemployment

High population
growth rates

Low investment
per capita

POOR ATTITUDES TO WORK
Poor health
and
Nutrition

INADEQUATE MANAGERIAL
SKILLS
Limited
Low labour-force
Educational
productivity
Opportunities

Low Income
HIGH FERTILITY

LOW SAVINGS

LOW LEVELS OF LIVING
Low levels of living
Low self-esteem
Limited Freedom
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CHAPTER 6

6.1

INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS &
ACTOR BEHAVIOUR

INTRODUCTION

The shift in the Local Economic Development (LED) policy and the importance of the
LED Approach discussed in Chapter Two has a variety of operational implications for
the Sol Plaatje local government with reference to the manner in which the LED
activities are managed. Given the requirement established in Chapter Two for
credible municipal LED capacity close to the focus of decision making at municipal
level specific reference is made to the location of the current LED capacity in the Sol
Plaatje institutional structure. The situation in which LED is currently viewed within
the Sol Plaatje Municipality will also be discussed and integrated coordinated
guidelines for the municipality will be identified.
This section also highlights the importance of institutional arrangements / rearrangements and actor behaviour to effectively implement, manage and
facilitate the adoption of the LED Approach. The multiplier effect derived
specifically from the synergy impact that is achieved by creating partnerships
across the community and by achieving greater alignment of effort within local
government as a dividend of the LED Approach aims to contribute to the growth
and development of the Sol Plaatje Municipality.
The central imperative is that national, provincial and local government, the
private sector and the communities should in terms of the evolving LED policy
enter into a partnership and work collectively in order to stimulate economic
activity within the municipal area.
6.2

CURRENT LOCATION OF LED AND THE LED CAPACITY WITHIN THE
SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY’S INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE

The Sol Plaatje Local Municipality’s LED division is situated within the Directorate:
Strategy, Economic Development & Planning Services and is headed by the Local
Economic Development Manager. The LED division consists out of four LED Units
(subdivisions) with separate managers for each unit, namely the SMME Support,
Tourism, Investment Promotion and Area Based (CBD).
The staff of the LED component report to the Local Economic Development Manager
who reports to the Director of Strategy, Economic Development & Planning Services
who in turn reports to the Municipal Manager. The LED division appointed the LED
Manager in July 2007. Formerly the SMME Manager had to act as the Assistant LED
Manager and did not always have the capacity to deal with all the issues and
constraints relating to LED.
The location of LED in the line physical planning environment to the extent that it
removes LED from the nexus of decision making and extends the direct line of
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communication with the municipal executive does not ideally support an LED
Approach as defined in Chapter Two. In a total LED approach physical planning
should in fact be informed by LED that is in an important sense thus logically prior to
it in the hierarchy of authority. LED responsibility is perceived as being confined to
the LED element which in this sense are required to “deliver” LED (refer to Figure
6.1 Sol Plaatje Municipality’s current Institutional Organogram).
The following key issues are highlighted with reference to the location of LED within
the Sol Plaatje Municipality.
LED is still organisationally viewed in the Sol Plaatje Municipality as a separate
municipal function where LED is viewed as projects and programmes.
 Where LED sections are “buried” within line departments the decisionmaking process is long with up to five layers up the hierarchy to key loci of
decision making on policy and approach in particular:
o LED is effectively confined to a “line” activity, contributing to the detachment
of the rest of local government from LED thus compromising the integrity of
the LED Approach as defined in Chapter Two.
o The numerous layers of hierarchy result in extended lead times and a slow
decision-making process and reduced flexibility.


The Sol Plaatje Municipality must also understand what LED is NOT and what it
SHOULD BE (refer to Table 6.1):
Table 6.1

LED – what it should be.
LED IS NOT…

LED IS …



LED is not just about projects 
and programmes

LED is about building the total institutional capacity for
economic governance at community level of which projects
form part. LED interventions comprise every intervention that
has an impact on the Sol Plaatje local economy.



LED is not the sole
responsibility of Local
Government



LED should be a partnership between all stakeholders (including
Government, private sector and the community) in order for the
community to function as an economic unity within Sol Plaatje



LED is not a separate line
function



LED should be the function of the whole municipality. LED
should be moved higher up in the hierarchy to the centre of the
municipality, due to the fact that it encompasses everything the
municipality does.



LED should not be seen as
only an outcome and
particularly a solely pro-poor
outcome.



The LED Approach requires a joint approach of the municipality,
stakeholders and individuals to take ownership of their own
economic development and to strive to improve their economic
status by combining skills, resources, ideas and effort.

Institutionalisation must be viewed in a different way
Institutionalisation should be seen as the activity of drawing a particular approach in the centre of the
decision-making process. The way people think should change; local government, the community and
stakeholders must renew their mindsets. The institutional structure should always follow the strategy
and should be integrated into the operational norm. Institutionalisation is thus important to effectively
implement, manage and facilitate the adoption of the LED Approach. Thus, in order to have an
effective LED Approach, the institutionalisation of a LED strategy within the IDP is necessary.
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Figure 6.1

Sol Plaatje Municipality’s current Institutional Organogram
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6.3

CURRENT VIEW OF LED WITHIN THE SOL PLAATJE MUNICIPALITY

The next section summarises relevant conclusions / constraints regarding the current
situation of LED in the Sol Plaatje Municipality.











6.3.1

LED is viewed in the Sol Plaatje Municipality as an outcome and not as an
approach.
LED is largely peripheral to mainstream local government decision making
since though it may appear to be a “priority” it nevertheless is relegated to a
sideline and does not in a coordinated way influence the way local government
in the Sol Plaatje Municipality does things.
The prevailing view of LED in the Sol Plaatje Municipality is one based upon
isolated projects.
LED is viewed as a local government prerogative. LED initiatives in the Sol
Plaatje Municipality do not adequately institutionally provide for the
incorporation of the other key role players in LED on a structured basis.
The relationship between the IDP and LED is problematic.
Institutional structures for LED are asymmetric, with different arrangements
applying in the different local government jurisdictions across the district
complicating interaction and synergy.
Organisational elements established to manage LED are largely immersed in
the bureaucratic structure and are not effectively employed in managing the
LED Approach but rather on managing isolated and disjoint LED projects.
LED is viewed as an outcome and not as an approach

In the Sol Plaatje Municipality LED is still seen as “thing
you do” in order to achieve goals such as poverty
alleviation and job creation, only to mention a few. In
essence, however, LED is not just about the poor but
rather about a systemic approach that manages
community governance in such a way as to achieve
shared community goals and objectives, including
goals and objectives reflecting imperatives for
addressing the plight of the poor in communities.
6.3.2

LED is peripheral to Local Government
decision-making

LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
LED is not just about
the poor but rather
about a systemic
approach that manages
community governance
in such a way as to
achieve shared
community goals and
objectives, including
goals and objectives
reflecting imperatives
for addressing the
plight of the poor in
communities.

To the extent that no formal mechanisms exist in Sol
Plaatje for bringing LED into the mainstream of local
government decision making it is concluded that in
effect the LED Approach is not being followed in Sol Plaatje Municipality and that
LED remains on the periphery of local government decision making.
TO DO:
Make LED a part of the whole municipality – bring it closer to decision-making
processes and power and renew the mindsets of people. This could be done through
LED workshops and LED training programmes.
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6.3.3

The prevailing view of LED in the Sol Plaatje Municipality is one based
upon isolated projects

In the Sol Plaatje Municipality LED is viewed as comprising the implementation of
explicit projects and programmes. Poverty eradication and job creation are viewed as
two of the highest priorities in the Sol Plaatje Municipality. In Chapter Two it was
argued that poverty alleviation refers to the process of addressing the symptoms of
poverty and not its root causes. The extent to which LED is seen primarily as a tool
for poverty alleviation rather than as a tool for achieving general pro-poor economic
growth suggests yet again that the focus on LED in Sol Plaatje Municipality is less
upon approach than upon outcome. The abovementioned, however, suggests that a
broader definition is appropriate, namely that municipal LED in terms of the evolving
policy must be seen as everything the municipality does that impact on the local
economy. For example, procurement policies can be structured to address the use of
local labour, and all infrastructure development should support economic
development whatever its primary purpose.
6.3.4

LED is viewed as a Local Government Prerogative

LED is viewed by the Sol Plaatje Municipality as
a local government prerogative. It is
predominantly viewed as a line function linked
to an additional responsibility that local
government has to discharge. It effectively
consigns key role players outside of
government with the resources, skills and
competencies to impact directly on economic
development in the local sphere to the
periphery.
This is a critical deficiency given that municipal
government has relatively limited economic
developmental competencies and cannot itself
and in isolation in terms of its Constitutional
functions address the full spectrum of activities
necessary to achieve accelerated local
economic development. Neither is LED a
separate function in Local Government and the
LED department should not be seen as the sole
agency for “delivering LED”.

Community
LED is viewed by the Sol
Plaatje Municipality as a local
government prerogative. It is
predominantly viewed as a
line function linked to an
additional responsibility that
local government has to
discharge. It effectively
consigns key role players
outside of government with the
resources, skills and
competencies to impact
directly on economic
development in the local
sphere to the periphery.
The entire community needs
to take joint responsibility for
local economic development in
its area and local government
as a whole must take
ownership of its responsibility
to contribute effectively
through all its actions to
promoting, facilitating and
supporting LED.

The LED Approach (as discussed in Chapter
Two) and as it has evolved from the policy
approach requires that the entire community take joint responsibility for local
economic development in its area and that Local Government as a whole
must take ownership of its responsibility to contribute effectively through all its
actions to promoting, facilitating and supporting LED. In particular local
government needs to facilitate partnerships between stakeholders.
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Evolving policy requires that that Local Government in Sol Plaatje should establish
viable LED Forums in order to network other key stakeholders into LED initiatives
consistent with the LED Approach. Networking in this manner requires management
and thus also support capacity at the community level. This can be provided either:
By the LED section within local government
on behalf of the community; or
 By the one or other form of “development
agency” established outside of government
as a Municipal entity in terms of the relevant
legislation, such as the Municipal Systems
Act (Act 32 of 2000) and Local Government:
Municipal Finance Management Act (Act 1 of
1999) or some other form of public-private
partnership.


LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
Evolving policy requires that
that Local Government in Sol
Plaatje should establish viable
LED Forums in order to
network other key stakeholders
into LED initiatives consistent
with the LED Approach.

The current situation in Sol Plaatje is that effective network management in support
of the LED forum structure and other institutional arrangements for the incorporation
of key local stakeholders outside of government are currently relatively weak. The
Frances Baard District LED forum only started recently and consists out of all the
Local Municipalities in the district. They, however, only had one meeting thus far.
There is also a Provincial LED forum that consists of all the District Municipalities and
Sectoral Departments.
It can furthermore be said that the role of the LED / LED Unit managers in Sol Plaatje
Municipality is ambiguous. Rather than investment facilitation and place marketing in
close cooperation with the private sector, LED managers are often caught up in
bureaucratic structures and internal turf wars precisely because of the integrative
nature of Local Economic Development.
TO DO:
1. Build positive relationships with big businesses in order to get support from them.
Organise social events, where businesses and the municipality can introduce
themselves and get to know one another on a personal level. This will lead to
positive networking and partnerships for the future.
2. Clarify the role of the LED Unit and managers - as “Economic Drivers and Agents”.
3. Expand the LED Unit by employing people that are driven, targeted, performance
orientated, “economic conscious”, with good relationship skills in order to be able to
partner with various businesses, the district and provincial – and gain their support.

6.3.5

The relationship between IDP and LED is problematic

In the Sol Plaatje Municipality the relationship between IDP and LED is still a
cause for concern. In Chapter Two it was stated that the relationship between
the IDP and LED in the legislation remains somewhat of an anomaly. The IDP is
presented as a community plan but it in fact has the hallmarks of a government
plan formulated with community inputs. Thus the IDP as a local government plan
must serve overall community imperatives including economic development in
the local area. To the extent that a coordinated and inclusive approach to LED is
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not present in the Sol Plaatje Municipality and is uninformed by an inclusive LED
strategy the IDP inevitably lacks overall economic context. This situation is not
assisted by the fact that institutionally the linkages between the IDP process and
LED strategising within the Sol Plaatje Municipality are not well developed. LED
interests become sidelined to the IDP with decision makers who only view LED as
constituting peripheral projects. In this context the LED Approach in the Sol Plaatje
Municipality is often misunderstood and the synergy is lost.
Since both the IDP and the LED strategy of local government lie at the core of
determining local government’s programmes affecting all its Constitutional
functions, it follows that organisationally both should be located close to the
centre of municipal executive decision making.
TO DO:
1. The importance of LED (and the LED Unit) should be regarded as similar to that of
the IDP.
2. LED should inform IDP and vice versa
3. The LED Unit should have an appropriate, suitable budget allocated to them
4. LED decision making should be fast and flexible – according to the economic
changes and trends

6.3.6

Institutional structures complicating interaction and synergy

The institutional structures for LED are asymmetric, with different arrangements
applying in the different local government jurisdictions across the Frances Baard
district complicating interaction and synergy. This can mainly be attributed to the
short history of Integrated Development Planning and LED in South Africa and the
history of the past. This means that the collaborative paradigm, in other words, the
LED Approach envisioned by academics in the context of the IDP and LED has not
yet realised to its full extent. To the extent that LED in the Frances Baard district is
furthermore based on the unique development opportunities and constraints found in
different jurisdictions and localities, it follows that such localities find it necessary to
adopt different approaches towards the end of stimulating their local economies.
The second reason for this phenomenon relates to the evolutionary nature of LED in
the Frances Baard district and the rest of South Africa. During the 1950s LED by
Local Government was almost exclusively seen as the provision of adequate
municipal infrastructure necessary for public and private sector development. Since
then the LED mandate by Local Government has expanded dramatically, including
functions such as Investment Promotion, Place Marketing and the facilitation of
strategic information portals.
Nevertheless, despite recognition of the uniqueness of the circumstances prevailing
in each separate area, a coherent and mutually supportive approach to LED by all
the local authorities across the Frances Baard district suggests the need for a greater
level of uniformity of organisational approach to LED in order to enable greater
cooperation and to facilitate interaction within the Sol Plaatje local area and the
Frances Baard district.
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TO DO:
The LED Approach must be understood by ALL. Provincial, district and local
municipality must adopt the new approach. This could be done through LED workshops
and LED training programmes. The workshops and training could also be used as a
further means to build relationships between the various government spheres and to
form partnerships.

6.3.7

Bureaucratic drag on LED

Elements established to manage LED in the Sol Plaatje Municipality are largely
immersed in the bureaucratic structure and are not effectively employed in managing
the LED Approach but rather are focused on managing isolated and disjoint LED
projects.
6.3.8

Conclusion

The implementation of an LED Approach in the Sol Plaatje Municipality requires a
complete revision of approach and practice. Within this context the most critical
issues include re-defining what LED is and what strategies should be pursued to
achieve it and taking LED out of the narrow confines of the local government
mandate into the arena of true partnerships both between government spheres
and between elements within the local authority itself (refer to Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2

Implementation of an LED “new” Approach in the Sol Plaatje Municipality – Actions to be taken
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6.4

GUIDELINES TO OVERCOME LED ISSUES WITHIN THE SOL PLAATJE
MUNICIPALITY

The following should serve as guidelines for
LED in the Sol Plaatje Municipality based on
two key intervention areas, namely Internal
Municipal
Interventions
and
External
Municipal Interventions:
6.4.1

Internal Municipal Interventions

LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
The following should serve as
guidelines for LED in the Sol
Plaatje Municipality based on
two key intervention areas,
namely Internal Municipal
Interventions and External
Municipal Interventions.

A re-alignment of the current institutional
arrangements of the Sol Plaatje Municipality is
required to ensure the successful facilitation / implementation of the LED Approach
within the Municipality and the area. The strengthening of institutional mechanisms to
assist the Municipality as a whole with regards to the LED Approach is the first
critically important step that must be undertaken. The internal municipal
interventions will consist of the following:
Redefine its interpretation of “LED”
 Adopt LED Approach (renew mindset)
 Refocusing LED (on wider interventions and not merely on projects)
 Positioning LED as a municipal priority (higher up in the hierarchy)




Redefining the Interpretation of “LED”

The Sol Plaatje Municipality should collectively
redefine and align their interpretation of “LED”
•
according to the definition reflected in Chapter
•
Two. LED interventions in the Sol Plaatje
•
Municipality need to refer to all interventions by
•
whatever party that impact upon the economic
development of the local area. In terms of this
definition the essence of LED is not defined
according to the agency making the intervention,
but rather according to ultimate effect of the intervention.


LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
Officials
Redefining the Interpretation
of “LED”
Refocusing LED
Adopting the LED Approach
Positioning LED as a
municipal priority (higher up
in the hierarchy)

Adopting the LED Approach

The LED Approach must be applied collectively by all the departments within the
Sol Plaatje Municipality. This will only be possible once national, provincial and
local authorities, business, labour; NGO’s and most importantly individuals take
ownership of their own economic development and strive to improve their
economic status by combining their skills, resources, ideas and effort. This can
also be taken forward by establishing the necessary support capacity for active
community stakeholder networking either in the form of capacity within local
government at district and local municipal level to perform this function, or in the
form of a Local Economic Development Agency to improve the interaction and
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synergy between LED partners through the management of active networking
and of joint community-level initiatives.
LED is ultimately not the responsibility of local government or of any section
within local government alone, but of the entire community working in concert
within an orderly interactive framework of relationships. Partnerships toward the
achievement of community economic goals at the local level therefore are a key
element of the LED Approach. LED Approach is in other words seen as a “way
of doing things”, as a way they perform all their functions and not merely as an
additional function or responsibility which in terms of the Constitution it is not.


Refocusing LED

The LED Approach will in effect involve the institution in the Sol Plaatje
Municipality of new institutional arrangements to bring about improved local
economic governance to achieve shared community goals and objectives. This
involves far more than merely the undertaking of explicit LED projects but goes
to the heart of decision making regarding all matters with an economic impact
on the Sol Plaatje Municipal area. Whilst explicit programmes and projects are a
means to implementing the LED Approach, the approach is not confined to such
interventions but should inform all decisions with economic implications within
the Sol Plaatje Municipal community.


Positioning LED as a municipal priority (higher up in the hierarchy)
a)

General Organisational Principles

A LED Approach has organisational implications for local government in the Sol
Plaatje Municipality. More specifically it requires a level of symmetry across the
various departments in which the relevant institutional structures of the municipality
are aligned and the linkages and interactivity between them is formalised in
accordance with the following broad principles:
LED decision making must be located close to the CEO / Municipal
Manager in order for it to be enabled to influence decision making throughout
local government.
 Positioning and design of the LED organisational element must be such as to
promote and facilitate close alignment and coordination between the IDP
and LED, between various departments within the Sol Plaatje Municipality,
between the two tiers of local government in the district namely the Frances
Baard District Municipality and its constituent local municipalities (of which Sol
Plaatje Municipality forms part of), and ultimately between the district and
other spheres of government.
 It must be located in such a way as to enable it to inform, influence and
coordinate as closely as possible the activities of line departments of
the municipality that are and will remain responsible for the execution of the
main body of the municipality’s Constitutional obligations and the expenditure
of the main body of its budget to assist them to act according to sound LED
principles. That is, the LED component must be in a position to procure that
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the “way the municipality does its things” is consistent with LED policy and
good praxis (refer to Figure 6.3 - Proposed Municipal Organisational
Structure).
TO DO:
Make LED a part of the whole municipality – bring it closer to decision-making
processes and power and renew the mindsets of people. This could be done through
LED workshops and LED training programmes.

b) Internal Organisational Recommendations
In order to apply the LED Approach the Sol Plaatje Municipality should
collectively adopt an institutional design that reflects the following principles:








The realignment and capacitation of the
LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
institutional structures of the Sol Plaatje
Officials
Municipality
through
a
systematic
approach
to
the
problems
being
• Sol Plaatje municipal
institution and departments
experienced with LED currently. Central to
must be adequately and
this is that the Sol Plaatje municipal
appropriately staffed and
institution and departments must be
trained
adequately and appropriately staffed
• Realignment of LED units
and trained. In-house training such as
as staff functions to the
CEO / Municipal Manager
mentorship programmes, learnerships and
•
IDP and LED should be
internal skills development is very
located close to the centre
important for the municipality and the LED
of municipal executive
units in order to grow and attain certain
decision making
skills as well as to adjust their mindsets
• Skills base should be
strengthened in the
and adopt the LED Approach.
municipalities
The realignment of LED units as staff
functions to the CEO / Municipal Manager to place them in a position to
inform and serve all aspects of the municipality’s functioning. This
realignment is intended to build a shared understanding of LED in the Sol
Plaatje Municipality and to put into context the role and responsibility of
LED as the role and responsibility of the entire municipality.
Realignment of the functions of municipal LED units to include:
o Promotion of an LED ethos in local government in Sol Plaatje;
o Informing decision making of all departments of local government
to ensure promotion of economic development objectives;
o Monitoring of the achievement of economic development objectives
in the local community;
o Promotion of LED capacity building in all departments of local
government
o The facilitation of community-wide engagement particularly of key
stakeholders and –players in the LED process at district and local
level; or at least the facilitation of the establishment of appropriate
institutional arrangements to achieve this.
Organisationally both the IDP and LED should be located close to the
centre of municipal executive decision making. In other words, Sol
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Plaatje local government’s decision node for LED must be located higher
up in the hierarchy close to the Chief Executive Officer / Municipal
Manager with sufficient organisational authority to impact the totality of the
municipality’s activities.
The skills base should be strengthened in the municipalities
themselves. The recruitment procedure should be reviewed and the
existing employees should be capacitated by:
o Developing detailed skills profiles of all personnel through a
participative process with the individuals and the formulation of
individual skills development programmes
o Holding “LED Approach’ workshops in order for the Sol Plaatje
Municipality’s personnel to understand fully what an LED Approach
entails and how to adopt it.
o Identifying appropriate graduate and post-graduate degrees and
other training aids and packages that will assist personnel to
understand LED in a more effective and efficient manner.
LED practitioners must come to realise that one of their key tasks
(facilitating role) is to bring different stakeholders together in the LED
process in the form of partnerships. In order to do this their roles should
be defined in the joint development process.

TO DO:
1. The LED Unit must be staffed with appropriate, trained professionals which are
“economic conscious” and knowledgeable.
2. Training must be an on-going process
3. The LED Unit must be target driven, development agents
4. LED Unit must be socially acceptable (and likable) – in order to build relationships
with National, Provincial, District and communities
5. LED Unit must form part of “everything” – i.e. every development and decision
regarding the area and economics
6. LED Unit must change people’s negative perceptions about Kimberley

c) Institutional realignment and capacity building of Sol Plaatje
Municipality
In terms of the Constitution Local government is inter alia tasked with the delivery of
services to the local communities residing in its area of jurisdiction and with economic
development promotion. Currently, this mandate is proving to be extremely
challenging to fulfill amongst other things in the light of the shifting emphasis in the
national approach to the promotion of economic development in general and local
economic development (LED) in particular. This necessitates realignment and
capacitation within the institutional environment at local level serving LED.
The re-alignment and capacitation of the institutional structures, especially local
government, can only be performed through a systematic approach to the problems
being experienced. The specific issues relating to the appointment of personnel is
central to the departments and/or institutions, in order that they can adequately and
appropriately staff their departments. It is important that continuity is maintained
throughout the LED process, with respect to the personnel performing LED activities.
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Therefore, as this section is concerned with the overall improvement of the
institutional mechanism which delivers LED, efforts should be made to ensure that
momentum is attained in all the departments comprising the Sol Plaatje Municipality
regarding this.
6.4.2

External Municipal Interventions

The LED Approach requires that LED should not only be a function of Local
Government but it should provide a framework within which all stakeholders /
role players can together contribute to the achievement of economic
development objectives. The external municipal interventions will consist of
the following:






Creating partnerships with other stakeholders in other governmental spheres
and across the community which must be consistent with an LED Approach.
This will play a key role in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area and will energise
integration, innovation, synergy and excellence in LED.
Establishing a focus of shared community-level LED capacity as a vehicle
for mobilising, co-ordinations and steering joint community effort.
Creating partnerships

The LED Approach should be seen as a
LED Unit & Sol Plaatje
partnership between stakeholders and should
Officials
be facilitated by local government together with
the private sector and community partners in
• Creating partnerships
• Establishing a focus of
order to make it more balanced and realistic. It
shared community-level LED
was also stated earlier that the LED Approach
capacity
will manifest in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area
once national, provincial and local authorities,
business, labour; NGO’s and most importantly individuals take ownership of
their own economic development and strive to improve their economic status by
combining their skills, resources, ideas and effort.
LED initiatives in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area should thus involve close
cooperation between government and non-governmental actors (chambers and
business associations, trade unions, universities and research institutes,
companies, NGO’s) during diagnosis, planning, implementation and evaluation.
Thus, the Sol Plaatje Municipality, the private sector and the community must
enter into a partnership and work collectively together in order to stimulate
economic activity in the municipal area. The idea inherent in the LED Approach
and reflected in LED policy is not for the Sol Plaatje Municipality to necessarily run
the programmes themselves but to focus on establishing forums to build partnerships
and the necessary community capacity to network with a range of stakeholders in the
area. However, the Sol Plaatje Municipality still plays a particularly important
connector role in respect of LED whereby they draw on resources locked in a range
of different government support instruments into their localities.
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Establishing a focus of shared community-level LED capacity as a vehicle
for mobilising, co-ordinations and steering joint community effort

Activities associated with local economic development are often the end result of a
wide array of strategic interventions, and therefore cannot be tackled solely by an
individual agency or organisation acting in isolation such as the local government. The
partnerships -based approach through the establishment of forums or a development
agency is thus a key strategy of local economic development particularly in the Sol
Plaatje Municipal area where it is necessary for communities and the nongovernmental and private sectors to work collectively together.
TO DO:
1. Participation implies involvement – LED Unit must socialise with stakeholders and
get to know them on a personal level in order to build lasting relationships and form
partnerships
2. Communication (clear) must be established
3. A new attitude and mindsets on the part of government officials and private sector is
required
4. Participation must lead to reciprocal influence and partnerships between Sol Plaatje
(LED Unit) and non-governmental actors.
5. Existing LED Forums should become target driven, development agents. They
should meet regularly and become more “economic conscious”
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Figure 6.3

Positioning LED as a municipal priority – Proposed Municipal Organisational Structure
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Figure 6.2 illustrates that LED should be regarded as a municipal priority and must
be situated higher in the hierarchy, closer to the municipal manager in order to
influence decision-making throughout the municipality.
It must be situated higher in the hierarchy in
order to inform, influence and coordinate as
closely as possible the activities of line
departments of the municipality that will remain
responsible for the execution of the main body
of the municipality’s Constitutional obligations
and the expenditure of the main body of its
budget to assist them to act according to sound
LED principles. Closer alignment and
coordination between the IDP and LED must
be promoted.

LED Unit & Sol Plaatje Officials
•

•

•

LED situated closer to the
municipal manager in order to
influence decision-making
Closer alignment and
coordination between the IDP
and LED
Clear communication channels

Relationships should be built between the Sol Plaatje Municipality, the Northern
Cape Development Agency, SEDA, Frances Baard LED Forum, Umsobomvu Youth
Fund etc. There must be clear communication channels between all and monthly
meetings between all parties should be scheduled. A database with all the projects
of all parties should be distributed among everyone on a regular basis, in order to
prevent duplication of work and in order to start working together on various projects
instead of working against one another.
Partnerships must be formed with Private
and Non-Governmental Sectors and the local
community. The importance of building
relationships with big businesses must be
emphasised throughout the Sol Plaatje
Municipality. It is of utmost importance that
local businesses must re-invest in the local
economy in order for it to grow.

Business Sector
•
•
•

Partnerships must be formed
Local businesses must re-invest
in the local economy
Sharing resources and funding

Currently there is an unhealthy competition for resources within the Sol Plaatje
Municipality between the various departments. In terms of adopting the LED
Approach for the Sol Plaatje Municipality, “LED Approach” workshops should be
held in order for the whole municipality and its personnel to fully understand what an
LED Approach entails and how to adopt it. The municipality should come to the
realisation that all the departments are working together towards the same goals and
vision.
The Sol Plaatje Municipality must realise that LED is not a “thing they do”, but it
should be the “way the municipality does its things”. They should work together in a
consistent manner, sharing resources and funding where it is most needed within
the municipality in order to promote the municipality as a whole and not only just one
department or person.
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6.5

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The intent to promote LED has become an established feature in the Sol Plaatje
Municipal area but certain constraints such as resources, skills and lack of guidance
from the other spheres of government hinder the delivery of LED at Local
Government level. LED is immersed in a line function environment that institutionally
cannot support or sustain it unless broader institutional reform takes place to bring
the LED Approach into the mainstream of municipal and community decision making
in terms of locating LED higher up in the municipal hierarchy and by forming
partnerships.
LED should be seen a “Way you do things” and not a “Thing you do”. The LED
Approach is thus an approach that draws economic development decisions to the
centre of all decision making. The LED Approach focuses on all resources and
interventions that impact the economic development of a local area in order to
better serve local economic imperatives. Local Government, the private sector
and the community must enter into a partnership and work collectively together
in order to stimulate the economy in the Sol Plaatje local area.
The LED Approach is important for the Sol Plaatje Municipality and their
economic development. Alignment of effort, knowledge and resources must take
place to stimulate job creation in the local area which could lead to decreasing
high unemployment levels and increasing income levels which could address
the high poverty levels. The LED Approach could enable the local government,
private sector and the community to create partnerships in order to make LED
successful within the Sol Plaatje Municipality.
Sol Plaatje Municipality needs to take a key role in LED but there are still real
incapacities which exist at the local level and the need for external capacity building
interventions will give direction, guidance, support and facilitation to all the
stakeholders and the local government.
Each of the local government spheres / departments has a different role in the LEDprocess. All these roles however need to be complementary and to contribute to an
overall synergy if economic development is to be effectively promoted within the Sol
Plaatje Municipal area. It is therefore necessary to clarify roles and to determine an
appropriate operational division of functions within the legislative and broad policy
framework as it exists at presently.
In order to achieve the necessary holistic understanding and buy-in on the part of
local government decision makers and functionaries in the Sol Plaatje Municipality
the LED Approach and guidelines (provided above) needs to be comprehensively
work-shopped. Due to the inherent interactivity of roles at the local level, particularly
the achievement of complementarities and alignment between the various
departments within the Sol Plaatje municipality, the local municipality itself and the
district municipality is important.
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CHAPTER 7

7.1

WAY FORWARD FOR SOL PLAATJE

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this section is to identify ways to regenerate the Sol Plaatje Municipal
area’s local economy and to find ways and actions to move forward in times of
uncertainties and hardships. This section commences with an introduction of an
Action Agenda that will assist the municipality to move forward over the short- and
long-term, followed by a short discussion of each phase / component.
The dominant sectors (enterprises and employers) identified within and by the Sol
Plaatje Local Municipal area in terms of the growth potential and opportunities of the
key sectors will be briefly discussed in the Action Agenda - Phase 2. The planned
initiatives (current LED projects) within the Frances Baard District and the Sol Plaatje
Municipality will be mentioned and priority actions will be established in order to
identify the way forward for the Sol Plaatje Municipality.
7.2

ACTION AGENDA FOR SOL PLAATJE

From a strategic development facilitation point of view, it is necessary to ensure
that the appropriate linkages and actions are established within the Sol Plaatje
Municipality. Such an integrated approach is needed to ensure the optimal rate
of actions and economic development in the Sol Plaatje Municipal area.
For the purpose of this study, an action can be defined as: “Planned actions
aimed at creating an impetus and a critical mass in the local economic
environment in order to generate momentum in the economy”.
The following illustration provided in Figure 7.1 identifies clear actions to be
taken by the Sol Plaatje Municipality within each phase of the Action Agenda.
The development of the actions is based on the status quo of the economy at a
specific point in time. The Action Agenda aim at utilising existing economic
strengths and opportunities by transferring these into workable actions. These
actions tend to reduce the current threats and strengthen the weaknesses in the
local economic environment.
Actions are developed to support the various phases with the main aim of
addressing the specific phase. Distinct steps are formulated with explicit actions
in order to reach the targets of each phase. There are three phases, namely:
Phase One: Consolidation & Stabilisation (“Better and not Bigger”) - This
phase would have significant value for Sol Plaatje, demonstrating internally and
to the outside world that the town / municipality is dynamic.
 Phase Two: Expansion Phase (“Bigger & Better”) – This phase could further
strengthen existing or new clusters, spinning-off further developments
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Phase Three: “Diamond Rush” - This phase (mega-projects) might, under
ideal circumstances, generate a broader momentum in Sol Plaatje and the
Northern Cape region.

Figure 7.1

Action Agenda for Sol Plaatje

Consolidation
&
Stabilisation

Expansion

Diamond
Rush

Source: Demacon, 2008

Phase One: Consolidation & Stabilisation (“Better and not Bigger”)
The aim of the first phase is to provide short term economic solutions for Sol Plaatje
by stabilising and consolidating the local economy within the next two years. This
phase will highlight the importance of improving the current reality of Sol Plaatje in
terms of delivering better services, focussing on development and not expansion in
order to become “better and not bigger”.
In terms of this phase there are various actions that need to be undertaken, such as
the status quo of the Sol Plaatje economy must be determined, the strengths within
the municipal area must be identified, current economic realities should be analysed
(completed in previous chapter - refer to chapter 4) and economic initiatives
should be developed. Successful initiatives that concentrate on stabilising and
consolidating the economy and not expanding the economy will lay the ground for a
vibrant local economy. These and various other actions will be discussed in detail in
this section.
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ACTION 1: Understand the Status Quo of Sol Plaatje
Sol Plaatje developed as the centre of a mine and industries supporting mining grew
within it and allowed Kimberley to grow as a service centre for agriculture and
government. The city was also sustained by military installations as the mines were
downscaled and retooled for working with a new, more settled, labour force.
In the past, the local economy of Sol Plaatje was heavily
Business Sector
dependent on the De Beers diamond mines in and near
SPM. In addition, it was also heavily dependent on the
South African as well as
military, which maintained large bases of men and
international experience
equipment in and around the region. However, since the
tells us that large
enterprises can have a
major mines have downscaled and closed over the last
significant impact on the
15 years and the military establishments have shrunk
growth and evolution of
since 1994, the local economy has changed without
towns or regions
diversifying. The public sector is the single largest
source of employment, as the City is home to the regional and head offices of three
spheres of government (CDS Final Report, 2006).
South African as well as international experience tells us that large enterprises can
have a significant impact on the growth and evolution of towns or regions. We can
merely refer to the roles mines have played in the economic history of South Africa
(and Kimberley), but also to the role that core enterprises like Iscor Steel in
Vanderbijlpark, Sasol in Sasolburg and De Beers in Kimberley have played in the
establishment phase of these towns, or Saldanha Steel (now Mittal Steel) and
Mossgas (now PetroSA) in the further expansion of Vredenburg-Saldanha and
Mossel Bay. Many other towns in South Africa have clearly dominating firms
whose own growth (or decline) heavily influenced the growth and social
development of the respective places.
From this list and observations below we can conclude that Sol Plaatje has a few
large enterprises and public-sector establishments within the municipal area,
indicating the key element of their relative significance:









Sol Plaatje has a few large enterprises in the urban economy and in the past
Sol Plaatje was heavily dependent on the De Beers diamond mines
The major mines have downscaled and closed down over the last 15 years,
thus the economy has changed without diversifying
The public sector is the single largest source of employment – the City is home
to the regional and head offices of three spheres of government
Many of the larger enterprises are regional branches or subsidiaries of
firms or chains with head offices elsewhere in the Western Cape or Gauteng
provinces,
Trade-, furniture-, construction-, and banking industry-related firms are well
represented among those larger enterprises, next to public-sector entities,
Other mayor employment areas are retail distribution and services,
Tourism is also a useful contributor to the local economy, but it is not large
enough to be defined as a driver of the economy
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Employment in the manufacturing sector has experienced slow decline over
the past years – only few small scale enterprises started, which has very
limited impact on the overall profile of this sector.

Progressively managed and dynamic, large enterprises can at times be the growth
engine of towns and cities such as Kimberley, stimulating job creation through
their outsourcing and value-chain extensions. They may also complement (if not
precede) leadership and catalytic roles of municipalities and may, through their
well trained management supply valuable local leadership in the LED process.
In the present environment of increasing / establishing Public-Private Partnership
within the Sol Plaatje Municipal area these dominant firms, if structured and
managed progressively, could be role models and catalysts in the Sol Plaatje LED
process. Through their action as exporters (internationally or to other parts of the
country) they often also increase the export orientation of local businesses. Similarly,
they may exert a strong, often progressive influence on local training efforts,
through their demand for specialised courses or ad hoc programmes and their
possible co-operation with (and financial support for) local FET colleges as well as
higher-education institutions.
On the other hand these dominant firms could also push local economies too
far into specific growth patterns, thereby increasing the risk of underutilised
capacity once the large firm (e.g. a mine) reduces its activities or shifts attention to
other locations.
With regard to the other economic sectors, the following emerges:













Mining is in closure mode within the City;
Construction depends on government decisions;
Retail is a driver of the local economy as the trading centre for the region;
Tourism is a supporter of economic growth, but not a driver;
Business services deserves investigation, but will rely on improved human
capital,
Transport depends on major state infrastructural investment in road and rail
upgrading,
The lack of an agricultural or industrial base in Sol Plaatje means that the
economy is over-reliant on public spending,
The forces impeding the development of an industrial and commercial base
seem overwhelming and will not be reversed through relatively small,
unsustainable, management-intensive LED programmes and projects,
Redirecting expenditure is not easy, but it is easier than trying to turn an
economy around, so this part of the strategy has been more effective - but, the
impact of the redirection of public expenditure is not entirely unambiguous as it
has come at the expense of maintaining the infrastructure in the CBD,
The decay of the CBD has helped justify the creation of the malls, which has
accelerated the problems of the CBD.

The abovementioned clearly illustrates that the traditional productive sectors of the
Sol Plaatje economy are in a long-term decline. Sol Plaatje thus faces a future as a
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city driven by government spending decisions. Sol Plaatje thus needs further
interventions / initiatives in order to sustain economic growth.
However, Sol Plaatje has various fundamental strengths (refer also to chapter 4)
that needs to be emphasised again in this section, such as:











Economy is very strong and a lot of production that occurs in the province
occurs within this municipal area
Economic linkages with the North West, Gauteng and Free State
Strategic importance of the N12 to local and regional economy
Kimberley anchors the spatial economy of the district in terms of GVA
Economic hub of the Northern Cape
Comparative advantage – raw input available
Long history in diamond mining (tourism potential)
36% of SA’s diamond production is from NC
Increased allocation to roads
Kimberley airport with extra capacity

These strengths should be the main focus of Sol Plaatje and targets should be set in
order to stabilise and consolidate them in this phase (short term), such as:
Targets:
 Understand the new LED Approach and adopt it in SPM – LED workshops
and training is necessary. The municipality should organise / facilitate these
workshops.
 Better service delivery – bad conditions of roads need to be upgraded, lack of
sufficient parking, lack of public transport, cleaner area, and develop the CBD
etc. Develop a plan to address the backlogs in both low-cost and affordable
housing.
 Facilitate local growth by keeping rates and taxes low and make sure its
administration is effective
 Skills development and information needed – skills audit, business skills
training etc. (Like other dynamic towns Sol Plaatje faces widespread
shortages in the supply of specific skills for its many different economic
subsectors). The most effective course of action would be to skill residents so
that they can participate more fully in the economy.
 Training (Vocational training) - Links with tertiary institutions and appoint
trainers. (Education institutions in SPM have to be incorporated in
development efforts so that they can help create the necessary skills supply).
Maintain and improve basic education and provide opportunities for tertiary
education.
 Information and technology needed (such as internet to municipal workers
and internet cafes for the public) - effective economic and business planning
needs up-to-date reliable statistics and other information. Too little of that is
currently easily available in and around SPM.
 Business retention and support - prevent local companies to “go under”. The
municipality, labour and organised business should co-operate and form
partnerships. Proactive development promotion needs to include more steps
to attract outside investors and entrepreneurs to SPM.
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Financial institutions should sit down with sector leaders to plan packaged
programmes to help small enterprises get better access to finance,
information and mentoring. The municipality should act as a facilitator
between businesses and financial institutions.
The municipality needs to expand its economic development and IDP
sections in order to better address economic issues.
SPM need to make a greater effort in terms of involving organisations, big
businesses, NGO’s, interest groups, stakeholders etc. in the planning and
implementation processes of the LED program.
Engagement with industry institutions and businesses to identify investment
opportunities in the tourism, agro-processing, services and beneficiation
industries are important.
SPM’s growth depends to a large extent on the joint development /
partnerships and growth of the entire Frances Baard area. As the “economic
hub” Sol Plaatje will benefit from it all.
Negative perceptions (refer to business survey - Chapter 4) about Sol
Plaatje (e.g. SPM is in an economic decline and not a place to live/work in)
should change. The municipality should make visible, visual changes in the
area in order to demonstrate to the community their commitment to
development and growth.
Given the decline of mining in the Northern Cape and with it the collapse of
associated manufacturing and service businesses, Sol Plaatje relies
increasingly on its role as the seat of the provincial government and as a
regional administrative centre. This perception need to change. Sol Plaatje
has various other potential growth areas which they should start to develop
and grow and the reliance on the government services should be minimised.

ACTION 2: Understand the Roles & Responsibilities (District & Local)
Each of the government spheres has a different role in the LED process. It is
necessary and very important to establish a framework according to which the
required work can be allocated to the responsible entities. Clarification in terms of
the roles and responsibilities of these entities in LED should be determined and could
also be work shopped in order to obtain a holistic understanding of the functionalities
of the various active parties as well as a common commitment to the delivery of the
expected roles.
The various roles and responsibilities of the district and local municipality are briefly
mentioned in the Table 7.1.
Table 7.1

Roles & Responsibility of District and Local Municipalities
DISTRICT

LOCAL



Maintain internal and external
communication



Policy and planning - strategic focus



Capacity building



Research and development, assess
need in strategic areas



LED planning (district and local)



Develop/link to IDP



Manage LED initiatives



Facilitate/ coordinate LED partners
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Conduct LED audit



Marketing city/town



Compile and asses feasibility of
business plans



Identify, development and manage data
bank of stakeholders



Strategy development



Support services - financial and nonfinancial



Identify and broker resources equitably



Skills development - LED officials and
community



Identify market and opportunities



Regeneration studies



Provide financial resources



Linking and access to funding



Coordinate and align LED activities



Create conducive environment for LED
and growth – support services incentives



Establish and maintain partnership to
facilitate LED activities



Conflict resolution and management



Align municipal policy and practices



Identify strategic and high potential
growth areas – geographic and
functional



Monitor and evaluate the impact of LED
Activities



From and encourage linkages



Sharing information – between local
authorities, other partners and clients



Facilitate and oversee partnership
between big business and communities



Job creation information, collation and
report results

The establishment of clear communication lines between the two spheres of
government is central to the mechanism of roles and responsibilities. It is necessary
to integrate the roles and responsibilities with the necessary skills and capacity to
perform the functions. A support programme for skills development that was
conducted by LGWSETA indicated that the top five competencies required by LED
officers within local government spheres (more specifically the municipality level) to
successfully perform LED are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Project management skills
Facilitation and negotiation skills
Conflict resolution
Communication
Report writing

These skills should be attained in the Sol Plaatje municipalities in order to enhance
the capacity to propel the local areas onto a higher growth path.
Primary actions that need to be taken in terms of the local municipality (LED Unit) are
as follows:


Re-aligning the organisation to view LED as a priority
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Ensuring that the staff active in the LED activities are appropriately
capacitated and have the necessary technical skills
 The clarification of the activities required to deliver LED (What LED is, what it
is not and how to drive the process).
 Strengthening the LED Unit, to actively implement LED with reference to
ensuring that the LED Unit is appropriately and adequately staffed.


The secondary actions relate to the support activities with reference to the execution
of LED:
A dedicated budget should be provided to the LED Unit in order for this
department to undertake strategic planning and strategy implementation. In
other words, a move away from the current ad hoc planning and
implementation funding
 Improving the quality of LED strategies to be more practical
 A mandate should be given to the LED Unit to implement projects (within the
mandate) but in a more autonomous manner (the LED units should operate in
a quasi-independent manner)
 Awareness should be created in local government, regarding the alternative
sources of funding and support services for LED
 The IDP’s need to be improved with specific reference to the LED dimensions
 Local government needs to formulate and disseminate a vision and clear
targets for LED.
Provincial Government and the District Municipality should support Sol Plaatje and
clear communication and partnerships should be developed.


Provincial government could help SPM in terms of preventing business
closures or to initiate new enterprises in Sol Plaatje.
 The District Municipality (Frances Baard) needs to be more active to help
SPM maintain sufficient growth.
 Sol Plaatje should establish a vision in order to become a one-stop agency –
“24/7 open for business agency” to address the various economic issues.


ACTION 3: Current planned LED Projects in Sol Plaatje & Frances Baard
Various projects and opportunities were identified by the Sol Plaatje Municipality and
the Frances Baard District Municipality in order to develop immediate growth within
the local area. These current planned LED projects will be briefly mentioned in this
phase (refer to Annexure D for completed project list of Frances Baard and Sol
Plaatje). The priority actions that should be taken in order to realise these initiatives /
projects which are short term actions will be discussed in this section, however, some
of these actions are considered to be more longer term and should be combined with
the next phase (refer to Phase 2). The various key sectors that were identified by
Sol Plaatje and Frances Baard will be highlighted in this section:
Expansion of Agriculture
Industrial Development
 Promote Tourism
 SMME Development
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Institutional Arrangements

Expansion of Agriculture
Current / planned LED projects
The following consists of the current / planned Agricultural projects within Sol Plaatje
Municipality and the Frances Baard District Municipality.
Sol Plaatje
1. Feasibility Study for Agricultural Development in Riverton
o Effective and efficient land use management
o Creation of 20 jobs
2. Agri-Business Initiative
o The establishment of various Cooperatives for Crop Farming in Ritchie
and Riverton
o The establishment of various Hydroponic farming tunnels
o The establishment of cleaning and packaging facilities for valueadding to primary products
Frances Baard
1. LED projects with business plans
o Dikgatlong – tannery plant
o Phokwane – bio-tech project
o Magareng – vegetable processing
2. Feasibility studies
o DMA – goat farming
o Magareng – small scale agricultural development
Priority Actions for Sol Plaatje in terms of Agriculture
In terms of the constraints mentioned previously (refer to Chapter 4), the following
could be priority actions:
Upgrade and better delivery of basic services - The rural areas of the
municipality support a range of activities. A particular focus in terms of
municipal priorities for the rural areas is the support of agriculture particularly
oriented toward niche markets as well as tourism linked assets such as the
game farms, battle sites etc. In terms of areas where agriculture is a focus
supporting business development should focus on ensuring that basic
services exist and operate in a reliable manner.
 Provide adequate training
o Municipality initiatives to build skills
o Mentorship programmes – utilise also the knowledge of the
commercial farmers
o Increase number of municipal staff to assist the agricultural sector
o Provide adequate training to ensure fertilisers are used effectively and
efficiently
 Municipality and Department of Agriculture to facilitate sharing of assets in the
area by partnering emerging farmers with the larger commercial farmers
 Provide a service based on the pay per use basis e.g. tractors
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Provide assistance in obtaining second hand equipment
Train people to understand the market
o Teach people market dynamics and how to extract a higher price for
their products
o Gather people in co-ops to increase their buying / selling power
Co-operatives
o Gather people to share the cost of getting people to the market
o Develop a collection network / service to get products to the market
and inputs to the farm
Support and promote the establishment of agri-processing enterprises.
Support and promote the intense and extensive utilisation of agricultural land
Support and promote small farmer development
Build on the analysis of constraints and recommendations of emerging and
commercial farmers
Analyse the current Land Reform scenario and expose its inadequacies whilst
illustrating reasonable and realistic Land Reform targets
Find guidance regarding the structuring of new agricultural developments
from the “Strategic Plan for South African Agriculture”
Build on new schools of thought in the agricultural industry nationally and
internationally regarding vertically integrated agri-businesses
Analyse the various steps within the production to consumption value-chain
and identify the various role-players along the value-chain
Analyse the economic viability of each entity along the value chain and make
recommendations regarding product and land size and production
management
Analyse the infrastructural requirements of each entity along the value chain
Suggest targeted infrastructural interventions (to be undertaken during the
next phase) that will strengthen production and marketing within the region
Identify several additional services such as capacity building courses and a
mentorship programme which can further ensure the success of the
envisaged industry
Partner with various stakeholders and industry role-players (i.e. participatory
workshop) and take their recommendations into consideration

Longer term actions - Expansion of Agriculture
In terms of promoting the expansion (Phase 2) and development of agriculture and
agri-processing in the area, the following should be seen as the way forward:
The agricultural contribution to the economic wealth of SPM can be
increased by promoting intensive agriculture and agricultural processing at
the river frontages.
 The olive market can also be tapped as an economic means within the
economically disadvantaged areas (Lerato Park)
 Expanding agriculture
o Expansion of organic farming, exotic meat and other niche markets.
o Investigate new varieties of drought-tolerant crop.
o Feasibility study of new crops.
o Introduction of new technologies, such as hydroponics (especially in
Ritchie and Riverton)
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o Introduction of renewable energy sources: bio-tech hub.
o Needs assessment of farmers.
o Links with other agencies.
o The protection of agricultural resources
o Creating an enabling environment
 Bio-tech and organic farming - Good progress can be made in both niche
areas, but spin-off effects will only be significant in the longer run (aside from
the demand for these products increasing rapidly)
Industrial / Manufacturing Development
Current / planned LED projects
The following consists of the current / planned manufacturing / industry projects
within Sol Plaatje Municipality and the Frances Baard District Municipality.
Sol Plaatje
1. Brick Plant
o Establishing of a brick plant that will produce clay bricks through the
use of De Beers slime dumps
o Creation of 50 permanent jobs
2. Bio-Gas Plant
o Completed feasibility study
o Refurbishing of Bio-gas chamber
o Construction of the Electricity Plant
o Establishment of food waste collection project
o 7 temporary jobs per quarter and 25 fulltime jobs
Frances Baard
1. LED projects with business plans
o Mining beneficiation (Economic Affairs)
2. Feasibility studies
o Dikgatlong – mining beneficiation for SMME
Other initiatives
Key for Sol Plaatje is the specific mega-projects earmarked for its functional region.
The Cabinet approved projects currently linked to ASGISA and they are:
1. A diamond and gemstone jewellery project in the Northern Cape
2. A bio-fuels initiative that will cover at least Northern Cape, Free State,
KwaZulu Natal, Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga.
3. A national livestock project that would particularly focus on the Northern Cape
and North West
4. The proposed Square Kilometre Array and linked projects in the Northern
Cape.
Other planned projects in Sol Plaatje
1. Diamond Strategy
2. Jewellery factory for Kimberley
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These projects are more longer term and will be discussed in more detail in the next
phase (refer to Phase 2).
Priority Actions for Sol Plaatje
To ensure a positive business environment the following should be pursued by the
municipality:



























Ensuring that basic services exist to support businesses and operate in a
reliable manner;
Maintenance of municipal roads infrastructure and other infrastructure
development
Streamlined release of land (where municipally owned) and granting of
development rights.
Industrial support: build sector links.
Investigate sources of renewable energy.
Investment promotion: advertise the area, incentivise investment
Synchronising marketing within the region / province
Identify required skills and products and train people accordingly
Establish entrepreneurial centre for training and fast track skills development
Manufacturing should be encouraged through incentive programmes
Encourage manufacturing companies to settle in Kimberley
Policies should promote local entrepreneurs (youth and women) – increase
the number of youth and women in manufacturing
Provide access to information – develop business information
Define SEDA’s role
Identify local products to be manufactured – develop and improve them
Launch awareness campaigns
Engage with industry institutions and businesses to identify investment
opportunities in the tourism, agro-processing, services and beneficiation
industries.
It is important for Kimberley to come up with a well thought-out set of
incentives and ensure that business is aware of these. Currently the market
shows that not enough has been done to encourage the diamond
beneficiation industry in South Africa or locally in Kimberley.
Expertise – the local industry has a strong history and expertise is available in
Kimberley that may be lacking in other centres that are in competition with it.
Equipment – There is unused equipment in Kimberley. It may be old and not
the best for a new large producer, but is likely to find use with the SMME
sector.
Opportunities for incentives - Urban Development Zone: the reduced taxation
involved in an Urban Development Zone could enhance the opportunities of
success of the diamond industry in Kimberley. IDZ – an international airport is
required.
It may be worthwhile for current and future cutters in Kimberley together with
support from the local and regional authorities to follow up of the full value
chain and again with care and ensuring the correct players are taken into the
business, take Kimberley diamonds directly to retail outlets in New York and
other major retail centres.
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Longer term actions - Industrial / Manufacturing Development
In terms of promoting the expansion (Phase 2) and development of
industrial/manufacturing in the area, the following should be seen as the way forward:

Agro-processing of meat and plant oil, tannery and quality hides, ostriches
and muesli.

Beneficiation and initiative drive: ceramics and bricks, jewellery.

Link mining and agriculture: sell local products to mines.

Creation of manufacturing plants

Non-international airport - If the diamond trade is to get a major boost in the
area, it is likely that more and more international travellers will want to access
Kimberley. Although it has been mentioned that the airport is adequate, it may
well be necessary to encourage international visits by allowing businessmen
and tourist to fly directly into Kimberley.

Sol Plaatje Municipality should lobby to have Kimberley included as a new
IDZ (along the lines of the Mafikeng SDI)
Promote Tourism
Current / planned LED projects – Tourism
Sol Plaatje
1. Tourism curio shop / Coffee Shop
o Tourist attraction
o Job creation – 10 permanent jobs
2. Tram Feasibility Study & Rerouting
o Tourist attraction
o Job creation – 100 temporary jobs
3. Tourism Indaba
o Creation of tourism awareness
o Highlight opportunities in the tourism industry
o 200 temporary jobs
o Revenue generation for local SMME’s
4. Magersfontein Battlefield
o Development of local artists
o Tourist attraction
o Job creation – 10 temporary jobs
5. Women’s Month
o Empower women
o Motivate women
o Job creation – 10 temporary jobs
6. Aids Day
o Health education awareness
o Job creation – 25 temporary jobs
7. Development of Tourism Strategy
o Strategies to align with Tourism White Paper of Northern Cape and
PGDS
o Job creation – 4 temporary jobs
8. World War One Veterans Day
o Development of local artists
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o Tourist attraction
o Job creation – 10 temporary job
9. Flea Market
o Development of local artists
o Tourist attraction
o Development of local SMME’s
o Job creation – 10 temporary job
10. Media Tours
o Attract tourist influx
o Job creation – 10 temporary job
11. National (Durban Indaba, The Getaway, Cape Town Outdoor)
International (Germany TBI, London, World Travel Show) Tourism show
o Create bilateral partnership with both national and international
tourism stakeholders
o Marketing
12. Barney Barnato Golf Tournament
o Increase influx of local tourists
o Job creation – 40 temporary job
13. Branding campaign
o Marketing of Kimberley as a tourist destination
14. Diamond and Dorings(Guidance required from the tourism unit location to the
Mayor’s Office of this project must be finalised)
o Increase of revenue
o Tourist influx
o Development of local artists
o Development of SMME’s
o Job creation - 200 temporary jobs
15. Outreach Program
o Create awareness of Tourism in the community
o Job creation - 10 temporary jobs
16. N12 Treasury Bank Route
o Market N12 and the usage to Cape Town and to Johannesburg
o Increase travellers on the route
o Job creation - 10 temporary jobs
17. Capacitating of learners through experiential training and graduates internship
o Support the educational institutions and centres for learning to allow
young people to prepare them well, so that when they leave the city
they are better able to find employment.
o 56 Learners
Other projects in Sol Plaatje
1. RC Elliot Heritage Icon – to reinforce cultural and historical significance
2. Big Hole Precinct Plan – Nomination of Big Hole as a world heritage site
3. N12 Realignment Study – ensure effective traffic flow
Frances Baard
1. Development of an Investment & Marketing Strategy
Other initiatives
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1. Galeshewe Activity Route (with Social Responsibility Programme and NCTA).
2. Extension of Kimberley Tram Route (with Social Responsibility Programme
and NCTA).
3. Grading of guest houses in order to make them more competitive.
4. Tourism Skills Development (with National Skills Development Fund) - two
enterprises to benefit.
5. A number of tourist guides trained and their registration is in progress.
6. Tourism enterprise support programme - two enterprises to benefit.
7. Youth Tourism Awareness Programme completed (with Frances Baard
District Municipality) - 40 youth benefitted
Priority Actions for Sol Plaatje - Tourism promotion
Tourism is a key supporter of local economic development. To ensure a positive
business environment, a particular focus on areas of importance to the development
of tourism (e.g. Big Hole area, battle sites, and archaeological sites) is necessary. In
these areas the following short term actions should be taken:




















Ensuring that basic services exist and operate in a reliable manner to support
tourism sites;
Investment in other tourism supportive infrastructure (such as signage, public
spaces and greening) where required at key sites and along key routes;
Good management of tourism assets and attractions including maintaining
cleanliness and levels of safety.
Effective marketing: develop packages, expand events calendar, advertising.
New catalyst development: local attractions and “green city”.
Eco-tourism: hunting and horse safaris.
Hiking trails and tour guides can be initiated – no current guides to take
tourists through tourism routes.
Product development: develop tourism standards, revise routes, establish
more service providers, upgrade airport and increase flights.
Have a more effective joint marketing of the area / region – and more focused
marketing efforts (currently also marketing through the Africa Travel Channel
– which is effective)
Facilitate the information sharing between all the actors involved in the sector
– tourism partnerships between district, local municipalities and broader
stakeholders are important.
Develop an aggressive integrated strategy - Integrate various tourism
products in one package
Prolong the journey to Kimberley – Package various options, where tourists in
transit could consider a second overnight stop.
Tailor tourism options - Identify and promote activities relevant to the
contactors / temporary workers in Kimberley on order to induce incremental
value
Address infrastructure issues – Sol Plaatje municipality need to work with
Department of Transport and other relevant stakeholders to prioritise
improvements to the road-, rail- and air-networks. Prioritisation of basic
services will also be critical.
Develop fully operational tourist information centres in the region, alongside a
database.
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Undertake a survey and assessment of available resources both in terms of
attractions and staff
Undertake a detailed needs analysis
Upgrade and resource of tourist information centre in Kimberley (currently
developing tourist information centre at the Big Hole)
Improve tourism awareness and customer care – initiate a tourism awareness
programme.
Facilitate skills training and employment productivity – establish tourism
bursary scheme
Roll out a destination brand at local / provincial level
Distribute appropriate information in specific places
Develop marketing and distribution channels
Facilitate co-operative product packaging and promotion programmes at
National and Provincial levels
Continuous Research, Strategic Planning, Partnerships & Public Relations
o Local Marketing Plans
o Local Business Plans
o Local marketing committees -programs driven
Collaboration with local private sector
Engage with relevant local departments (spheres) and agencies to influence
the delivery of tourism and the marketing promise
Communication to the district / provinces to ensure alignments and
integrations of plans, strategies and delivery frameworks
Market the diamond hub through a dynamic, innovative approach.
Promote safety and security
Provide incentives to investors

SMME Development
Current / planned LED projects – SMME
Sol Plaatje
1. SMME Village
o Develop an incubator to construct a SMME Hub at Galeshewe as
nodal area
o 30 Permanent
2. Ritchie Incubator
o Develop an incubator to construct a SMME Hub
o 20 Permanent
3. SMME Week
o Provide conducive environment for SMMEs, in terms of information
dissemination and networking.
o 30 Temp jobs
4. Brick Plant
o Establishment of a brick plant that will produce clay bricks through the
use of De Beers slime dumps
o 50 Permanent Jobs
5. Informal Traders Capacity Building
o To grow informal form survivalists to formal entrepreneurial SMMEs
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o 30 Temporary and 10 Permanent
6. Incubators turnaround
o To ensure that incubators are addressing the economic and growth
objectives
o 5 Temporary for three months
Frances Baard
1. Feasibility studies
o Dikgatlong – mining beneficiation for SMME
o Establishment of Entrepreneurship with Higher Learning Institutions
Other projects in area
1. Informal Trade
o To create informal facilities which are in the correct places for their
customers
o Limitation of private homes being converted into business
o Diamond school
o No.5 taxi rank development
o Informal trade facility and taxi terminals
o Informal trading in suburbs
Priority Actions for Sol Plaatje - SMME Development
 Promoting entrepreneurship
o Strengthen awareness about the critical role of entrepreneurship
o Promote alternative focus areas and ownership forms of
entrepreneurship
o Expand franchise opportunities
o Strengthen business associations and networks
 Creating enabling environments
o Maintain small-business-sensitive business regulations
o Improve access to finance
o Strengthen access to markets via procurement, and business linkages
o Facilitate the availability of business infrastructure and capacities
o Localise support and expand services delivery network
 Competitiveness improvement
o Strengthen managerial, business and technical skills
o Facilitate improved quality, productivity and competitiveness
o Support technology transfer, incubation and the commercialisation of
research products
o Expand SMME-focused sector-support strategies
 Training
o Training of young people in various and much needed skills
o Development of a mentoring programme for small businesses
(informal and formal) using retired people with skills;
o Job search and employment outreach. Job search programs can be
very effective and can involve everything from confidence
building, resume writing, interview skills to matching the unemployed
with potential employers;
o Entrepreneurship training and SME support programs;
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Community confidence building programme such as promoting
local success stories and developing arts and crafts initiatives;
Establish institutional structures for communication
Establish sound structures and communication with SEDA, Umsobomvu etc.
Utilisation of government programmes
Investigate availability of funding, establish database of funders and develop
system to monitor funding
Provide SMME support:
o Build sufficient capacity to deliver SMME support
o Promote focused approaches to SMME needs and challenges
o Promote alignment and co-ordination of government initiatives
o Address spatial disparities through SMME support targeting
o Promote integrated and sectoral approaches towards SMME support
o Differentiation of small business categories into market segments and
types of businesses
o Increase exposure of entrepreneurs to market opportunities and
increase access to opportunities by targeting specific public
procurement opportunities for SMMEs
o Facilitate support of black entrepreneurs by commercial banks
o Government interventions to address continued lack of access to
finance between R10K – R250K
o Encourage all stakeholders in the small business sector to cooperate
and deliver complementary support
o Create an enabling regulatory environment
o Strengthen small business sector monitoring and impact evaluation
o Strengthen a coherent voice for small businesses
o Improve communication between government and business
o Provide guidelines for the unfolding of small enterprise support
o Provide direction and consistency enabling adaptive and appropriate
responses across all spheres of government
o Strengthen the Private-Public and Public-Public Partnerships in
response to small business challenges
o Provide a framework that seeks to encourage cooperative and
complementary delivery of support to the small business sector
o Provide a basis for strategies and programmes to be designed by
various implementing entities
o







Institutional Arrangements
Priority Actions - Institutional Arrangements
The Institutional Arrangements were discussed in depth in the previous chapter
(refer to Chapter 6). Only a few short term priority actions will be mentioned in this
section to reiterate the importance of this step. These are as follows:






Place Marketing
Networks, business information and investor support
Regulatory aspects and red tape
Interventions outside of local government
Business retention and expansion programme
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Implementation and way forward (immediate next steps)

Place marketing
An effective marketing and communication strategy focusing on spreading of
strategic market and investment information to reach investors that are likely to be
interested in investing in the SPM should be implemented in line with the proposals
of the SPM LED strategy. Place marketing should articulate and promote the
comparative advantages of the area and be directed toward the investor targets of
the municipality. A variety of mediums should be adopted in line with the marketing
targets.
Networks, business information and investor support
The municipality and other linked role players are in a position to enhance the
business environment through various support measures. Measures that could be
pursued include:
 Stimulating business networking and information flow through hosting events
and seminars;
 Providing direct business support and services through the LED office;
 Providing a ‘referral service’ ensuring that business is aware of the range of
support available (e.g. through SEDA’s office);
 Providing business information (e.g. business database, economic and
investment trends) to potential investors and local business;
 Providing opportunities or forums for engagement between organised business
and the municipality;
 Providing procurement assistance to firms in terms of accessing municipal
contracts;
 Appreciation initiatives to recognise business accomplishments (e.g. business
awards);
 Maintaining a strong well resourced and informed tourism information office.
Regulatory aspects and red tape
It has been noted that regulatory aspects can provide a barrier to the development of
business in South Africa. The SPM should consider steps to address any regulatory
issues that may constrain the development of local business and/or business
investment in the municipality. Key areas where the municipality can act include:
Streamlining procurement processes, favoring local suppliers and ensuring
speedy payments to local firms;
 Ensuring a facilitatory land use management system and building on existing
efficient processes within the municipality (e.g. rezoning, subdivision, consent
and departure applications);
 Streamlined approach to business licensing.


Interventions outside of local government
Local government is not the only public role-player to have an impact on the local
business environment. Where blockages or issues exist in terms of the business
environment as a result of the responsibilities of other spheres or agencies of
government, the SPM should act to address these challenges. In terms of current
policy priorities issues where effort could be focused include lobbying for the
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upgrading of the N12 by the South African National Roads Agency Ltd (SANRAL)
and exploring opportunities to upgrade the Kimberley Airport and related levels of
access to markets. These efforts will be informed by the municipal City Development
Strategy (CDS) and IDP.
Business retention and expansion (BR&E) programme
BR&E is noted as a key focus for the municipality. In order to promote the retention
and expansion of existing business, consideration should be given to initiating a
BR&E programme. This programme would entail an interactive process of
understanding and responding to business needs. It has been an approach that has
been successfully pioneered in many municipalities both in South Africa and
elsewhere.
ACTION 4: Better and Not Bigger
The economic reality set out above illustrates that the short term focus for Sol Plaatje
does not involve immediate growth and expansion, but the focus should rather be on
improving the area, better service delivery, better infrastructure etc. Interim short
term solutions and actions are needed in this phase (Phase 1 - Stabilising and
Consolidating) while medium-term economic development strategies are needed in
the Expansionary Phase (Phase 2) in order to overcome the various problems
regarding the economic decline. The final phase (Phase 3 – “Diamond Rush”) will,
however, require long-term solutions.
In this phase, Sol Plaatje should therefore accept an alternative focus on
development and not focus on expansion at this point in time. This illustrates that Sol
Plaatje has to accept the need for a different approach such as the new LED
Approach in order to achieve economic sustainability. LED (as mentioned in chapter
6) must become a municipal priority and should be placed higher up in the hierarchy.
Sol Plaatje’s focus should thus be based on being “better” and “not bigger”.
As also mentioned in the City Development Strategy (2006), the current economic
realities should be analysed in greater detail and initiatives should be developed that
will boost diversity and self-reliance. These should provide the necessary impetus to
propel the City on a sustainable growth path. The key focus here is on economic
initiatives that are based on focus, concentration and contraction rather than on
economic expansion. Successful initiatives that concentrate on contracting the
economy and not expanding the economy will lay the ground for a vibrant local
economy.
The importance of positioning Sol Plaatje on the edge of North West and the Free
State must be emphasised here. Location and context are always of great
importance in terms of a developing a LED strategy.
There are towns and cities that thrive because of their hinterland (like Seattle) or
because of their position in an economic chain that appears unlikely (Brussels for
diamonds, Rotterdam for flowers). The fact that Sol Plaatje Municipality is located on
the eastern side of the Northern Cape places it closer to Mangaung (175 km),
Klerksdorp (302 km) and even Welkom (329 km) than to other towns in the province
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such as Upington (402 km). SPM should thus not only be analysed in terms of the
Northern Cape, but should be positioned strategically in the context of its immediate
neighbours- the Free State and the North West province. This is also emphasised in
the Accelerated shared growth initiative of South Africa (ASGISA) which has
identified several projects straddling the three provinces (CDS, 2006)
In Summary - Most important actions to be taken during this phase
Understand the status quo of Sol Plaatje and set short term targets
Understand and workshop the roles and responsibilities of each government
sphere
 Understand the importance of partnerships and start to form them, liaise with
local community, stakeholders and municipal departments. Clear communication
is essential.
 Understand what is currently planned in terms of LED in the local and district area
as well as in the various sectors – to avoid duplication and improve support
structures
 Concentrate on becoming “better” and “not bigger” for the next two years (short
term):



o
o
o
o

o

o

o
o

Improve governance - Start adopting and workshop the new LED Approach
Act locally first – liaise and partner with local business chambers, Seda,
Umsobomvu etc.
Improve service delivery, better infrastructure, improve visual area
Start to repair, refurbish and maintain city infrastructure – both old
infrastructure in Kimberley and new infrastructure in Galeshewe. Lobby for
investment by SOEs, particularly in the road and communication
infrastructure
Retain businesses and offer support to them - provide focused and selective
support to private sector businesses / initiatives and projects (for example
support the De Beers initiatives around heritage and tourism etc.)
Support the educational institutions and centres for learning to allow young
people to prepare themselves for the future - this will require coordinated
action with the Province, SETA’s and business.
Start to strategically position Sol Plaatje in context of immediate neighbours –
Free State and North West Province.
Motivate for more government support - Align the city’s economic plans with
those of the PGDS to take advantage of support available from Provincial and
National Government.

PREPERATION FOR BIGGER
(Transitionary period- Completion of Phase 1)
Sol Plaatje should now start to prepare for the next phase – Phase 2: Expansion
Phase (“Better and Bigger”). Actions should be taken here in order to support big
events, programmes and projects that will be initiated in the following phase, such as
the preparations for FIFA 2010, the Diamond Hub and lobbying for support and
funding for Kimberley as a secondary city etc.
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Preparations can include various initiatives. Take for example FIFA 2010 – Sol
Plaatje should start to put tourist packages together in terms of 2010, they should
start to arrange and improve the accommodation for the teams, they should identify
strategies and tourist programmes in order to attract visitors and for instance losing
teams (that are still within the area) to Kimberley etc. Feasibility studies should be
done and business plans should be written in order to be ready for the Expansion
Phase.

Phase Two: Expansion Phase (“Better and Bigger”)
The aim of the second phase is to provide medium to longer-term economic solutions
to expand the local economy of Sol Plaatje into something “better and bigger”
over the next two to ten years.
This phase will highlight the importance of expanding the now improved (“better”) Sol
Plaatje in terms of focussing on bigger developments and initiatives (such as for
example the FIFA 2010, the Diamond Hub potential of Kimberley and lobbying for
support and funding for Kimberley as a secondary city etc.) in order to expand Sol
Plaatje to become “better and bigger”.
In terms of this phase there are various actions that need to be undertaken, such as
longer term actions and investments must be made in terms of various identified
projects, preparation must be underway for the diamond hub, readiness for FIFA
2010 and gaps between the Second and First economy must be bridged etc. These
and various other actions will be discussed in detail in this section.
ACTION 1: Longer term actions and investments must be made in terms of
various identified projects
Various longer term projects and opportunities which could support Sol Plaatje in
terms of expansion were earmarked for its functional region. These projects were
identified through ASGISA and the Cabinet approved the projects that are currently
linked to ASGISA. These identified projects should be further investigated and
pursued in order to expand and develop the Sol Plaatje Municipal area. These
projects are as follows:
A diamond and gemstone jewellery project in the Northern Cape
 A bio fuels initiative that will cover at least Northern Cape, Free State,
KwaZulu-Natal, Eastern Cape and Mpumalanga
 A national livestock project that would particularly focus on the Northern Cape
and North West
 The proposed Square Kilometre Array and linked projects in Northern Cape


In order for these initiatives to work in Sol Plaatje / Northern Cape optimal
connectivity in the form of the rail, air and road links to potential markets are vitally
important. Regional connectivity is just as important - given the lack of emphasis on
Sol Plaatje in the larger national spatial arena and on provincial level, it is imperative
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for the Sol Plaatje to position itself strategically as a portal through which produce
from the hinterland is to be channelled.
Projects identified in the RPI process address this through the identification of
specific strategic projects that aim to locate Sol Plaatje to benefit from ASIGSA
projects (CDS, 2006). The following apex projects were identified:
Creation of SPM as a transport centre as the result of upgrading the N12 and
establishing a North/ South link between Kimberley and the Trans-Kalahari
Highway. Upgrading the N12 and the establishment of a North/South
connectivity route with the Trans-Kalahari highway is low in complexity and
has a high level of impact due to the multiplier effects (logistic and transport
service industry and the resulting realisation of SPM as a transport centre).
 Creation of SPM as a regional connectivity centre through upgrading the
airport and assisting in the establishment of a supporting logistics industry
 Alternative energy resources: establishment of a petro-chemical plant
(petrochemical plant - Increasing environmental awareness and the predicted
depletion of fossil fuels has increased interest in natural gas as an alternative
and new energy sector in South Africa) in SPM based on gas reserves
channelled from reserves from North-South and East-West through the
municipality and the promotion of green energies especially solar energy.
Although the establishment of green industries in the municipality would be
beneficial, solar energy technology is high in complexity in implementation
and low on labour utilization. The establishment of a petrochemical plant in
the area is very complex, but the impact and multiplier effect would certainly
place Kimberley on the map in terms of energy generation.
 CBD revitalization and urban renewal and creation of SPM as a service hub.


According to the City Development Strategy (2006), the two core catalytic projects
that could bring about the desired developmental changes in the Sol Plaatje
municipality was identified to be the creation of SPM as a transport centre and the
exploration of SPM as a petro-chemical hub.
SPM should start to position itself as a growing, developing city. Long term
investments should be made in connectivity infrastructure such as rail, road (N12)
and air. The municipal area should have quality connections to the larger national
area and Southern Africa. SPM should be positioned strategically especially in the
context of its immediate neighbours (Free State and North West). It is also essential
for SPM to position itself within the growing logistics sector. Investment in roads and
rail is thus of critical importance for Sol Plaatje.
The state of the N12 is the key problem in linking SPM to other important economic
centres. The increase in roads based transport is substantial; therefore upgrading the
N12 is of utmost importance for Sol Plaatje and its development and growth. This will
further link Sol Plaatje to the Cape Town and Johannesburg transport corridors which
could be significant for the growth of the municipal area.
In addition to upgrading the N12, creating a North / South link between Sol Plaatje
and the Trans Kalahari highway in order to tap into the Luanda / Johannesburg route
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is an additional initiative that could have further multiplier effects (for example
trucking service centres could locate to Kimberley and supporting services would
also benefit from this) for the area. Investing in the N12 and a connection between
SPM and the Trans Kalahari highway will position the City on the North South
connection by bypassing Johannesburg and thereby allowing logistics companies to
incur great savings and it will provide an alternative route to Johannesburg which will
avoid the congested N1 access route (CDS, 2006).
The upgrading of the existing airport to international standards and the promotion of
a freight transport via the airport would enable SPM to establish itself as a regional
transport node. This will also benefit the FIFA 2010 visitors and team members if the
airport were to expand and improve. Also if the diamond trade is to get a major
improvement in the area, it is likely that more and more international travellers will
want to access and visit Kimberley. Although the current airport is adequate, it may
well be necessary to encourage international visits by allowing businessmen and
tourist to fly directly into Kimberley. The airport could also make further
improvements such as establishing a kiosk or small shop at the airport where
travellers can purchase magazines and memorabilia of Kimberley and also have a
tourist information kiosk at the airport with brochures and maps of Kimberley and the
surrounding areas. The restaurant can also be improved by making it more tourist
and customer friendly, as well as more comfortable. The airport and the amenities
within it is the first visual image that tourists/visitors will see of Kimberley. This should
be attractive to them and make them feel welcome as well as market the area as
such. Branding in this case is of utmost importance.
In order to position Sol Plaatje more strategically within the Northern Cape and South
Africa, the driving and launching of these initiatives and projects of this nature will
require large-scale networking and funds. Engagement and networking with national,
provincial and relevant local departments and agencies will be necessary in order to
influence the delivery of these initiatives. There must be clear communication with
the district and province to ensure alignments and integrations of plans, strategies
and delivery frameworks are in place.
ACTION 2: Bridging gaps between First and Second economy
It has become increasingly clear that South Africa’s economic system is one guided
by two economies: one which is fully integrated within the global economy, that is
well developed and highly competitive; and one which is isolated, underdeveloped
and is not growth orientated.
These two economies, known as the first and second economies respectively, are
both playing a role in the economic development and overall reconstruction of South
Africa in a post-apartheid era. While the scale and sphere of access for each market
is widely different, in many cities, towns and municipalities, the first and second
economies operate within an arm’s length of each other. In many situations,
apartheid planning has led to two settlements, one high-income and one lowerincome operating with some sort of buffer zone or physical barrier dividing the two
areas. It is generally recognized that the higher-income settlements have modern first
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economies, while the lower-income areas do not. Instead, these lower-income areas
suffer from high capital leakages and low capacities.
In light of this situation, programmes and projects to ‘bridge’ the gaps and isolation
between the first and second economies, have come into fruition as the continued
development of a dual-economy nation is neither desirable nor sustainable.
Transformation is thus necessary - It is necessary to work to transform the second
economy and to fully integrate it within the first economy, a transformation which will
not only improve the economic and employment quality of life for those within the
second economy, but will also grow and increase the overall sustainability of the first
economy as well.
Transformation of the second economy towards a more ‘first’ economy orientation is
necessary for the continued growth and overall development of BOTH the second
and first economies.
Implementation of transformation:
In order to actualise this transformation a dynamic, responsive and multi-layered plan
will need to be implemented. This plan will need to take into account the economic
foundation of the local economic development plan (LED), the social development
principles of community development and the community engagement and
ownership of community economic development if it is to be successful.
Strategies were adopted by national, provincial and local governments to address the
first and second economy divide and this have far been grounded on either
community or local economic development principles. Such initiatives included:
Expanded Public Works Programmes (EWPWs) – which focus on skills
development as well as infrastructure delivery (CD)
 Black Economic Empowerment (BEE) – which helps to specifically address
the issue of linking the first and second economies (LED)


Thus, while elements of LED and community development will remain important in
supporting both the first and second economies during a transitory period, the idea of
community economic development must also be taken into consideration due to the
fact that this might be best suited for this transitional, expansion phase.
Actual transformation of the Second Economy can only reasonable be understood as
a long-term goal and calls for government to play an even more interventionist role.
The most immediate task is for government to intervene broadly in the second
economy in order to help as many people as possible to further realise their
economic potential.
There has to be a way to bring the responsibility / opportunity for their own destiny
back to the people – irrespective of financial status. People must be enabled to take
control over their own lives and become the masters of their own future in a proactive, responsible and organised way. Without this the actions taken by Government
will remain void of real meaning.
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The solution to the problem of the Gap has to be found where the people are, what
they are and what they have to offer. To enhance the level of participation from the
side of the second economy a paradigm shift is needed. For as long as people are
categorised as the objects of poverty alleviation and not as the subjects of
poverty eradication they will remain dependent, struggling and frustrated. The
challenge therefore is to design an inclusive and participative programme that
aims at poverty eradication and not poverty alleviation. There is a need for a
constructive mobilisation of the informal sector of the economy through an
intermediate system that will form the bridge to the formal first economy.
"I am because I participate" is a traditional philosophy in Africa. It is on this
philosophy that the solution of the problem of inequality hinges. A participation model
is needed that will lure both economies into one programme. The need is to build a
bridge that connects the two economies, with foundations firmly grounded on both
sides. The search for equality requires participation and engagement from both sides
of the economic divide; equality that does not imply similarity in method or
contribution. Equality in weight and reward should be the aim. The two groups from
the Second and First Economy should unite in an effort to bridge the divide between
the two economies by developing the hidden potential of the Second Economy, and
enriching and enhancing it to a level that they can come into their own as equal
partners with the First Economy.
The First Economy will have to step down from the level of mere financiers and jobcreators to the level of true partners in development. Building a nation with a national
economy becomes possible when a way is found for true participation in trade and
industry by all sectors of a country.
Most interventions from outside (public or private) got stuck in programmes of
poverty alleviation and therefore leave no other option to the poor as to continue with
mere strategies for survival. Even projects aimed at job-creation and self-reliance let
people move from one temporary job to the next and one subsidy to the following.
Recipients remain dependent and unhappy. They are constantly reminded of their
state of dependency. Even small enterprises remain too small to make an impact,
and one spaza (informal) shop after the other becomes a victim in the competitive
world. The overall picture in peasant communities of the former homelands and its
adjacent small towns, as well as new communities in towns and cities, remains one
of dissatisfaction. The reality is that programmes do not get translated into fruitful
projects.
To bring these extremes together will be no easy task. The following elements are
proposed:


The aim is to create Co-operatives within the Second Economy that will
form 50/50 partnerships with the First Economy to become involved in
competitive economic development. This will lead the way from
o a donor-dominated model of job-creation or development grants on the
one side and
o a struggling dependent model on the other to a
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combined effort built on structured partnerships to eradicate the gap
between rich and poor.
 To achieve this aim an Institute will be needed to act both as an axel of a
wheel and a catalyst to facilitate the process to:
o Mobilise the Second Economy to build a Community Based
Development Fund with:
• stokvel-like savings in small groups,
• use of Smartcard for shopping to negotiate discounts from
designated stores and
• avail property (e.g. subsidised housing) as collateral for loans on cooperative projects.
o To make this possible a team will have to be established, with the
objective to get 100 000 participants to join within the first 4 years. This
will make it possible to make funds available for stokvel operations of the
small participating groups for soft loans to members.
o Make sure of good administration of the contribution of the Second
Economy as well as providing legal infrastructure for a Co-operative of
Co-operatives of small groups.
o Negotiate with Government to get full support
i.
in terms of funding - for participants in the enterprise as well as
ii.
support from the Department of Labour for Action Training.
o Find suitable Partners in the First Economy to make an equal
contribution of capital available and provide business expertise to
establish and manage the project.
o Search for suitable projects/industries to get involved with.
 To make the Institute possible it will be necessary to establish a non-profit
organisation with credible directors at the head and suitable staff to get
things started.
o

The challenge remains to develop a programme that will give significance to all the
aspects of participation and therefore meaning to the lives of all those who participate
– Rich and Poor. It has become an issue of praxis. The process of implementation
and the way in which the poor / the people from the Second Economy are
incorporated in this process to become part of the end-result is just as important as
the aim itself. The end of poverty is not only the transfer of money – it implies
transformation to both giver and receiver. (Bruwer, 2008)
To Do:
 Mobilising grass roots communities for the eradication of poverty;
 Exploiting what the poor have and transform it into a meaningful contribution to
generate wealth;
 Looking for partners at ‘the other side’ of the economy to build prosperity via
sound business activity that will cross the Gap between Rich and Poor.
 The establishment of Central Office that will act as a catalyst as it facilitates the
process.
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ACTION 3: Readiness for FIFA 2010
It has been estimated that the 2010 FIFA World Cup will create some 129 000 jobs,
contribute around R21 billion to South Africa's gross domestic product (GDP) and
generate another R7.2 billion in government taxes, with around 350 000 visitors
expected to spend some R9.8 billion in the country during the tournament.
However, the indirect spin-offs from improved perceptions abroad could have an
even greater, longer-lasting impact, not only on South Africa and its development but
on the continent as a whole. A successful World Cup will also help change the
perceptions that a large number of foreign investors hold of Africa/South Africa.
The 2010 FIFA World Cup provides South Africa with a unique opportunity to
showcase itself to the world. Even though the Northern Cape has not been allocated
to host an official Word Cup match during the event itself, the province can still derive
benefit from the event (the history of soccer in South Africa reveal that the first black
national soccer association was the South African Indian Football Association and
was founded in Kimberley back in 1903).
The most important opportunity for the Northern Cape is the already established
partnership with the Free State province (especially Bloemfontein) and more
specifically the Mangaung Municipality. The invitation for the Northern Cape to
participate in their structures and planned activities places the province within the
mainstream activities of the 2010 World Cup. (These relationships /partnerships
should be of a lasting kind even long after the World Cup is completed in terms of
future growth and development for Sol Plaatje).
Kimberley has also been identified as one of the cities that will host one of the
countries that will be part of the stream that will be hosted by Mangaung. The
agreement with the Free State Organising team includes the provision of at least 20
000 beds to accommodate the hospitality needs of Mangaung.
The partnership with the Free State is one that directly involves the Northern Cape in
the core operations of the World Cup and therefore needs concerted programmes
and activities. This daunting task cannot be overcome by government alone. Private
stakeholders and communities should also be included in these activities.
The Northern Cape Province and the Sol Plaatje Municipality (in particular) is
accepted as an official fourth practice venue for Bloemfontein, which gives Sol
Plaatje official and participatory status in the 2010 World Cup.
The Department of Sport, Arts and Culture has embarked on sports development
programmes that is set to move the level of competition in the province to higher
standards. This programme includes the training of coaches and coaching clinics for
players, the training of referees and the training of club managers in the
administration of teams in the province. This in itself provides opportunities for the
local businesses to draw direct benefit from this.
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The province is also in a process of readying itself to meet the FIFA requirements
and standards of providing base camp facilities to any country that it might have to
host as per agreement between the municipalities of Sol Plaatje and Mangaung.
A second key opportunity for the Northern Cape is its two neighbouring countries –
Namibia and Botswana. The 2010 World Cup is clearly defined as an African World
Cup and the two neighbouring countries should be seen as critical strategic levers in
this context. Sol Plaatje should position itself strategically for future purposes as well
in terms of access points – for investors from African countries (SADC free trade
areas) etc. (this will be further discussed in the next action bullet).
Northern Cape poses a third opportunity for the province in terms of its location away from the main centre and the resultant relative quietness. This could position
them as a favourite to attract teams to set up base-camps (Northern Cape 2010 Final
Plan, 2007).
The Northern Cape 2010 Soccer World Cup Plan identifies various strategies and
key actions. The key priorities for the Northern Cape Province in order to benefit
from the 2010 FIFA World Cup are:
Serving as a base camp for, preferably, a top 10 team during the 2010 Soccer
World Cup
 Hosting of exhibition matches
 Leaving legacy projects amongst others:
o A world class stadium
o Upgrading of infrastructure
o A new Astra hockey turf
o A new Athletic track
o Upgrade of Kimberley theatre
o Establishment of a Sport Science Institute


In order to prepare for the 2010 Soccer World Cup, the province and Sol Plaatje
should deal with the following issues:
Event Infrastructure
o The Stadium
o Bulk Infrastructure: Airports
o Bulk Infrastructure: Roads & Rails
o Bulk Infrastructure: Electricity
o Bulk Infrastructure: Water
o Bulk Infrastructure: Sanitation
o Air Transport (i.e. flights)
o Road & Rail Transport (i.e. coaches, car rental, etc)
o Information Technology and Telecommunications
o Official Fan Parks & Public Viewing Areas
o Accommodation
 Event Services
o Safety & Security
o Emergency Medical Services
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Event Support
o Marketing, Signage & Communications
o FIFA Events
o Tourism
o Environmental Sustainability
o Arts & Culture
o Volunteers
o Sport Development
o Economic & Human Development
 Special Projects
o Cooperation with the Free State
o Legacy Projects
o International Partnerships
 Institutional Arrangements
 Implementation Plan


Various opportunities and projects will come long before and after the FIFA World
Cup 2010 and Sol Plaatje should ready themselves in terms of this. For instance the
upgrading of the airport is necessary in terms of the World Cup, but is also very
important in terms of other initiatives such as the establishment of the Diamond Hub
in Kimberley. Without sufficient and convenient air access to the Northern Cape the
province will be severely constrained especially in its ability to host the 2010 World
Cup teams, officials and spectators. Rail and roads should be upgraded in terms of
various interventions and not only because of the World Cup.
Tourism authorities and departments should gear themselves in order to attract more
visitors to the area, but they should also try to attract players/teams and losing teams
to stay longer in the area. Accommodation for teams, VIPs, officials and visitors is
should be made available according to the FIFA 2010 standards. Staff should be
trained regarding hospitality skills etc.
The 2010 World Cup will provide the Northern Cape and Sol Plaatje with a unique
opportunity to market itself as an investment destination and to develop its tourism
and arts & culture industry.
Sol Plaatje should prepare itself for the FIFA 2010 World Cup and tap into all the
benefits that this event could possibly bring to the local area. Sol Plaatje should see
this as an opportunity to further develop and grow the economy of Sol Plaatje for
future purposes (they should see this event as a means to an end/future goal) in
terms of the following:







2010 and all it encompasses
Increases in the tourism markets
Infrastructure development and upgrades
Holistic approach to re-establishment and strengthening the soccer ethos
and its development programmes as a viable commercial entity
Attracting new investment opportunities to assist economic growth
Skills development
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Deliver on key commitments at all levels inclusive of all activities within the
province
 Leave a world cup legacy that is self-sustaining and beneficial to the
province


ACTION 4: Diamond Hub (Strategy) and further development (expansion)
The Northern Cape provided some 38% of all diamond production and 32% of
kimberlitic diamonds in 2004; the province thus has a significant role to play in the SA
diamond industry.
Diamond Strategy: The intent of the diamond strategy is to localise maximum
benefit of the diamond pipeline and to render services to enable Northern Cape (and
rest of Africa) to fulfill its socio-economic responsibilities. This will be achieved
through:








Foreign Direct Investment
Industry Development
Technology and research
Human Capital development
Infrastructure development
Entrepreneurial opportunities
Employment creation

The objectives are to establish a centre of excellence for:
Diamond cutting and polishing
 Jewellery manufacturing
 Services


The 7 priority projects are:










Kimberley International Diamond and Jewellery Academy – to develop critical
skills for this industry (business plan has been developed and is in the
initiation phase)
Relocation of the State Diamond Trader – over 90% of South Africa’s
diamond production passes through Kimberley and with the relocation of the
State Diamond Trader it will avail a set percentage of South Africa’s
production for local beneficiation. This relocation is critical for Kimberley and
will render Kimberley as a distribution and logistical hub for the industry
Kimberley Diamond and Jewellery Hub – Province aims to develop an
internationally competitive, serviced, secured and incentivised Hub in
Kimberley (feasibility study already completed)
Branding Kimberley Diamonds and Jewellery
Jewellery manufacturing (refer to next step below)
Diamond Cutting and Polishing – establishing a cutting and polishing industry
consisting of factories, services and incentives in Kimberley.
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Tourism – develop diamond and jewellery specific tourism packages that will
expand the Kimberley diamond and jewellery brand and stimulate local
enterprise.

Jewellery factory for Kimberley:
An investment of R100 million has been earmarked for Kimberley. The investment
will be made in a gold jewellery factory, which will serve as an extension of the
Diamond Strategy and support the state's drive to increase beneficiation in the
Southern Africa Development Community (SADC) and specifically South Africa.
This initiative will focus on mass chain production for the export market – specifically
the United States. The Gold Chain Technology project, focusing on the production of
gold and silver chains, will progressively escalate its production and employment. It is
expected that in four year's time an estimated 300 people will be employed and a
total of three tons of gold and five tons of silver will be processed by the factory.
The project has been undertaken as a partnership between the provincial
government, the BEE Company, Solandra and Q-Quality, an Italian company that will
participate through skills transfer. It is also funded by Industrial Development
Corporation (IDC) and financially supported by the Augusta–Westland deal which is
part of the South African arms deal scheme.
The project would also contribute towards the gross domestic profit and trade
balance. The impact of this project will have an enormous influence on the Northern
Cape / Sol Plaatje as well as on the national economy, and has the potential to
expand and to complement existing and new ventures. This is a key opportunity for
facilitating empowerment in the jewellery manufacturing sector, while continuing
regional development among the poor communities in Sol Plaatje and the rest of
South Africa.
Currently annual gold retailing demand tops 2,800 tons, which translates into an
R450 billion-industry. Principle consumers include India (25%), the US (18%) and
China (12%) with the major producers being India (19%), Italy (10%) and Turkey
(9%). Gold Chain Technology will train 460 people in jewellery manufacturing and
design within five years and achieve sales of about R1 billion annually within five
years.
The bulk of the skills will be transferred from Italian technicians to locals, with several
future trainers acquiring machinery and equipment training in Italy. Furthermore, the
provincial government and De Beers have agreed to establish an academy to
promote the jewellery profession in the provinces. This academy could potentially
provide skilled employees to Gold Chain Technology.
Sol Plaatje should position itself in order to form part of this development. Sol Plaatje
should start negotiations and liaison with provincial, De Beers and national in terms
of this venture and in order to find out where they could be of assistance. The various
projects and initiatives that were mentioned during the previous step – Action 4: FIFA
2010, such as the upgrading of the airport, rail and road etc. will also be relevant and
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important for the region (as well as for the economy of Sol Plaatje) to gear itself to
become a world-class Diamond Hub.
This initiative will have a significant spill-over effect for the whole region and for Sol
Plaatje, not only in terms of job creation, but also in terms of tourism development,
skills development, infrastructure development, SMME development (potential for
small-scale miners), beneficiation opportunities etc. Various services will be needed
for this initiative that Sol Plaatje could deliver which could create various
opportunities for Sol Plaatje, services such as education, security, finance and
funding, insurance, technology, provision of mining goods and equipment (currently
getting it from elsewhere), research, accommodation, entertainment, transport etc.
Sol Plaatje and the local community/businesses could deliver these services and
expand and grow themselves in the process.
It is important for Sol Plaatje’s development and growth to support and invest in this
initiative and to form part of the whole process, as well as to involve the community in
the process. Sol Plaatje should become a partner in the process and they could start
by developing necessary skills that will be needed in terms of this initiative, investing
in technology in order to become globally competitive, by supporting and helping with
the industrial arrangements, by making land available for this development and by
providing support for establishing an Industrial Development Zone (IDZ / EPZ: the
possibility of an industrial development or export processing zone from which to
develop the industry especially in regard to cutting and jewellery making, would
definitely enhance the viability of such business) which will be necessary in terms of
quality business provision and efficient services. The Sol Plaatje Municipality should
thus lobby to have Kimberley included as a new IDZ.
It is understood that as many as 9 other centres are also being considered by role
players to develop the diamond beneficiation industry based on the promise of rough
that the amended act makes. Perhaps some of the strongest cases are in the
Limpopo Province where a factory is already in existence and working with just a few
cutters due to difficulties in sorting rough, and the proposed Johannesburg
International Airport initiative where a strong attempt is being made to establish a
major jewellery centre in an IDZ at the airport. The importance of supporting this
initiative and forming partnerships between Sol Plaatje, provincial and De Beers is
regarded as a priority in order for this development to be established within the Sol
Plaatje region and to gain the benefits thereof.
Establishment of an Industrial Development Zone (IDZ)
The Industrial Development Zone (IDZ) Programme of the South African Department of Trade
and Industry (DTI) is designed to encourage international competitiveness in South
Africa’s manufacturing sector. An IDZ is a purpose-built, industrial estate linked to an
international airport or port, which contains a controlled Customs Secured Area (CSA). A
CSA is exempt from duties, VAT and import duty on machinery and assets.
In keeping with international trends in export-oriented zone development, the DTI provides an
enabling business environment that facilitates quick decision-making processes, attractive
benefits and high quality inputs at competitive rates, as well as labour standards that give
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easy access to world markets. As a result of globalisation, ports and airports are changing
so that they can cater for increased economic activity and facilitate access to foreign markets
for business people and manufacturers. The IDZ Programme provides facilities and services
tailored for export-oriented industries.
Government will license operators to develop and run selected IDZ’s. These operators will be
expected to provide enterprise support measures, minimise red tape and provide
efficient services to all enterprises within the IDZ. An Industrial Development Zone is any
area declared as such by the Minister of Trade and Industry under section 10(1) of Act No
187 of 1993. Each zone is designed to:




Provide a location for the establishment of strategic investments.
Promote and develop links between domestic and zone-based industries to optimise use
of existing infrastructure, generate employment and create technology transfers.
Enable exploitation of resource-intensive industries.

Key features of an IDZ
Each IDZ offers:
 Direct links to an international port or airport.
 World-class infrastructure, specially designed to attract tenants.
 Suitability for export-oriented production.
 Dedicated customs support services to expedite excise inspection and clearing.
 Duty-free importation of production-related raw materials and inputs.
 A zero rate of VAT on supplies procured from South African sources.
 Import status for finished goods which are sold into South Africa.
 Government incentive schemes.
 Reduced taxation and exemption for some activities/products.
 Access to the latest information technology for global communications (Department of
Trade and Industry, 2005).
The establishment of an IDZ at Sol Plaatje will have far-reaching effects on the whole
area/region and the IDZ will determine the future development potential of the area as well
as the possibility of establishing backward and forward linkages within the local
economy.

ACTION 5: Access Points for investors
With the establishment of the SADC Free Trade area in August of this year (2008),
the prospect was created of much more free movement between countries in the
region. Sol Plaatje (Kimberley), as a large city in close proximity to Botswana, could
in this way become a new regional ‘border node’. At the same time new partnerships,
networks, and new interconnected regions spanning national boundaries become
possible.
ACTION 6: City Networks Affiliated
Sol Plaatje needs to, together with other cities of the same order (i.e. the so-called
‘secondary cities’) lobby for increased support by national and provincial government
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for the provision of support and funding. ASGISA allocates 40% of the R320 billion to
be spent by State Owned Enterprises (SOEs). SPLM has to ensure that a part of
these funds are spent on strategically important investments in the city in order to
facilitate the creation of a gateway between the hinterland and the national/
international arena.

Phase Three: “Diamond Rush” (“Think even bigger”)
The aim of the third phase is to provide long-term economic ideas to expand the local
economy of Sol Plaatje into something substantially “big” over the next ten to
fifteen years.
A drastic effort supported by the Public and Private sectors, as well as the local
community themselves will be needed to transform Sol Plaatje (as well as the region)
into something enormous. The challenge is to think big. Small may be beautiful,
but big is powerful.
The Northern Cape due to the empty space, high levels of sun shine and land
vacancy levels could now start to think big. The Northern Cape falls in the region with
the highest kilowatt hours per square meter per day south of the Equator in Africa,
which provides various opportunities and possibilities.
There could be various new ideas and initiatives that could work for the Northern
Cape region and that could place Sol Plaatje on the map; to start to compete globally
and generate a broader momentum in Sol Plaatje and the Northern Cape region. In
this phase Sol Plaatje should be ready for much bigger things than in the previous
phase. Sol Plaatje should start to think big and even bigger. For example: Think Las
Vegas. Think Hollywood. Think Disney World / theme parks.
Sol Plaatje should be realising by now that nothing can hold them back and that they
too can become whatever they want to. By this stage/phase peoples mindsets must
be renewed and the negative perceptions about Sol Plaatje and of the past must be
long gone. However, in order for Sol Plaatje to drive and launch projects of this
nature will require large-scale networking (local, provincial and national), partnerships
and finding of alternative funds. The following can be used as very successful
examples:
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Think Las Vegas
Before (similar to Northern Cape Region)

After (possibility for
SPLM)
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Think Hollywood / Bollywood / Film Industries
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Think Disney World / Theme
T
parks
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To Summarise all 3 phases in short:
1. Phase One: Consolidation & Stabilisation (“Better and not bigger”). In
other words - Fix the basics – providing efficient and sustainable municipal
services, understand the local area, understand the various roles and
responsibilities of district and local municipality, adopt new LED approach.
2. Phase Two: Expansion Phase (“Bigger & Better”). Build and expand the
area – this is the phase where further development is realised, existing and new
clusters are being strengthened, preparations are underway for the Diamond Hub
and FIFA 2010 and spin-offs are guaranteed.
3. Phase Three: “Diamond Rush” (“think even bigger”). This phase is where
new ideas and initiatives should be developed and created in order to place
Sol Plaatje back on the map; to start to compete globally and generate a
broader momentum in Sol Plaatje and the Northern Cape region.
7.3

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The final step for the Sol Plaatje Municipality is to start to take action. The “new” LED
Strategy should be a guideline for the municipality in terms of what to do next, what
direction to take for economic development. The abovementioned actions should be
realised and implemented in order for Sol Plaatje to grow and develop as a whole.
The LED unit and the whole municipality (as mentioned in previous chapters) should
start to come together and work together in order to adopt the LED Approach and
implement it. They should start to act as economic drivers and the LED officials have
to become development activists.
The next immediate steps / actions that the Sol Plaatje Municipality will have to follow
after this report is submitted are as follow:









Firstly, Council have to approve the “new” LED strategy in the following
month or two.
Secondly, the Sol Plaatje Municipality should organise a LED Workshop,
in order for the municipality, private sector and the community to understand
what LED exactly is, what it should be and how it should be implemented.
The concept of the LED Approach should be explained here in detail and
adopted by all.
Another workshop should be organised or can be combined with the
previous workshop in terms of clarifying the role and responsibilities of
the various government spheres. National, provincial, local, private sector
and the community should understand what their roles and responsibilities
are in terms of LED.
A Skills Audit should also be undertaken within the Sol Plaatje municipal
area, as well as in the municipality itself in order to understand what skills
are available within the area and to estimate if the staff within the
municipality is suited for their currently positions. Changes within the
municipal institutional structure should be made in order to accommodate
the best suited candidates to certain positions.
Partnerships should be formed and a Partnership Programme should be
developed. Partnership agreements should be signed and the municipality,
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private sector and the community should be held accountable to keep this
partnership active.
 Once the potential of prioritised actions have been identified, the next step
should be to assess the feasibility thereof. This is done by means of an indepth feasibility study, such as a feasibility study in terms of upgrading the
airport or the establishment of an Industrial Development Zone et. Various
market studies should also be undertaken in order to understand the growth
potential of the Sol Plaatje area in terms of the various property markets,
such as retail, industrial, office, residential etc.
 After the feasibility studies are completed business plans should be
developed in order to market the idea to potential investors. Such business
plans usually includes the details and description of an action, its preliminary
feasibility i.e. potential, current market trends, linkages and market gaps. In
broad terms, it markets the potential of the action to generate profit to the
investor, create jobs for the unemployed communities and ultimately
contribute to the socio-economic upliftment of the Sol Plaatje municipal
area.
In previous experiences of LED strategies and in most cases of LED in South Africa,
the most difficult part for municipalities in the whole LED process is to take the
process forward and to implement the actions identified within the LED Strategy.
Municipalities need help and support in order to realise their own potential.
Municipalities should liaise and consult with the private sector (consultants), in order
to find ways to move forward. Various ideas could be shared and this will give the
municipality and the private sector much required exposure as well. Partnerships will
form and assistance with organising meetings will also be easier. The private sector
(consultants with the “know-how”) will be able to organise meeting for the Sol Plaatje
Municipality with DPLG, DTI etc, to establish positive networking opportunities.
It is thus important that the “new” LED Strategy be fully understood and implemented
in a way in order to grow and develop the Sol Plaatje Municipality and the region.
The LED Strategy should not only just be another document, but it MUST be
implemented, evaluated and further adjustments should be made to it in future
according to the market shifts. Pro-active, clear communication and partnerships is
needed throughout the whole LED process.
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